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Strategies to mitigate carbon dioxide emissions through forestry 
activities have been proposed, but ecosystem process-based in
tegration of dimate change, enhanced CO:u disturbance from fire, 
and management actions at regional scales are extremely limited. 
Here, we examine the relative merits of afforestation, reforesta
tion, management changes, and harvest residue bioenergy use in 
the Pacific Northwest. This region represents some of the highest 
carbon density forests in the world, which can store carbon in 
trees for 800 y or more. Oregon's net ecosystem carbon balance 
(NECB) was equivalent to 72% of total emissions in 2011-2015. By 
2100, simulations show increased net carbon uptake with little 
change in wildfires. Reforestation, afforestation, lengthened har
vest cycles on private lands, and restricting harvest on public lands 
increase NECB 56% by 2100, with the latter two actions contribut
ing the most. Resultant cobenefits included water availability and 
biodiversity, primarily from increased forest area, age, and species 
diversity. Converting 127,000 ha of irrigated grass crops to native 
forests could decrease irrigation demand by 233 billion m3·y- 1. 
Utilizing harvest residues for bioenergy production instead of leav
ing them in forests to decompose increased emissions in the short
term (50 y), reducing mitigation effectiveness. Increasing forest carbon 
on public lands reduced emissions compared with storage in wood 
products because the residence time is more than twice that of wood 
products. Hence, temperate forests with high carbon densities and 
lower vulnerability to mortality have substantial potential for reduc
ing forest sector emissions. Our analysis framewor'i< provides a tem
plate for assessments in other temperate regions. 
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Strategies to mitigate carbon dioxide emissions through for
eslty activities have been proposed, but regional assessments 

to determine foasibility, timeliness, and effectiveness are limited and 
rarely account (or the interactive effects of future climate, atmo
spheric C02 enrichment, nitrogen deposition, disturbance from 
wildfires, and management aclions on forest proces.scs. We examine 
the net effect of all of 1hese factors and a suite of mitigation stiat
egies at fine resolution (4-km grid). Proven strategies immediately 
available lo mitigate carbon cmi$.~ions from forest activiti~ in
clude the following: (i) reforestation (growing forests where they 
recently existed), (ii) afforestation (growing forests where they did 
not recently exist), (iii) increasing carbon density of existing for
ests, and (iv) reducing emissions from deforestation and degra
dation (1). Other proposed slratcgies include wood bioenergy 
production (2-4), bioenergy combined with carbon capture and 
storage (BECCS), and increasing wood product use in build
ings. However, examples of commercial-scale BECCS are still 
scarce, and sustainabilil)' of wood sources remains controversial 
because of forgone ecosystem carbon storage and low environmental 
cobencfiLo; (5, 6). Carbon stored in buildings generally outlives 
its usefulness or is replaced within decades (7) rather than the 
centuries possible in forests, and the factors influencing prod
uct substitution have yet to be fully explored (8). Our analysis 
of mitigation strategies focuses on the first four strategics, as 
well as bioenergy production, utilizing harvest residues only and 
without carbon capture and storage. 
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The appropriateness and effectiveness of mitigation stra te
gics within regions vaiy depending on the current forest sink, 
competition wilh land-use and waternhed protection, and envi
ronmental conditions affecting forest sustainability and resilience. 
Few process-based regional studies have quantified strategies that 
could actually be implemented, arc low-risk, and do not depend 
on developing technologies. Our previous studies focused on re
gioual modeling of tl1e effects of forest thinning on net ecosystem 
carbon balance (NECB) and net emissions, as well as improving 
modeled drought sensitivity (9, 10), while this study focuses mainly 
on strategies to enhance forest carbon. 

Our study regjou i~ Oregon in the Padfic Northwest, where 
coastal and montane forests have high biomass and carbon se
questration potential. 111ey represent coastal forests from northern 
California to southeast Alaska, where trees live 800 y or more and 
biomass can exceed that of tropical forests (11) (Fig, Sl). 'llie 
semiarid ecoregiom consist of woodlands that experience frequent 
fires (12). Land-use history is a major determinant of forest carbon 
balance. Harvest was the dominant cause of tree mortality (2003-
2012) and acc0tmted for flvefold as much mmtality as that from fire 
and beetles combined (13). Forest land ownership i~ predominantly 
public (64% ). and 76% of the bioma~ ha1vestcd is on private lands. 

Signif icance 

Regional quantification of feasibility and effectiveness of forest 
strategies to mitigate dimate change should integrate observa
tions and mechanistic ecosystem process models with future di
mate, C02, disturbances from fire, and management. Here, we 
demonstrate this approach in a high biomass region, and found 
that reforestation, afforestation, lengthened harvest cydes on 
private lands, and restricting harvest on public lands increased net 
ecosystem carbon balance by 56% by 2100, with t he latter two 
actions contributing ths most forest sector emissions tracked 
with our life cyde assessment model decreased by 17%, partially 
meeting emissions reduction goals. Harvest residue bioenergy use 
did not reduce short-term emissions. Cobenefits include Increased 
water availability and biodiversity of forest species. Our improved 
analysis frameworic can be used in other temperate regions. 
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Fig. 1. Approach to assessing effects of mitigat ion strategies on forest 
carbon and forest se<tor e missions. NECB is productivity (NPP) minus Rh and 
losses from fi re and harvest (red arrows). Ha rvest emissions include those 
associated with wood products .md bioenergy. 

Many US states, including Oregon (14), plan to reduce their 
greenllouse gas (GHG) cmis_<;ions in accordance with t11e Paris 
Agreement. We evaluated strategies to address this question: How 
much carbon can the region's forests realistically remove from the 
atmosphere in the future, and which forest carbon strategies can 
reduce regional cmis.-;ions by 2025, 2050, and 2100? We propose 
an integrated approach that combines obseivations with models 
and a life cycle assessment (LCA) to evaluate current and future 
cffecL<; of mitigation actions on forest carbon and forest sector 
cmi5sion,<; in temperate region$ (Fig. 1). We estimated the recent 
carbon budget of Oregon's forests, and simulated the potential to 
increase the forest sink and decrease forest sector emi<;sions under 
currenl and future climate conditions. We provide recommenda
tions for regional assessments oI mitigation strategies. 

Results 
Carbon stocks and nuxes are summari~ed for the observation 
cycles of 2001-2005, 2006-2010, and 2011-2015 (Table l and 
Tables SI and S2).1n 201J-2015, state-level forest carbon stocks 
totaled 3,036 Tg C (3 billion metric tons), with the coastal and 
montane ecorcgious accounting for 57% of the live tree carbon 
(Tables Sl and S2). Net ecosystem production [NEP; net primary 
production (NPP) minus heterotrophic respiration (Rh)j aver
aged 28 leragrams carbon per year (Tg C y- 1

) over all three 
periods. Fire emissions were wmsually high at 8.69 mill ion metric 
tons carbon dioxide equivalent (tC0 2e y-1

• i.e., 2.37 Tg C y-1
) in 

2001-2005 due to the historic Biscuit Fire. but decreased to 
3.56 million IC02e y- L (0.97 Tg C y-1) in 2011- 2015 (Table S4). 
Note that I million ta)ze equals 3.667 Tg C. 

Our LCJ\ showed that in 2001-2005, Oregon's net wood 
product emissions were 32.61 miUion tC0 2e (Table S3), and 3.7-
fold wildfire emissions in the period that included the record fire 
year (15) (Fig. 2). In 2011-2015, net wood product emissions were 
34.45 million tC02e and almost 10-fold fire emissions, mostly due 
to lower fi re emissions. The net wood product emissions are 
higher than fi re emissions despite carbon benefi ts of storage in 
wood products and substitution for more foss il fuel-intensive 
products. Hence, combining fi re and net wood product emis
sion.~. the forest sector emi~sions averaged 40 million tC02e y-1 

and accounted for about 39% of total emissions across all sectors 
(Fig. 2 and Table S4). NECB was calculated from NEP minus 
losses from fire emissions and harvest (Fig. 1). State NECB was 
equivalent to 60% and 70% of total emissions for 2001-2005 and 
2011-2015, respectively (Fig. 2, Table 1, and Talilc S4). Fire 
emissions were only between 4% and 8% of total emissions from 
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all sources (2011-2015 and 2001-2004, rcspeciively). Oregon's for
ests play a laJger role in meeting its GIIG targets than US forests 
have in meeting the nation's targets (16, 17). 

Historical disturbance regimes were simulated using stand age 
and disturbance histoiy from remote sensiug product5. Comparisons 
of Community Land Model (CLM4.5) output with Forest Iuventory 
and Analysis (FIA) aboveground tree biomass (>6,000 plots) were 
within 1 SD of tl1e ecoregion means (Fig. S2). CLM4.S estimates of 
cumulative bwn area and emissions from 1990 to 2014 were 14% 
and 2.5% Jess than observed, respectively. Tbe discrepancy wa~ 
mostly due to the model missing an anoma lously large fi re in 2002 
(Fig. S3A). When excluded, modeled versus obseived fire emis
sions were in good agreement (?- = 0.62; Fig. S3B). A sensitivity 
test of a 14% underestimate of burn area did not affect our final 
results because predicted emission.~ would increase almost equally 
for business as usual (BAU) management <i nd our scenarios, 
resulting in no proportional change in NECH. However, the ratio 
of hruvesl to fire emissions would be lower. 

Projections show that under future climate, atmospheric carbon 
dioxide, and BAU management, an increw;c in net cmbon uptake due 
to C02 fertilization and climate in the mesic ecoregions far outweighs 
losses from fire and drought in tllc semiarid ecoregjons. 1bere was not 
an iocTeasing trend in fire. Carbon stocks increased by 2% and 7% 
and NEP increased by 12% and 40% by 2050 and 2100, respectively. 

We evaluated emission reduction strategies in the forest sector: 
protecting existing forest carbon, lengthening haivest cycles, re
forestation, afforestation, and bioenergy production with product 
substitution. 1l1e largest potential increase in forest c.<1rhon is in the 
mesic Coast Range and West Cascade ccoregions. These forests are 
buffered by the ocean, have high soil water-holding capacity, low 
risk of wildfire [fue inle!Val~ average 26ll-400 y (18) j, long carbon 
residence lime, and potential for hiph carbon density. They can 
attain biomass up to 520 Mg C ha- (12). Although Oregon has 
several protected areas, they account for only 9-J5% of the total 
forest area, so we expect it may be feasible Lo add carbon-protected 
lands with cobenefits of water protection and biodiversity. 

Reforestation of recently forested areas include those areas im
pacted by fire and beetles. Our simulations lo 2100 assume regrowth 
of the same species and incorporate fu ture fire responses to climate 
and cyclical beetle outbreaks [70-80 y (13)]. Reforestation has the 
potential to increase stocks by 3 J 5 Tg C by 2100, reducing forest sector 
net emi&5ions by 5% by 2100 relative to BAU management (Fig. 3). 
The East and West Ca'>Cades ecoregions lrnd the highest reforestation 
potential, accounting for 90% of ll1e increase (l'able S5). 

Afforestation of old fields withii1 foresl boundaries and non
food/non.forage grass crops, hereafter referred to as "grass crops," 
had to meet minimum conditions for tree growtlJ, and crop grid 
cells had to he partially forested (SI Met/rods and Table S6). These 
crops are not grazed or used for animal feed. Compel'ing land uses 
may decrease the actual amount of area that can be afforested. 
We calculated the amount of irrigated grass crops (127,000 ha) 
that could be converted to forest, assuming success of carbon 
offset programs (19). By 2100, afforestation inc..1:eased stocks by 

Table 1. Forest carbon budget components used to compute 
NECB 

Flux, Tg C-y-1 2001- 2005 2006-2010 2011-2015 2001-2015 

NPP 73.64 7.59 73.57 7.58 73.57 7.58 73.60 
Rh 45.67 5.11 45.38 5.07 45.19 5.05 45.41 
NEP 27.97 9.1 5 28. 19 9.12 28.39 9. 11 28.18 
Ha rvest removals 8.58 0.60 7.77 0.54 8.61 0.6 8.32 
Fire e missions 2.37 0.27 1.79 0.2 0.97 0.11 1.71 
NECB 17.02 9.17 18.63 g_14 18.81 9.13 18.15 

Average annua l values for each period, including uncertainty (95% 
confidence interva l) in Tg C y-1 (multiply by 3.667 to get mllllon tC02 e). 

Law et al. 
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Fig. 2. Oregon's forest carbon sink and emissions from forest and energy 
sectors. Harvest emissions are computed by LCA. Fire and harvest emissions 
sum to forest sector emissions. Energy sector emissions are from the Oregon 
Global Warming Commission (14), minus forest-related emissions. Error bars 
are 95% confidence i11ter11als (Monte Carlo analysis). 

94 Tg C and cumulative NECB by 14 Tg C, and afforestation 
reduced forest sector GHG emissions by 1.3--1.4% in 2025, 2050, 
and 2100 (Fig. 3). 

We quantified cobenefits of afforestation of .i.nigated grass crops 
on water availability based on data from hydrology and agricultural 
simulations of future grass crop area and related inigation demand 
(20). Afforestation of 127,000 ha of grass cropland with Douglas 
fir could decrease irrigation demand by 222 and 233 billion m3·y-1 

hy 2050 and 2100, respectively. An independent estimate from 
measured precipitation and evapotranspiration (ET) at our ma
ture Douglas fir and grass crop flux sites in the Willamel1e Valley 
shows th.e ET/precipitation fraction averaged 33% and 52%, re
spectively, and water balance (precipitation miam; ET) averaged 
910 mm·y- 1 and 516 mm·y-1

. Under current climate conditions, 
the observations suggest an increase in annual water avail
ability of 260 billion m3

· y- 1 i[ 127,000 ha of the irrigated grass 
crops were converted to forest. 

Harvest cycles in the mesic and montane forests have declined 
from over 120 y to 45 y despite the fact t11at these trees can live 
500-1,000 y and net prima1y productivity peaks at 80- 125 y (21). 
If hmvest cycles were lengthe ned to 80 y on private lands and 
harvested area was reduced 50% on public lands, state-level stocks 
would iocrcuse by 17% to a total of ...... J,600 Tg C and NECB would 
increase 2-3 Tg C y- 1 by 2100. The lengthened harvest cycles re
duced harvest by 2 Tg C y-1, which contributed to higher l';'ECB. 
Leakage (more ha1vest elsewhere) is difficult to quantify and could 
counter these carbon gains. However, because harvest on federal 
lands was reduced significantly since. 1992 (NW Forest Plan), 
leakage has probably already occurred. 

The fom strategies together increased NECB by 64%, 82%, 
and 56% by 2025, 2050, and 2100, respeclively. Th.is reduced 
forest sector net emissions by 11 %, 10%, and 17% over the same 
periods (Fig. 3). By 2050, potential increases in NECB were largest 
in the Coast Range (Table S5), East Cascades, and Klamath 
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Mountains, accounting for 19%, 25%, and 42% of the to tal 
increase, whereas by 2100, tl1ey were most evident in the West 
Cascades, East Cascades, and Klamath Mountains. 

We examfaed the potential for using existing harvest residue 
for electricity generalion. where burning the ha1vest residue for 
energy emits carbon .immediately (3) versus the BAU practice of 
leaving residues in forests to slowly decompose. A~suming half of 
forest residues from harvest practices could be used to replace 
natural gas or coal in distributed facilities across the state, they 
would provide an average supply of 0.75- 1 Tg C y-1 to the year 
2100 in the reduced harvest and BAU scenarios, respectively. 
Compared with BAU harvest practices, where residues are left to 
decompose, proposed bioenergy produc.tion would increase cu
mulative net emission...-; by up to 45 Tg C by 2100. Eveu at 50% use, 
residue collection aud transport are not likely to be economically 
viable, given the distances (>200 km) to Oregon's facilities. 

Discussion 
Earth system models have t11e potential to bring terrestrial ob
se1vations related to climate, vulnerability, impacts, adaptation, 
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Fig. 3. Future change in carbon stocks and NECB w ith mitigation strategies 
relative to BAU management. The dec.adal average change in forest c.arbon 
stocks (A) and NECB relative to flAU (8) are shown. Italicized numbers over 
bars indicate mean fo rest carbon stocks in 2091-2100 (A} and cumulative 
change in NECB for 2015-2100 (8). Error bars arc ±10%. 
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and mitigation into a common framework, melding biophysical 
with social components (22). We developed a framework to 
examine a suite of mitigation aclions to increase forest e-arbon 
sequestration and reduce forest sector emissions under current 
and future environmental conditions. 

I-Iatvest-related emissions had a large impact on recent forest 
NECB, reducing it by an average of 34% from 2001 to 2015. By 
compaiison, fire emissions were relatively small and reduced NECB 
by 12% in the Biscuit Fire year. but only re<lm .. -ed NECB 5-9% 
from 2006 to 2015. "11ms, altered forest management has the po
tential to enhance the forest carbon balance and reduce emissions. 

Future NEP increased because enhancement from atmospheric 
carbon dioxide outweigl1ed the losses from fire. Lengthened har
vest cycles on plivate lands to 80 y and restricting ha1vest to 50% 
of current rates on public lands increased NECB the most by 2100, 
accounting for 90% of total emissions reduction (Fig. 3 and Tabb 
SS and Sli). Reduced hmvest led to NECB increasing earlier than 
the other strategies (by 2050), suggesting this could be a priority 
for implementation. 

Our afforestation estimates may be too conservative by limit
ing them to nonforest areas within cuncnt forest boundaries and 
127,000 ha of irrigated grass cropland. There was a net loss of 
367,000 ha of forest area in Oregon and Washington combined 
from 2001 to 2006 (23), and less than I% of native habit.at remains 
in the Willamette Valley due to urbanization and agi.iculture (24). 
Perhaps more of this area could be afforested. 

The spatial variation in the potential for each mitigation option 
to improve carbon stocks and fluxes shows th<it the reforest<ition 
potential is highest in the Cascade Mountains, where fire and 
insects occur (Fig. 4). The potential to reduce harvest on public 
land is highest in the Casct1dc Mountains, and that to lengthen 
harves t cycles on private lands is highest in the Coast Range. 

Although western Oregon is mesic with little expected change 
in precipitation, the afforestation cobenefits of increa"ed water 
availability will be impo11ant. Urban demand for water is pro
jected to increase, but agricultural irrigation will continue to 
consume much more water than urban use (25). Converting 
127,000 ha of irrigated gra'>s crops to native forests appears to 
be a win-win strategy, returning some of the area to forest land, 
providing habitat and connectivity for forest species, and easing 
irrigation demand. Because the afforested grass crop represents 
only 11 % of the available grass cropland (1.18 million ha), it is 
not likely to result in leakage or indirect land use change. The 
two forest strategies combined are likely to be important con
tributors to water security. 

Cobencfits with biodiversity were not assessed in our study. 
However. a recent study showed that in the mesic foresL~. cobe
nefits with biodiversity of forest species ttre largest on lands with 
harvest cycles longer tha11 80 y, and thus would be most pro
nounced on private l<1nds (26). We selected 80 y for the haivest 
l-)'cle mitigation strategy because productivity peaks at 80-125 y 
in this region, which coincides with the point a l which cobenefits 
witb wildlife habitat are substantial. 

Habitat loss and climate change are the two greatest threats to 
biodiversity. Afforestation of areas that are currently grass crops 
would likely improve the habitat of forest species (27), as about 
90% of the foresLs in these areas were replace d hy agriculture. 
About 45 mammal species are at iisk because of range contraction 
(28). Forests are more efficient at dissip<iting heat than grass and 
crop lands, and forest cover gains lead to net surface cooling in all 
regions south of about 45° lati tude in North American and Europe 
(29). TI1e cooler c-0nditions can buffer climate-sensitive bird pop
ulations from approaching their thennal limits and provide more 
food and nest sites (30). Thus, the mitigation strategies of affor
estation, protecting forests on public lands and lengthening harvest 
c,'Ycles to 80-125 y, would Likely benefit fores t-dependent species. 

Oregon has a legislatecl mandate to reduce emissions, and is 
considering an offsets program that limits use of offsets to 8% of 
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Fig. 4. Spatial patterns of fore5t carbon stocks and NECB by 2091-2100. The 
decadal average changes in forest carbon stocks (A) and NECB (B) due to 
afforestation, reforestation, protected areas, and lengthened harvest cycles 
relative to continued BAU forest management (red is increase in NECB) 
are shown. 

the total emissions reduction lo ensure that regulated entities 
substantially reduce their own emissions, similar to California's 
program (19). An offset becomes a net cmis.~ions reduction by 
increasing the forest carbon sink (NECB). If only 8% of the GHG 
reduction is allowed for forest offsets, the limits for forest offsets 
would be 2.1and8.4 million metric tC02e of total emissions by 
2025 and 2050, respectively (Table S6). The combination of affor
estation, reforestation, and reduced harvest would provide 13 million 
metric tC02e emissions reductions, and any one of the strategies 
or a portion of each could be applied. Thus, additionality beyond 
what would happen without the program is possible. 

State-level reporting of GHG emissions includes tl1e agriculture 
sector, but does not appear to include forest sector emissions, ex
cept for industrial fuel (i.e., utility fuel in Table S3) and, potentially, 
fire emissions. Haivest-related emissions should be quantified, 
as tlley are mucl1 larger than fire emissions in the western United 
States. Full accounting of forest sector emissions is necessary lo 
meet climate mitigation goals. 

Increased long-term storage in buildings and via product sub
stitution has been suggested as a potential climate mitigation op
tion. Pacific temperate forests can store carbon for many hundreds 
of years, which is nwch longer than is expected for buildings that 
are generally assumed to outlive their usefulness or be replaced 
within several decades (7). By 2035, about 75% of buildings in 
the United States will be replaced or re11ovated, based on new 
construction, demolition, and renovatinn trends (:H, 32). Re
cent analysis suggests sub:.1itution benefits of using wood versus 
more fossil fuel-intensive material<> have been overestimated by at 
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least an order of magnitude (33). Our LCA accounts for losses in 
product substitution stores (PSSs) associated with building life 
span, and thus are considerably lower than when no losses are 
assumed (4, 34). While product substitution reduces the overall 
forest sector emissions, it cannot offset the losses incurred by 
frequent harvest and losses associated with product trans
portation, manufacturing, use, disposal, and decay. Methods 
for calculating substitution benefits should be improved in 
other regional assessment<;. 

Wood bioenergy production is interpreted as being carbon
neutral by assuming that trees regrow to replace those that burned. 
However, this does not account for reduced forest carbon stocks 
that took decades to centuries to sequester, degraded productive 
capacity, emissions from transportation and the production pro
cess, and biogenic/direct emis.<>ions at the facility (35). Increased 
ha rvest through proposed thinning practices in the region has 
been shown to elevate emissions for decades to centuries regardless 
of product end use (36). It is therefore unlikely that increa'ied wood 
bioenergy production in this region wouW decrease overall forest 
sector emissions. 

Conclusions 
GHG reduction must happen quickly to avoid surpassing a 2 °C 
increase in temperature since preindustrial times. Alterations in 
forest managemeut can contribute to increasing the land sink and 
decreasing emissions by keeping carbon in high biom<L'>S forests, 
extending harvest cycles, reforestation, and afforestation. For
ests are carbon-ready and do not require new technologies or 
infrastructure for immediate mitigation of climate change. Grow
ing forest<> for hioenergy production competes with forest carbon 
sequestration and does not reduce emissions in the next decades 
(10). BECCS requires new technology, and few locations have 
sufficient geological storage for C02 at power facilities with 
high-productivity forests nearby. Accurate accounting of forest 
carbon in trees and soils, NECB, and historic harvest rates, 
combined with transparent quantification of emissions from the 
wood product process, can ensure realistic reductions in foresl 
sector emissions. 
A~ states and region.~ take a larger role in implementing climate 

mitigation steps, robust forest sector assessments are urgently 
needed. Our integrated approach of combining observations, 
an LCA, and high-resolution process modeling (4-km grid vs. 
typical 200-km grid) of a suite of potential mitigatjon actions 
and their effects on forest carbon sequestration and emissions 
under changing climate and C02 provides an analysis frame
work that can be applied in other temperate region~. 

Materials and Methods 
Current Sto,ks and FluKes. We quantified recent forest carbon stocks and 
fluxes using a combination of observations from FIA; Landsat products on 
forest type, land cover, and tire risk; 200 inte nsive plots in Oregon (37); and a 
wood decomposition database. Tree biomass was calculated from species
specific allometric equations a nd ecoregion-specific wood density. We esti
mated ecosystem carbon stocks, NEP (photosynthesis minus respiration), and 
NECB (NEP minus losses due to fire or harvest) using a mass-balance approach 
(36, 38) (Table 1 and SI Materials and Methods). Fire emlsslons were computed 
from the Monitoring Trends in Burn Severity database, biomass data, and 
region-spedfic combustion factors {15, 39) (5/ Materials and Methods). 

Future Projections and Model Description. Carbon stocks a nd NEP were 
quantified to the years 2025, 2050, and 2100 using CLM4.5 with physiological 
parameters for 10 major forest species, initial forest biomass (36), and future 
dimate and atmospheric carbon dioxide as input (Jnstitut Pierre Simon 
Laplace climate system model downscaled to 4 km x 4 km, representative 
concentration pathway B.5). CLM4.5 uses 3-h climate data, ecophysiological 
characteristics, site physical characteristics, and site history to estimate the 
daily fluxes of carbon, nitrogen, and water between the atmosphere, plant 
state variables, and litter and soil state variables. Model components are 
biogeophysics, hydrological cycle, and biogeochemistry. This model version 
does not Include a dynamic. vegetation model to simulate resilience and 
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establishment following disturbance. However, the effect of regeneration 
lags on forest carbon is not particularly strong for the long disturbance in
tervals in this study (40). Our plant functional type (PFT) parameteriz.ation 
for 10 major forest species rather than one significantly improves carbon 
modeling in the region (41). 

Forest Management and Land Use Change Scenarios. Harvest cycles, re
forestation, and afforestation were simulated to the year 2100. carbon stocks 
and NEP were predicted for the current harvest cyde ot 45 y compared with 
simulations extending it to 80 y. Reforestation potential was simulated over 
areas that recently suffered mortality from harvest, fire, and 12 species of 
beetles (13). We assumed the same vegetation regrew to the maximum 
potential, which is expected with the combination of natural regeneration 
and planting that commonly occurs after these events. Future BAU harvest 
files were constructed using current harvest rates, where county-specific aver
age harvest and the actual amounts per ownership were used to guide grid cell 
selection. This resulted In the majority of harvest occurring on private land 
(70%) and in the mesic ecoregions. Beetle outbreaks were implemented using 
a modiiied mortality rate of the lodgepole pine Pl'T with 0.1 % y-1 biomass 
mortality by 2100. 

For afforestation potential, we identified areas that are within forest 
boundaries that are not currently fore st and areas that are currently grass crops. 
We assumed no competition with conversion of irrigated grass crops to urban 
growth, given Oregon's land use laws for developing within urban growth 
boundaries. A separate study suggested that, on average, about 17% of all 
irrigated agricultural crops in the Willamette Valley could be converted to 
urban area under future climate; however, because 20% of total cropland is 
grass seed, it suggests little competition with urban growth (25). 

Landsat observations (12,500 scenes) were processed to map changes in 
land cover from 1984 to 2012. Land cover types were separated with an 
unsupervised K-means clustering approach. Land cover classes were assigned 
to an existing forest type map (42), The CropScape Cropland Data Laye r (COL 
2015, http0/nassgeodata.grnu.edu/CropScapeJ) was used to distinguish nonforage 
grass crops from other grasses. For afforestation, we selected grass cropland 
with a minimum soil water-holding capacity of 150 mm and minimum pre
cipitation of 500 mm that can support t rees (43). 

Afforestation Cobencflts. Modeled irrigation demand of grass seed crops 
under future climate conditions was previously conducted with hydrology 
and agricultural mode ls, where ET is a function of climate, crop type, crop 
growth state, and soil-holding capa6ty (20) (Table )7), The simulations 
produced total land area, ET, and irrigation demand for eac.h cover type. 
Current grass seed crop irriga tion in the Willamette Valley is 413 billion m3·Y-' 
for 238,679 ha and is projected to be 412 and 405 billion m3 in 2050 and 2100 
(20) (Table S7). We used annual output from the simulations to estimate irrigation 
demand per unit area of grass seed crops (1.73, 1.75, and 1.84 million m3·ha-1 in 
2015, 2050, and 2100, re5J)ectively), and applied it to the rn;ipped irrigated crop 
area that met conditions necessary to support forests (Table 57). 

LCA. Decomposition of wood through the product cycle was computed using 
an LCA (8, 10). Carbon emissions to the atmosphere from harvest were cal
culated annually over the time frame of the a nalysis (2001-2015). The net 
carbon emissions equal NECB plus total harvest minus wood lost during 
manufacturing and wood decomposed over time from product use. Wood 
industry fossil fuel emissions were computed for harvest, transportation, and 
manufacturing processes. Carbon credit was calculated for wood product 
storage, substitution, and internal mill recycling of wood losses for bioenergy. 

Products were divided Into saV'ltimber, pulpwood, and wood and paper 
products using published coefficients (44). Long-term a nd short-term prod· 
ucts were assumed to decay at 2% and 10% per year, respectively (45). For 
product substitution, we focused on manufacturing for long-term structures 
(building life span >30 y). Because it is not dear when product substitution 
started in the Pacific Northwest, we evaluated it starting in 1970 since use of 
concrete and steel for housing was uncommon hefore 1965. The displacement 
value for product substitution was assumed to be 2.1 Mg fossil OMg C wood 
use in long-term rtructures (46), and although It likely fluctuates over time, we 
assumed it was constant. We accounted for losses in product substitution as
sociated with building replacement (33) using a loss rnte of 2% per year (33), 
but ignored leakage related to fossil C use by other sectors, which may result 
in more substitution benefit than will actually occur. 

The general assumption for modern buildings, including cross-laminate 
timber, is they will outlive their usefulness and be replaced in about 30 y (7). 
By 2035, - 75% of buildlng.s in the United States will be replaced or renovated, 
based on new construction, demolition, and renovation trends, resulting in 
threefold as many buildings as there are now [2005 baseline (31, 32)1. The Joss of 
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the PSS is therefore PSS multiplied by the proportion of buildings lost per year 
(2% per year}. 

To compare the NECB equivalence to emissions, we calculated forest sector 
and energy sector emissions separately. Energy sector emissions ["in-boundary" 
state-quantified emissions by the Oregon Global Warming Commission (14)} 
include those from transportation, residential and commercial building>, industry, 
and agriculture. The forest sector emissions are uadle-to-9rave annual carbon 
emissions from harvest and product emissions, transportation, and utility fuels 
(Table 53). Forest sector utility iuets were subtracted from energy sector emissions 
to avoid double wunting. 

Uncertainty Estimates. For the observat ion-based analysis, Monte Carlo sim
ulations were used to conduct an uncertainty analysis with the mean and SDs 
for NPP and Rh calculated using several approaches (36) (St Materials and 
Methods). Uncertainty in NECB was calculated as the combined uncertainty of 
NEP, fire emissions (10%), harvest emissions (7%). and limd cover estimates 

1. Canadcll JG, Raupach MR (2008) Managing forest> for climate change mltlgation. 
Science 320:1456--1457. 

2. Holtsmark B (2013) The outcome is in the asmmptio ns: Analyzing the e ffe<ts on a t· 
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Biol Bioenergy 5:467-473. 
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(10%) using the propagation of error approach. Uncertainty in CLM4.5 model 
simulations and LCA were quantified by wmbining the uncertainty in the 
observations used to evaluate the model, the uncertainty in input dataset> 
(e.g., remote sensing), and the unce rtainty in the I.CA coefficients (41). 

Model input data for physiological parameters and model evaluation data 
on stocks and f luxes are available online (37). 
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I. STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

A. NATURE OF THE PROCEEDING 

This an appeal under ORS 246.910(1) from a decision of the Lane County 

Circuit Court preventing submission of a proposed Lane County Charter 

amendment to voters, pursuant to its interpretation of ORS 203.725(2). 

B. NATURE OF THE JUDGMENT. 

1 

The General Judgment was signed by the Honorable Karsten H. Rasmussen 

and entered on March 22, 2018. ER-1. 

C. JURISDICTION. 

This Court has jurisdiction pursuant to ORS 19.205 and ORS 246.910(3). 

D. NOTICE OF APPEAL. 

Plaintiffs-Appellants timely filed a notice of appeal on April 20, 2018. 

E. FACTS. 

Plaintiffs in September 2015 filed an initiative to amend Lane County's 

Home Rule Charter, "The Land County Freedom from Aerial Spraying of 

Herbicides Bill of Rights" (Aerial Spray Measure or "the Measure"). It was 

certified for circulation by Defendant Betschart, in her capacity as County Clerk. 

Intervenor filed suit against Defendant in Lane County Circuit Court, arguing 

that the Clerk had failed to properly apply ORS 203.725(1)-(2) prior to 

certifying the Measure for circulation. In March 2016, the Hon. Karen 

Rasmussen decided that challenge in favor of Intervenor. Her opinion in Long 



2 

v. Betschart, et al., CA A164775 (Long I) (decision at Court of Appeals 

pending) held that the "single subject" requirement of ORS 203.725(1) and the 

"separate-vote" requirement in ORS 203.725(2) apply to county chatter 

amendments, but that the review should be conducted after the Clerk had 

verified that petitioners had submitted a sufficient number of signatures to 

qualify for the ballot. 

On October 26, 2017, the Clerk verified that sufficient (11,560) validated 

signatures had been filed to qualify the charter amendment for the ballot. ER-9. 

Defendant then reviewed the Measure and determined, without explanation, that 

it did not comply with the separate-vote requirement of ORS 203 .725(2). ER-

10. 

Plaintiffs appealed to Circuit Court, which in an Order (March 7, 2018) 

("the Order") denied Plaintiffs ' motion for summary judgment and granted 

Intervenor 's, finding that the Measure violated the separate-vote requirement of 

ORS 203.725(2). ER-1. 

Facts specific to each assignment of error are set out therein. 

F. QUESTIONS PRESENTED. 

1. Does disqualification of a county charter measure on the basis of 
substantive pre-election review by the county clerk for 
compliance with a separate-vote test violate the separation of 
powers provisions of the Oregon Constitution? Answer: Yes. 

2. Are ORS 203.725(2) and ORS 250.168 correctly interpreted as 
not authorizing the county clerk to disqualify a county charter 
measure on the basis of substantive pre-election review for 
compliance with a separate-vote test? Answer: Yes. 
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3. Does disqualification of a county charter measure on the basis of 
substantive pre-election review by the county clerk for 
compliance with a separate-vote test violate the rights of Chief 
Petitioners and voters under: 

a. Article VI, § 10? 

b. Article II, § 18(8)? 

c. Article I, §§ 8 and 26? 

d. First Amendment to the United States Constitution? 

e. Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution? 

Answer: Yes to all. 

4. Does the Measure constitute multiple unrelated amendments to 
the Lane County chatter? Answer: No. 

G. SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS. 

No proposed measure in Oregon at any level, statewide or local, has ever 

(before this case) been disqualified from the ballot on the basis of pre-election 

review for compliance with a "separate-vote" requirement. Regarding local 

measures, there is no reported case of pre-election review for separate-vote 

compliance ever occurring. 

The Order's interpretation of ORS 203.725(2) as allowing pre-election 

substantive· review of a proposed charter amendment for separate-vote 

compliance and allowing the Clerk to disqualify the measure from the ballot on 

that basis, after sufficient signatures had been submitted, is both unconstitutional 

and erroneous: 

1. The Order violates the separation of powers provisions of the 
Oregon Constitution, Article ill, § 1, by allowing administrative 
and judicial officers to perform functions reserved to the 



legislative branch, including the people using their initiative 
power--who are a legislature co-equal to those occupied by 
elected legislators. Meyer v. Bradbury, 341 Or 288, 299-300, 
142 P3d 1031 (2006). 

2. The Order violates the rights of Plaintiffs to exercise their: 

a. Initiative powers pursuant to Article rv, § 1, Article VI, § 
10, as protected by Article Il, § 18(8),of the Oregon 
Constitution; 1 

b. Rights to free speech pursuant to Article I, § 8; 

c. Rights to assembly and to instruct and petition legislatures 
pursuant to Atticle I, § 26; and 

d. Right to free speech pursuant to the First Amendment 
to the United States Constitution; 

4 

3. The Order adopts an erroneous interpretation of ORS 203.725(2) 
and ORS 250.168, ~hich clearly provide for no pre-election 
review of county charter amendments for separate-vote 
compliance, as reinforced in 2015 by the Oregon Department of 
Justice GUIDANCE FOR COUNTY CLERK REVIEW OF PETITION FOR 
INITIATIVE MEASURES (2015) [ER-34] (page 32, post). 

4. ORS 203.725(2) is not self-executing and cannot be implemented 
to disqualify a proposed county charter amendment from the 
ballot. 

5. The Order disregards the denial of Fourteenth Amendment
guaranteed due process to the Chief Petitioners (Plaintiffs) 
resulting from the lack of any proceeding by the Clerk to arrive 
at her determination. 

6. Assuming arguendo that the separate-vote language in ORS 
203.725(2) could be applied pre-election (which it cannot), the 
Circuit Court incorrectly invented a "separate-vote" analysis 
contrary to Oregon Supreme Court case law. 

1. Hereinafter, references to Articles with sections, without more, are to the 
Oregon Constitution. 
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II. PRESERVATION OF ERRORS. 

A. APPLICABLE TO ALL ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR: 

Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment (December 21, 2017) argued that 

ORS 203.725(2) could not be applied in a manner that required pre-election 

content-based review of a proposed county charter amendment that was ready 

for submission to voters, because such interpretation would violate: 

1. The Oregon Constitution, Article ill, § 1 (separation of powers) 
[pp. 16-20]; 

2. Plaintiffs ' rights to fully participate in the initiative process 
provided for in Oregon Constitution, Articles IV and VI, 
protected by Article II, § 18(8) [pp. 20-21]; 

3. Plaintiffs ' personal liberties guaranteed by Article I, §§ 8 and 26, 
to address an audience (including citizen-legislators] at the time 
most critical to enacting political change [pp. 21-23]; and 

4. Plaintiffs ' rights to First (and Fourteenth) Amendment protection 
(which includes Due Process) for the exercise of their state 
constitutional rights [pp. 24-27]. See also Transcript of 
Proceedings (February 2, 2018), p. 9 (no time for Clerk's review 
or appeal). 

The Circuit Court addressed constitutional issues only in a footnote 

claiming that all separation of powers problems are solved, 11 So long as judicial 

review exists at some point during the administrative process. 11 Order, p. 6 n4; 

ER-6. 

B. APPLICABLE TO ALL ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR 
RELATING TO STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION. 

Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment [pp. 6-11] argued that the Clerk 

misconstrued ORS 203.725(2) as providing her (and the judiciary) authority to 

disqualify a proposed city charter amendment based on pre-election content-
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based review for separate-vote compliance. It further [pp. 27-32] argued that, if 

a separate-vote requirement were applicable, the Measure satisfied it. The 

Circuit Comt e1Ted in rejecting both arguments. 

III. STANDARDS OF REVIEW APPLICABLE TO ALL ASSIGNMENTS 
OF ERROR. 

A. GRANTS OF SUMMARY JUDGMENT ARE REVIEWED FOR 
LEGAL ERROR. 

We review the trial court's grant of summary judgment for legal error. 
Johnson v. State Board of Higher Education, 272 OrApp 710, 714, 
358 P3d 307, review denied, 358 Or 527, 366 P3d 1168 (2015). 
Summary judgment is proper when there are no genuine issues of 
material fact, and the moving party is entitled to prevail as a matter of 
law. 

Huntsinger v. BNSF Ry. Co., 286 OrApp 84, 85, 398 P3d 403 (2017) . 

. B. CONSTITUTIONAL AND STATUTORY PROVISIONS 
REQUIRE LIBERAL INTERPRETATION. 

Issues of constitutional construction are matters of law, reviewed for error 

of law. Filipetti v. Dep't of Fish & Wildlife, 224 OrApp 122, 197 P3d 535 

(2008). Whether a statute, rule, or government practice violates the Oregon or 

United States Constitution by restricting political speech or assembly or the 

initiative rights of Oregonians are questions of law reviewed for legal error. 

The Oregon Constitutional reservations of initiative power and statutes 

enacted for the exercise of that legislative power are to be construed liberally in 

order to facilitate the use of the initiative power by the people of Oregon. 

"[T]he language of the Constitution, and the statutes enacted for the 
purpose of carrying out the provisions thereof, should have a liberal 
construction, 'to the end that this constitutional right of the people 
may be facilitated and not hampered by either technical statutory 



provisions or technical construction thereof further than is necessary to 
fairly guard against fraud and mistake in the exercise by the people of 
this*** right.' State ex rel. Case v. Superior Court, 81 Wash 623, 
632, 143 P 461, 463." State ex rel. McHenry v. Mack, 134 Or 67, 
69, 292 P 306, 307. See, also State ex rel. Carson v. Kozer, 108 Or 
550, 217 p 827. 

State ex rel. McPherson et al. v. Snell, 168 Or 153, 162, 121 P2d 930 (1942) 

(McPherson). Oregon Educ. Ass'n v. Phillips, 302 Or 87, 95, 727 P2d 602 

(1986), ruled that the Oregon Constitution "should be liberally construed to 

uphold legislation," including measures not yet voted upon, in rejecting a pre-

7 

election challenge to a measure on "single subject" grounds. 

When a statute, such as ORS 203.725(2), is challenged as unconstitutionally 

construed, the Court will "avoid an interpretation of a statute that would raise 

constitutional problems in application, if another reasonable inte1pretation of the 

statute would not." State v. McNally, 361 Or 314, 337, 392 P3d 721 (2017). 

IV. OREGON CONSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK APPLICABLE TO 
ALL ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR. 

The provisions or the Oregon Constitution applicable to county charter 

measures in Oregon are perhaps best understood if presented together. 

A. SEPARATION OF POWERS. 

Oregon Constitution, "Separation of Powers," Article III, § 1, establishes 

the distribution of power among three governmental branches. 

The powers of the Government shall be divided into three separate 
branches, the Legislative, the Executive, including the administrative, 
and the Judicial; and no person charged with official duties under one 
of these branches, shall exercise any of the functions of another, 
except as in this Constitution expressly provided. 
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"[T]he recorded debate of the Oregon Constitutional Convention contains no 

discussion of Article III, Section 1." Roy Pulvers, Separation of Powers Under 

the Oregon Constitution: A User's Guide, 75 ORLREV 443, 445 (1996). 

B. INITIATIVE AND REFERENDUM POWERS. 

The original Article Iv, adopted in 1858, delegated "Legislative Powers" to 

an elected Assembly. 2 In 1902, the Legislature refened a proposed 

constitutional amendment to voters to redistribute legislative powers. 

Oregonians voted overwhelmingly in favor of the proposed initiative and 

referendum (l&R) amendment, reclaiming the dormant legislative power 

reserved to the people to propose and adopt statewide legislation and 

amendments to the Oregon Constitution. 

Meyer v. Bradbury, 341 Or 288, 299-300, 142 P3d 1031, 1037 (2006), 

explains: 

"By the adoption of the initiative and referendum into our 
constitution, the legislative depa1tment of the State is 
divided into two separate and distinct lawmaking bodies. * * 
* 

Straw v. Harris, 54 Or 424, 430-31, 103 P 777 (1909). As a result, 
although two lawmaking bodies--the legislature and the people--exist, 
their "exercise of the legislative powers are coequal and co-ordinate." 
State ex rel. Carson v. Kozer, 126 Or 641, 644, 270 P 513 (1928). 

Before 1902, the legislative role of citizens had been limited to informal 

precatory petitions and voting only upon measures refened by the Legislature. 

After adopting statewide l&R, voters could participate in direct democracy or 

2. The Appendix includes the full relevant text of every cited constitutional or 
statutory reference. 
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"popular sovereignty" legislating. While they retained all their personal rights to 

speak, assemble and address elected officers, they gained new rights as 

participants in the I&R processes. After gaining sufficient voter support, 

proponents are entitled to gain ballot access to submit a proposal for a vote at an 

election. 

Nevertheless, the legislative power, now exercised in two ways, remains 

plenary, unless constrained by the state or federal Constitution. MacPherson v. 

Dept. of Admin. Servs., 340 Or 117, 127, 130 P3d 308 (2006), stated: 

Thus, limitations on legislative power must be grounded in specific 
provisions of either the state or federal constitutions. See, e.g., State 
v. Hirsch/Friend, 338 Or 622, 639, 114 P3d 1104 (2005) ("any 
constitutional limitations on the state's actions must be found within 
the language or history of the constitution itself' (internal quotation 
marks and citation omitted)). 

The peoples' inherent legislative rights and power reclaimed under the I&R 

amendment were "self-executing," effective upon adoption. McPherson, supra, 

168 Or at 160-161. The basic provisions for exercising I&R (ballot access 

through petitioning, the number of signatures required) are set in the Oregon 

Constitution, but other details of the process for exercising these rights--such as 

standardized forms for circulating petitions or filing deadlines--were implicitly 

left to later-enacted "reasonable regulation which facilitates the proper exercise 

of the initiative and referendum" and which does not "plac[e] undue burdens on 

that exercise." State v. Campbell/Campf/Collins, 265 Or 82, 90, 506 P2d 163 

(1973), quoted with approval, Stranahan v. Fred Meyer, Inc., 331 Or 38, 62, 

11 P3d 228 (2000) (Stranahan). Consistent with Article II, § 18(8), the 

Legislature can enact statutes to provide the process for enacting measures by 
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initiative. But laws allowing administrative officials to disqualify measures on 

the basis of substantive pre-election review unconstitutionally interfere with the 

exercise of initiative rights. 

In 1906, Oregon voters used the initiative powers to continue governmental 

refmms. Briefly summarized,3 they: 

1. Amended Article XI, § 2, to forbid the Legislature from creating 
municipal corporations and created provisions for "home rule" cities to 
form by citizen vote. 

2. Amended Article IV to include (then numbered) § lb, which extended 
I&R powers to voters of cities, municipalities, and most districts (now 
Article Iv, § 1(5)). This extension applied to county voters, as "a 
county is clearly a municipality or district, within the meaning of this 
section" [Schubel v. Olcott, 60 Or 503, 515, 120 P 375 (1912)]. But 
formation of county gove1nments remained under control of the 
Legislative Assembly until Article VI, § 10, was adopted in 1958. 

3. Amended Article XVII, § 1, so that amendments to the Oregon 
Constitution adopted through the recently enacted initiative process 
would be subject to the original Constitution's "separate vote" 
requirement for constitutional amendments. 

Voters continued to expand and protect direct democracy reforms in the 

next election cycle, 1908. They adopted Article II, § 18, providing for recall of 

elected officers and adding special instructions to protect all direct democracy 

rights from legislative limitation. 

[T]he words, "the legislative assembly shall provide," or any similar or 
equivalent words in this constitution or any amendment thereto, shall 
not be construed to grant to the legislative assembly any exclusive 
power of lawmaking nor in any way to limit the initiative and 
referendum powers reserved by the people. 

3. The full texts are presented in the Appendix to this brief. 
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Article II, § 18(8).4 This section means that any "limit on the initiative and 

referendum powers reserved by the people" must be authorized by constitutional, 

not statutory, lawmaking. 

In 1907, the Legislature enacted laws to cany out the new municipal I&R 

provisions, assigning a number of procedural steps to the Secretary of State,5 

with rights for participants to use mandamus to enforce performance of those 

ministerial duties. Since mandamus lies to enforce ministerial duties, this 

suggests that the duties of the Secreta1y were deemed ministerial in nature. 

Counties are municipal entities within the scope of the 1906 amendment to 

Alticle IV, so after 1906 county voters could exercise I&R powers [Schubel, 

supra], to adopt ordinances "on a specific subject if the state law expressly 

permit[ted] it to do so." Explanation, Measure No. 11, County Home Rule 

Amendment, OREGON VOTERS PAMPHLET, November 4, 1958. App-23. 

Although county residents had been able to exercise some I&R powers 

since 1906 [Schubel v. Olcott, supra], it was not until 1958 that voters adopted 

4. The following dicta in Salem Comm. to Stop Food Irradiation By & 
Through Nelson v. Sec'y of State, 109 OrApp 364, 368 n4, 819 P2d 752 
(1991), review denied, 313 Or 210 (1992), is clearly wrong in finding that 
§ 18(8) "applies only to recall petitions." 

5. An examination of section 6 (3476, L.O.L.) of the same act reveals 
that the reason of the legislative rule requiring the filing of an 
initiative petition with the Secretary of State, when only one county is 
interested in the measure, is to avoid confusion in the numbe1ing of 
the initiative measures on the ballot. 

Schubel, 60 Or at 509. 
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Article VI, § 10, to secure their own "home mle" tights to organize and adopt 

their own governmental structure at the county level. Article VI, § 10, extended 

"home rule" to the creation of county governments and became known as the 

"County Home Rule amendment." 

A county charter may provide for the exercise by the county of 
authority over matters of county concern. * * * The initiative and 
referendum powers reserved to the people by this Constitution hereby 
are further reserved to the legal voters of every county relative to the 
adoption, amendment, revision or repeal of a county charter and to 
legislation passed by counties which have adopted such a chatter * * 
* 

The phrase, "initiative and referendum powers reserved to the people," means 

those powers as they then existed. It incorporates the entire quantum of I&R 

powers previously reserved under Atticle N at time of the adoption of Article 

VI, § 10 (1958), and "further reserved" to county voters the power to adopt and 

amend home mle county charters by initiative or referendum. Multnomah Cty. 

v. Mittleman, 275 Or 545, 551, 552 P2d 242 (1976),6 held that the "purpose 

and effect of Article VI, § 10, was to "reserve to county voter the same 

'referendum power' previously reserved to state voters." The same reasoning 

applies to the 1958 amendment's reservation of initiative power for counties. 

6. This case concluded that Article IX, § la (1912), which prevented the 
Legislature from declating an "emergency" for the operational date of tax 
measures and ensured that citizens had enough time to gather signatures for 
a citizen referendum, was a constitutional-level "encumbrance" upon the 
legislative power generally. Thus, it attached to county legislative powers 
reserved under the 1958 Home Rule Amendment and secured the right of 
county residents to exercise referendum powers on county taxes. 
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Once adopted by incorporating existing constitutional rights, the new 

Article VI, § 10, I&R rights were not altered by any later changes to statewide 

I&R and Constitutional amendments set out in Article IY, §§ 1(2)-(4). 

[When a statute adopts by specific reference the provisions of another 
statute, regulation, or ordinance, such provisions are incorporated in 
the form in which they exist at the time of the reference, and not as 
subsequently modified * * *. 

Seale v. McKennon, 215 Or 562, 572, 336 P2d 340, 345 (1959). The reasoning 

applies with equal force to incorporation and adoption of existing constitutional 

terms. In fact, incorporating future or later changes to Article IY, §§ 1(2)-(4), 

into Article VI, § 10, would be "an unconstitutional delegation of lawmaking 

power." Brinkley v. Motor Vehicles Div. , 47 OrApp 25, 27, 613 P2d 1071 

(1980), relying upon Seale, supra, and Hillman v. North Wasco PUD, 213 Or 

264, 323 P2d 664 (1958). 

Once municipal and county home rule voters were reserved I&R power for 

local matters, their legislative power became, "like the initiative power of the 

people of the state at large, a substantive constitutional right." Umrein v. 

Heimbigner, 53 OrApp 871, 879, 632 P2d 1367 (1981). In extending full 1958 

I&R powers to home rule county charters in Article VI, § 10, the then-and-now 

existing 1906 protection against legislative encroachment contained in Article II, 

§ 18(8), inhered to those powers. Mittleman, supra. 

Thus, the exercise of county home rule I&R powers is not restticted by any 

post-1958 amendments to statewide I&R powers in Article IY. Nor can it be 

"limited" by sub-constitutional legislation, such as ORS 203.725(2). 



All the foregoing direct democracy personal rights under the Oregon 

Constitution are further protected by the U.S. Constitution. States having 

"cho[sen] to tap the energy and the legitimizing power of the 
democratic process, . . . must accord the participants in that process the 
First Amendment rights that attach to their roles. 11 Republican Party 
of Minn. v. White, 536 US 765, 788, 122 SCt 2528, 153 LEd2d 694 
(2002) (inte1nal quotation marks and ellipsis omitted). 
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John Doe No. 1 v. Reed, 561 US 186, 19495, 130 SCt 2811, 2817, 177 LEd 2d 

493 (2010). 

Further, nothing in the Oregon Constitution or even any statute imposes 

upon initiated county charter changes a ban on charter revisions. A revision is 

comprised of so many changes "in substance" to the constitution or charter that 

it cannot be considered mere "amendment." Barnes v. Paulus, 36 Or App 327, 

336, 588 P2d 1120, 1125, review denied, 284 Or 81 (1978). Article VI, § 10, 

states: 

The initiative and referendum powers reserved to the people by this 
Constitution hereby are further reserved to the legal voters of every 
county relative to the adoption, amendment, revision or repeal of a 
county charter. 

The Legislature has not imposed "separate vote" or other restrictions on the 

power of county voters to enact "revisions 11 of their county charter by means of 

a single initiative that makes multiple changes to the charter. ORS 203.720 

states: 

The electors of any county, by majority vote of such electors voting 
thereon at any legally called election, may adopt, amend, revise or 
repeal a county charter. 

If the drafters of the Oregon Constitution and laws were so concerned 

about county voters making more than one change to their charter with the same 
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vote, they would not have enshrined the power of county voters to do so by 

means of charter revisions, without limitation. 

C. FREEDOM OF SPEECH AND ASSEMBLY. 

Article I, § 8, prohibits passage of any "law restraining the free expression 

of opinion, or restricting the right to speak, write, nor print freely on any subject 

whatever. 11 Article I, § 26, protects the rights to peaceably assemble, instruct 

legislators (including voters acting as legislators), and "applying to the 

Legislature for re dress of greviances. 11 State v. Robertson, 293 Or 402, 649 

P2d 569 (1982) (Robertson), and its progeny hold that any statutory intrusion 

upon expressive rights must have been (1) contemplated at the time of adoption 

of the original Oregon Constitution or (2) authmized by later-adopted 

amendment. No later-enacted amendment authorizes the abridgement of the 

expressive rights of participants in the process of initiating charter amendments. 

D. SUMMARY. 

The Oregon Constitution: 

> Expressly prohibits in Article ill, § 1, the Legislature from adopting 
any law allocating legislative functions to an officer of the executive 
or judicial branches, without express Constitutional authorization; 

> Expressly reserves I&R legislative powers (as they existed in Article 
IV in 1958) to citizens of home rnle counties and "further extends" 
exercise of those powers to include the adoption of and amendments 
to county charters [Article VI, § 1 OJ with no further constitutional 
limitations upon voters I&R powers, no express constitutional 
authorization for the Legislature to assign county administrative 
officers to perform legislative functions, and an implicit duty upon the 
legislature to "facilitate" the peoples ' exercise of their initiative and 
referendum powers; and 
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> Prohibits adoption of any sub-constitutional law "to limit the initiative 
and referendum powers reserved by the people" in Atticle II, § 18(8). 

> Proscribes any "law restraining the free expression of opinion, or 
restricting the right to speak, write, or print freely on any subject 
whatever," including speaking about proposed policy changes through 
the initiative process [Article I, § 8]. 

> Prohibits any restraint on peaceable assembly, instructions to 
legislators, and applications to the Legislature for redress [Article I, § 
26]. 

Sub-constitutional regulation of initiated county charter amendments must: 

1. Respect the full extent of county voters' Constitutionally reserved 
legislative powers; 

2 . Not contravene express constitutional limits on legislation, such as 
those contained in Article ill, § 1, Article I, § § 8 and 26, and Atticle 
II, § 18(8); 

3. Be "reasonable" and "facilitate the exercise" of Atticle VI, § 10, rights 
(Stranahan, supra) without "limiting" exercise of those rights (Atticle 
II, § 18(8)); and 

And the Oregon Constitution, statutes, rules, and government practices must not 

violate the federal liberty or property rights of individuals exercising their state-

created legislative rights (such as chief petitioners, circulators and voters). John 

Doe No. 1 v. Reed, supra. 
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V. FIRST ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR: THE CIRCUIT COURT ERRED 
IN FAILING TO HOLD THAT ORS 203.725(2) AS INTERPRETED, 
VIOLATED ARTICLE III, § 1, OF THE OREGON CONSTITUTION. 

The preservation of error is set forth at pages 5-?, ante. The standards of 

review are set forth at pages 6-7, ante. 

A. ORS 203.725(2) CANNOT BE CONSTRUED TO ALLOW 
COUNTY CLERKS AND COURTS TO PERFORM 
LEGISLATIVE FUNCTIONS RESERVED TO CHIEF 
PETITIONERS. 

1. SEPARATION OF POWER PRINCIPLES APPLY TO 
COUNTY GOVERNMENT. 

Oregon Constitution, Article ill, § 1 (see page 7, ante), relied upon the 

earliest state constitutions in adopting the federal model of separate, but 

interacting, powers. It is not merely an affirmative allocation of powers to 

separate branches of government. It prohibits concentration of power, provides 

the framework for checks and balances, and imposes a duty on government 

officials. Direct democracy reformers and voters in the 19th and early 20th 

Centuries relied on that common judicial understanding to protect their 

legislative rights from interference by officers in other branches of government: 

"* * * This (restriction) not only prevents an assumption by either 
department of power not properly belonging to it, but also prohibits 
the imposition, by one, of any duty upon either of the others not 
within the scope of its jurisdiction; and 'it is the duty of each to 
abstain from and to oppose encroachments on either.'" In Matter of 
Applicatfon of Senate, 10 Minn 78, Gil 56 at p 57 (1865). 

In re Oregon Laws 1967, Chapter 364, Section 4, Ballot Title, 247 Or 488, 

495, 431 P2d 1 (1967). 
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A county charter may distlibute powers among officers, but they must 

exercise those powers and duties "by the Constitution or laws of this state, 

granted to or imposed upon any county officer." Article VI, § 10. 

Foster v. Clark, 309 Or 464, 790 P2d 1 (1990), held that the legislative 

power of the initiative cannot be used to enact or perform administrative 

functions, illustrating that separation of powers plinciples must be respected at 

the local level. Specific to this case, it is also impermissible for the judiciary to 

perform the "legislative and executive functions" of municipalities. City of 

Enterprise v. State, 156 Or 623, 633-34, 69 P2d 953 (1937) (Enterprise). 

The Oregon Constitution compels the separation of powers among the 
branches of government in two ways. First, the Oregon Constitution 
affirmatively assigns separate powers to each branch of government. 
Second, an additional section expressly forbids an officer of one 
branch of government from exercising the distinct functions of another 
branch unless the Oregon Constitution otherwise expressly provides. 
Therefore, without such express constitutional authority, a statute that 
requires the judicial branch to exercise legislative functions is invalid. 
See City of Enterprise v. State, 156 Or 623, 69 P2d 953 (1937) * * *. 

Rooney v. Kulongoski, 322 Or 15, 56, 902 P2d 1143 (1995). 

Here, the Circuit Court dismissed Plaintiffs' separation of powers argument, 

interpreting ORS 203.725(2) as validly allocating quasi-judicial power to a 

county administrative officer, solely because exercise of that limited judicial 

power was reviewable by an Article VII judge. Order, p. 6 (ER-6). The Circuit 

Court missed the point. The separation of powers problem is not that the Clerk 

(an administrative department officer) was assigned quasi-judicial power. It is 

that (1) the Clerk exercised legislative power in removing the Measure from the 

ballot and (2) the Circuit Court also exercised legislative power in keeping the 



Measure off the ballot by means of substantive characterization of its contents. 

Both are legislative functions reserved to the citizen-legislators of the county. 
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Specifically, all these commonly understood legislative functions are 

reserved to citizen-drafters by Article VI, § 10: (1) consulting with concetned 

citizens to identify problems, (2) identifying a desired policy outcome, (3) 

drafting a proposal, debating the meaning and impact of text to best achieve that 

policy, ( 4) prepating a prospective petition identifying the scope of the charter 

amendment (including whether it is a single amendment or not), and (5) possibly 

deciding to withdraw proposed legislation from consideration. Article VI, § 10, 

contains no term allocating any of these legislative functions to another branch 

of government. 

Yet, the Circuit Court 's interpretation of ORS 203.725(2), endorsing the ad 

hoc decision of the Clerk, allows those exercising quasi-judicial or judicial 

power to become intimately involved in legislative drafting, second-guessing the 

intent of Chief Petitioners expressed in their measure (whether the proposal is a 

single charter amendment), and entirely aborting the legislative process. This 

gives courts the power to halt and completely "limit" the initiative process in 

violation of Article ill, § 1, Article VI, § 10, and Atticle II, § 18(8). 

Separation of powers creates checks and balances on legislative overreach. 

Should a charter amendment be adopted, courts have jutisdiction to hear post

election claims, inter alia, that it was voted upon in violation of ORS 

203.725(2) and is thus invalid. The "check" on legislative action is not other 
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branches of government stepping into the midst of the process to remove 

proposed legislation from consideration by those empowered to vote, to cancel a 

vote by the legislative body, and to stop meaningful speech and debate on 

political matters. 

2. THE JUDICIARY CANNOT PERFORM COUNTY 
LEGISLATIVE FUNCTIONS. 

Counties are created under Article VI, § 6 or § 10, and are patt of the 

executive/administrative branch. Enterprise, supra, invalidated the Municipal 

Administration Act, a Depression-era law delegating authority to Circuit Coutts 

to appoint administrators for insolvent municipal corporations. The 

administrator would report to the court and function as a "receiver." The Court 

observed that 

"the safety of our institutions depends in no small degree on the strict 
observance of the independence of the several departments, each 
thereof being a check upon the exercise of its power by any other 
depattment. Accordingly a concentration of power in the hands of one 
person or class is prevented, inasmuch as it is regarded as a condition 
subversive of the constitution, and the chief characteristic and evil of 
tyrannical and despotic forms of government." 

Enterprise, 156 Or at 633 (quoting 6 R.C.L., Constitutional Law, p. 145). 

The following is taken from Searle v. ~nsen, 118 Neb 835, 226 
NW 464, 466, 69 ALR 257 [1929]: 

"* * *The division of governmental powers into executive, 
legislative and judicial * * * represents, probably, the most 
important principle of government declaring and guaranteeing the 
liberties of the people * * *. 

Were the power of judging joined with the legislative, the life and 
libetty of the subject would be exposed to arbitrary control, for the 
judge would be the legislator: Were it joined to the executive power 
the judge might behave with all the violence of an oppressor." 



The power of the Legislature to delegate a pa1t of its 
legislative functions to municipal corporations or other 
governmental subdivisions, boards, commissions, and tribunals, to 
be exercised within their respective jurisdictions, cannot be 
denied; but the recipient of such powers must be members of the 
same governmental department as that of the grantor." 

Enterprise, 156 Or at 633-34; Rooney, supra ; In re East Third St. Franklin, 

234 Or 91, 101, 380 P2d 625 (1963), quoted with approval, Del Papa v. 

Steffen, 112 Nev 369, 378 (1996). 

Thus, the predicate to unconstitutionality of the Act was that the court, 

through appointment and oversight of the "municipal administrator, " would 

"possesses the power of a mayor, of a municipal legislator, and of all other 

municipal officers" as to finances (156 Or at 629), and 

·since this act contemplates that the judicial branch of our government 
shall exercise the above mentioned legislative and executive functions, 
it is invalid. 

Enterprise, 156 Or at 635. 

3. THE SEPARATE-VOTE REVIEW SUBSTITUTED THE 
JUDGMENT OF THE COUNTY CLERK AND CIRCUIT 
COURT FOR THAT OF CHIEF PETITIONERS, BASED 
ON SUBSTANTIVE REVIEW OF THE MEASURE'S 
CONTENTS. 
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The filed prospective petition and the circulated petitions all presented and 

described the Measure as a single amendment to the county charter. The Clerk 

and Circuit Court review of the proposed charter amendment for compliance 

with the separate-vote requirement exceeded any constitutionally permissible 

ministerial review for form and format necessary in order fulfill the duty of 
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preparing ballots for submission of the question to voters. Instead, it was 

content-based. 

This fact has two legal implications. First, the review the Clerk and 

(ultimately) the Circuit Court unde1took contravened the express intent of the 

Chief Petitioners, the legislative drafters, about the import of their amendment 

and thwarted the ultimate purpose of the initiative power--to present laws and 

amendments to voters for adoption. 

Second, content-based review by the Clerk and the Circuit Court abridged 

the Chief Petitioners ' right to speak to their full legislative body, the voters, at 

the culmination of the initiative process, violating Article I, § 8, and the First 

Amendment. It silenced the legislative response of voters. See discussion at 

pages 43-45, post. 

The substantive nature of the Clerk's review is evident from County 

Counsel's explanation: 

[T]he measure does not comply with the requirements established by 
the Oregon Supreme Court when analyzing the separate vote 
requirement in Article XVII, § 1, of the Oregon Constitution. See 
Generally, Armatta v. Kitzhaber, 327 Or 259 (1998), Meyer v. 
Bradbury, 341 Or 288 (1997) and State v. Rogers, 352 Or 510 (2012). 

Letter, Lane County Counsel Stephen Dingle to Defendant (October 24, 2017) 

(ER-9). 

Plaintiffs dispute that pre-election Atticle XVII review of statewide 

measures and Constitutional amendments, as described by those cases cited by 

Lane County Counsel (and authorized by specific wording in the 1968 



amendments to Article IV statewide I&R), applies in any way to Article VI, § 

10, I&R. See pages 11-15, ante, and 28-29, post. 
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Article XVII review requires consideration of the proposed statewide 

measure 's or Constitutional amendment's contents, substance, and implications. 

State v. Rogers, 352 Or 510, 522, 288 P3d 544 (2012) (directing a deep 

substantive post-enactment analysis for compliance with the Article XVII's 

separate-vote test, looking at both the explicit and implicit relationships among 

the constitutional provisions that the measure affects and at the proposed 

constitutional changes themselves); Armatta v. Kitzhaber, 327 Or 259, 277, 959 

P2d 49 (1998) (Armatta). To be consistent with separation of powers, such 

review of charter amendments under Article VI, § 10, should be permitted only 

post-enactment. 

Under that eIToneous standard for pre-election review, the Clerk first 

needed to ignore the specific intent of the Chief Petitioners that the Measure be 

submitted to voters as a single charter amendment. The Clerk also needed to do 

an impermissible de novo analysis of the text to determine (1) the proposed 

charter amendment's effects; (2) implicit and explicit changes to the charter; (3) 

how those changes potentially might interact; and (4) whether those changes are 

"closely related." It is unfathomable that, in passing ORS 203.725(2), the 

Legislature contemplated that county clerks (with no required legal training) 

would engage in complex, substantive pre-election review of Chief Petitioners ' 

work as arbitrary gatekeepers of the people 's right to initiative. 
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Compounding the Clerk's unlawful action, the Circuit Court then undertook 

its own detailed substantive analysis of the Measure 's contents. Order, pp. 5-6; 

ER-5-6. It attempted to characterize its review as "not analyzing the substantive 

merit or legality of the Measure" [Order, p. 5 n2; ER-5], but the review was 

certainly substantive. The Circuit Court reviewed the substance of the proposed 

measure to identify "potential implications" [id.], and then stacked these 

speculative effects in determining that Measure amended more than one term of 

the charter. This substantive review is addressed further at pages 54-60, post. 

4. IN CONDUCTING SUBSTANTIVE REVIEW THE CLERK 
AND COURT PERFORMED LEGISLATIVE FUNCTIONS 
RESERVED TO THE CHARTER AMENDMENT CHIEF 
PETITIONERS. 

[A] separation of powers analysis under the Oregon Constitution 
involves two inquiries: (1) whether one department of government has 
"unduly burdened" the actions of another department where the 
constitution has committed the responsibility for the governmental 
activity in question to that latter department; and (2) whether one 
department has performed functions that the constitution commits to 
another department. (citations omitted). 

MacPherson v. DAS, supra, 340 Or at 134; Rooney, supra, 322 Or at 28. 

The Circuit Court erred in failing to apply these tests. Chief Petitioners 

exercised their Article VI, § 10, legislative power reserved to Lane County 

residents to (1) engage in legislative-type factfinding to identify a county 

problem, (2) seek stakeholder contributions to reach a proposed policy solution, 

(3) draft a prospective petition for Clerk approval, and (4) submit sufficient 

signatures to entitle them to present their proposed chatter amendment to voters. 

They alone had the legislative power to "table" their proposal. Once they 
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completed all the lawful steps and sufficient signatures were vedfied, they and 

voters had Article VI, § 10, lights to complete the legislative process at an 

election conducted by Defendant. The actions of the Clerk and Circuit Court 

usurped the functions of citizen-legislators and "unduly burdened"--completely 

thwarted--Chief Petitioners' legislative role of bdnging the procedurally 

sufficient charter amendment to the voters for approval, after obtaining sufficient 

signatures in suppott. 

The Clerk, other county officers and the Circuit Court (1) substituted their 

legislative judgment for that of the Chief Petitioners of Measure who designed 

and intended it to be a single charter amendment and (2) interfered with the core 

legislative function of every elector--voting to adopt or reject the proposed 

charter amendment, based entirely upon pre-election content-based review of 

that legislation. 

The pre-enactment substantive review of the Measure qualitatively limited 

the legislative power of the Chief Petitioners to draft and propose policy ideas in 

the form they chose, violating Article II, §18(8). It impinged upon the plenary 

freedom of the legislative branch to perform its core function: adopting policy 

changes through a majodty vote. This offends separation of powers as surely as 

would enjoining a floor vote by the legislature based on the contents of a bill. 
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B. RELYING UPON CASES DECIDED UNDER ARTICLE IV WAS 
FUNDAMENTAL ERROR. 

The Circuit Court's fundamental error was analyzing ORS 203.725(2)'s 

"separate vote" language as if it sprang from Article XVII, § 1, applicable only 

to proposed amendments to the Oregon Constitution. 

Pre-election "separate vote" review is now Constitutionally applicable to 

amendments to the Oregon Constitution because of the Supreme Court's 

interpretation of the 1968 amendments to Article rv. Article Iv, § l(d)(2) 

referred for the first time to review of "proposed" amendments: "A proposed law 

or amendment to the Constitution shall embrace one subject * * *." Atticle VI, § 

10, has never been similarly amended. Article VI, § 10, does not establish a 

constitutional duty to review any "proposed" charter amendment petitions. 

Article IV does not violate separation of powers doctdne, because the role 

of administrative branch officers in the legislative process is deemed to have 

been authorized by the 1968 amendments to Article IV itself. ORS 203.725(2), 

lacking any constitutional authodty to allocate legislative functions reserved to 

the people, would violate separation of powers if construed to allow the Clerk 

and courts to perform legislative functions. Officers from those branches of 

government are not authodzed to perform legislative functions or limit the 

exercise of county chatter I&R under Article VI, § 10, or any other term of the 

Constitution. 

This basic error also infected the court's analysis of the text of ORS 

203.725(2), discussed more fully at pages 32-39, post. 



Obviously, the statutory "separate vote" language of ORS 203.725(2) is 

similar to Article XVII, § 1. 

ORS 203.725(2): 

When two or more amendments to a county charter are submitted 
to the electors of the county for their approval or rejection at the 
same election, they shall be so submitted that each amendment 
shall be voted on separately. 

Article XVII, § 1: 
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When two or more amendments shall be submitted in the manner 
aforesaid to the voters of this state at the same election, they shall be 
so submitted that each amendment shall be voted on separately. 

But this simila1ity does not confer upon the Legislature the power to limit the 

legislative powers reserved to county voters by Article VI, § 10, and protected 

by Article II, § 18(8). 

Unlimited Progress v. City of Portland, 213 Or 193, 195-96, 324 P2d 239 

(1958), reiterated that the courts cannot interfere with the initiative by 

undertaking substantive pre-election review of local measures. 

[I]f a proposed measure is legally sufficient in that all the provisions 
of the law relating to initiative measures have been formally complied 
with so that the measure, regardless of the legality of the subject 
matter and substance contained therein, will require an administrative 
official to place it upon the ballot for consideration of the voters, the 
courts will not interfere with the attempt to enact the measure. It is 
only after the proposed measure is enacted that the courts have power 
to declare the measure ineffectual in law. Such is the established law 
of this state governing initiative measures proposed by the of the state 
when acting in full compliance with the legal requirements of the 
initiative provisions of the constitution and laws of the state. State ex 
rel. Stadter v. Newbry, 189 Or 691, 222 P2d 737; State ex rel. Carson 
v. Kozer, 126 Or 641, 270 P 513. 

We are of the opinion this rule of law applies with equal 
proptiety and force to municipal measures. 
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No later case has ovenuled Unlimited Progress or has held that ORS 203.725(2) 

legislatively "ove1rules" the constitutional underpinning of Unlimited Progress. 

C. ARTICLE VI,§ 10, RESERVES ALL INITIATIVE RIGHTS TO 
COUNTY VOTERS, DOES NOT CONTAIN A SEPARATE
VOTE REQUIREMEN'I; AND DOES NOT ALLOCATE ANY 
LEGISLATIVE FUNCTIONS TO JUDICIARY. 

The distinct Article VI, § 10, conveyed the full extent of 1958 l&R powers 

to county voters. Those powers are described at pages 8-14, ante. Article II, § 

18(8), instructs that general laws cannot limit the initiative powers expressly 

reserved to the citizens. 

The words, "the legislative assembly shall provide," or any similar or 
equivalent words in this constitution or any amendment thereto, shall 
not be construed to grant to the legislative assembly any exclusive 
power of lawmaking nor in any way to limit the initiative and 
referendum powers reserved by the people. 

Nothing in Article VI, § 10, authorizes the Legislature to empower the 

Clerk with (1) the legislative function of withdrawing a proposed charter 

amendment from voters or (2) the quasi-judicial role of deciding whether a 

proposed charter amendment substantively comports with the separate vote 

requirement of ORS 203.725(2) (a function reserved to citizen drafters). 

Consistent with Article VI, § !O's reservation of all legislative functions to the 

county voters, neither ORS 203.725(2) nor any other statute assigns to any 

government official the task of determining, pre-election, whether a proposed 

county charter amendment is a single amendment. 

The Circuit Court failed to examine the Legislature's source of authority 

for enacting ORS 203.725(2): Article VI, § 10. The legislative powers reserved 
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to county voters therein are not constitutionally encumbered like the statewide 

initiative and referendum powers reserved and granted in (currently numbered) 

Article rv, §§ 1(2) and (4) and Atticle XVII, § 1. Article VI, § 10, has never 

contained a "separate-vote11 requirement. Without a constitutional foundation, 

the "separate vote11 determination required by ORS 203.725(2) cannot limit the 

reserved tights to propose and vote upon county chatter amendments. A sub

constitutional enactment cannot mandate limits on county charter I&R that are 

not expressly authorized in the Oregon Constitution. Article II, § 18(8). 

Thus, the separate-vote determination must be made within the proper 

ministerial functions assigned to the Clerk in the initiative process. ORS 

203.725(2) cannot grant legislative power to the Clerk or courts to substantively 

review the text of a proposed charter amendment and deny ballot access on 

separate-vote grounds. 

The only constitutionally permissible interpretation of ORS 203.725(2) is as 

a directive to the Clerk to put each separately proposed chatter amendment on 

the ballot as a separate measure for the people to vote on, rather than as a 

single-packed measure containing multiple separate amendments for which the 

people can only vote yes or no as to the whole package. The Measure is a 

self-contained charter amendment and not a package of proposed amendments. 

As such, it requires only a single vote of the electorate and should appear on the 

ballot as drafted. 

Consequently, the only constitutionally permissible role of the county clerks 

in carrying out ORS 203.725(2) must be to assess a charter amendment's 
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procedural compliance, not its substantive content. Since the Measure was 

drafted and circulated as one amendment to the county chatter, the Clerk had a 

duty to submit it to voters as such. 

Therefore, the Order's holding that, "[s]o long as judicial review exists at 

some point during the administrative process, delegating adjudicatory powers to 

administrative agencies is permissible," is etToneous. The Clerk's 

"determination" was not the result of a legitimate administrative proceeding. It 

was conducted by an official with no authority to perform legislative functions 

during the charter amendment process, because the Legislature lacked 

constitutional authority to allocate the people's legislative functions to any 

county administrative or quasi-judicial officer regardless of subsequent judicial 

review. "The legislature cannot instmct a court to do what the constitution 

forbids." Horton v. Oregon Health & Sci. Univ., 359 Or 168, 299, 376 P3d 

998 (2016). 
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VI. SECOND ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR: THE TEXT, LEGISLATIVE 
HISTORY AND CONTEMPORANEOUS CONSTRUCTION OF ORS 
203.725(2) SHOW NO INTENT TO ALLOW PRE-ELECTION 
DISQUALIFICATION OF COUNTY CHARTER AMENDMENTS. 

A. PRESERVATION OF ERROR. 

The preservation of error is set fmth at pages 5-?, ante. 

B. STANDARD OF REVIEW SPECIFIC TO ELECTION LAWS, 
SUCH AS ORS 250.168 AND ORS 203.725. 

In addition to the standards of review is set forth at pages 6-7, ante: 

"Election laws should be liberally construed to the end that the people 
may have the opportunity of expressing opinion concerning matters of 
vital interest to their welfare. Expression, not suppression, tends 
towards good government. The great constitutional privilege of a 
citizen to exercise his sovereign light to vote should not be taken 
away by narrow or technical construction. If the statute is of doubtful 
construction, we think the doubt should be resolved in favor of free 
expression of opinion (citing cases)." 

Multnomah Cty. v. Mittleman, 275 Or 545, 558, 552 P2d 242, 248 (1976) 

(quoting State ex rel. v. Hoss, 143 Or 383, 389, 22 P2d 883 (1933)). 

ORS 254.600 seeks to assure the integrity of the constitutional 
initiative process. Accordingly, it should be liberally construed in 
order to facilitate rather than hamper that process, State v. Mack, 134 
Or 67, 292 P 306 (1930), consistent with the accomplishment of the 
legislative purpose. The Supreme Court has consistently refused to 
strike an otherwise valid initiative because of technical noncompliance 
with statutory requirements. 

Jewett v. Yerkovich, 27 OrApp 127, 133, 555 P2d 950, 953 (1976). 
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C. THE PLAIN LANGUAGE OF APPLICABLE STATUTES 
INDICATE NO AUTHORITY FOR THE COUNTY CLERK TO 
DISQUALIFY INITIATIVES FROM THE BALLOT FOR 
PURPORTED LACK OF COMPLIANCE WITH ORS 203.725(2). 

1. THE SHORT ANSWER. 

At all times since enactment in 1983, the Department of Justice, has 

construed ORS 203.725(2) as not authorizing the Clerk to conduct pre-election 

review for compliance with any separate-vote test. Here, County Counsel and 

the Clerk disregarded the current Oregon Depa1tment of Justice's GUIDANCE FOR 

COUNTY CLERK REVIEW OF PETITION FOR INITIATIVE MEASURES (2015) [ER-

34], which sets forth this correct interpretation of the Clerk's duties with respect 

to a county measure: 

Within five days after a prospective petition for an initiated county or 
district measure is filed, the county clerk, must determine whether the 
petition meets procedural constitutional requirements for initiatives. 
ORS 250.168, 255.140. Those requirements are that the proposed 
measure embraces one subject and properly connected matters, and 
contains the full text of the proposed law, The measure also must 
propose "legislation" rather than an administrative action. Additional 
procedural constitutional requirements that apply only to proposed 
constitutional amendments (separate vote, amendment versus revision) 
do not apply to county and district measures. 

This correctly explains that the Clerk cannot review the Measure 

substantively or apply any separate-vote test. Further, the Secretary of State 

has never provided instructions to clerks to conduct substantive review or 

otherwise apply ORS 203.725(2). See Secretary of State, 2016 COUNTY, CITY 

AND DISTRICT INITIATIVE AND REFERENDUM MANUAL;7. 

7. https://sos.oregon.gov/elections/Documents/countycitydistrictir.pdf 
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This contemporaneous construction of ORS 203.725 by these administrative 

branch officers is entitled to substantial weight. 

[C]ontemporaneous administrative construction, including 
interpretative regulations by the public agency charged with its 
administration, without legislative disapproval, is usually accorded 
great weight by the courts in determining its operation. State 
Highway Com. v. Rawson, 210 Or 593, 312 P2d 849 (1957); City of 
Portland v. Duntley, 185 Or 365, 203 P2d 640 (1949). 

Beistel v. Pub. Employe Relations Bd., 6 OrApp 115, 120, 486 P2d 1305 

(1971). Accord, Standa,rd Ins. Co. v. State Tax Comm'n, 230 Or 461, 470, 

370 P2d 608 (1962). 

2. THE LONGER ANSWER. 

In Long I, supra, the Circuit Court held that ORS 203.725(2) is "not 

self-executing-, and no other statute executes its separate vote mandate." App-

10. 

ORS 203.725(2) has no statutory implementing procedures. It does not 

direct a county clerk to conduct a review of proposed charter amendments for 

compliance with the separate-vote requirement. It does not have a process or 

standard for when, how, or on what basis the Clerk conducts review, when or 

how the Clerk provides for public participation, how the dete1mination is made 

or conveyed to chief petitioners or the public, or when or how anyone can seek 

review of Clerk's determination.8 As ORS 203.725(2) is not self-executing, it 

cannot be executed without further implementing statutory procedures. 

8. The Due Process implications of the lack of procedures are addressed at 
pages 51-53, post. 



The Clerk made the unilateral decision to bonow some procedures from 

ORS 250.168 (while ignoring the applicable timeline therein). But ORS 

250.168 does not apply to the separate-vote requirement in ORS 203.725(2). 

ORS 250.168(1) and (2) provide: 

250.168 Determination of compliance with constitutional 
provisions; notice; appeal. 

(1) Not later than the fifth business day after receiving a prospective 
petition for an initiative measure, the county clerk shall determine 
in writing whether the initiative measure meets the requirements 
of section 1(2)(d), Article IV, and section 10, Atticle VI of the 
Oregon Constitution. 9 

(2) If the county clerk determines that the initiative measure meets 
the requirements of section 1(2)(d), Article IV, and section 10, 
Article VI of the Oregon Constitution, the clerk shall proceed as 
required in ORS 250.175. The clerk shall include in the 
publication required under ORS 250.175(5) a statement that the 
initiative measure has been determined to meet the requirements 
of section 1(2)(d), Article IV, and section 10, Article VI of the 
Oregon Constitution. 

Neither Atticle IV, § 1(2)(d), nor Article VI, §10, establishes a separate-

vote requirement for county charter amendments. Article IV, § 1(2)(d), 

provides: 
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An initiative petition shall include the full text of the proposed law or 
amendment to the Constitution. A proposed law or amendment to the 
Constitution shall embrace one subject only and matters properly connected 
therewith. 

9. Even if it did apply, ORS 250.168(1) required the Clerk to make the. 
determination "[n]ot later than the fifth business day after receiving a 
prospective petition for an initiative measure." Here, her separate-vote 
determination was made 25 months after her receipt of the prospective 
petition in September 2015 and after Plaintiffs had devoted the effort 
necessary to submit sufficient (11,560) validated signatures to qualify the 
Measure for the ballot. 
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The "one subject" requirement in Atticle rv, § 1(2)(d), is not the separate-

vote requirement. Lincoln lnteragency Narcotics Team v. Kitzhaber, 341 Or 

496, 514, 145 P3d 151 (2006) (LINT) .10 The source of the "single subject" 

pre-election review of charter amendments is ORS 203.725(1), not the Oregon 

Constitution. That statute was adopted in 1983, demonstrating that the 

Legislature knew in 1983 that the 1968 A1ticle rv, §§ 1(2)-(4), changes did not 

apply to or limit the exercise of county charter amendment powers reserved to 

voters in Article VI, § 10. 

Similarly, ORS 250.168 cannot be constmed to direct substantive pre-

election analysis of charter amendments or performance of legislative functions 

by judicial officers and county officers. Such a statutory direction to clerks _and 

courts would violate Article III, § 1, intrude on Atticle VI, § 10, legislative 

functions, and limit exercise of county I&R powers at the most critical time, all 

in violation of Article II, § 18(8). 

ORS 250.168 is actually evidence of contrary legislative intent. If the 

Legislature had intended county charter separate-vote review to be more than an 

another ministerial duty of the Clerk in preparing ballots, it could have set out 

standards and a process for such review. ORS 203.725(2) contains no standards 

or procedures for an administrator to follow. It is not self-executing. Long I 

Opinion and Order, App-10. This lack of implementing scheme is strong 

10. It was not the basis for the Clerk's rejection of the Measure. The Clerk 
determined that the Measure complied with the single-subject and full-text 
requirements of Article IV, § 1(2), before the measure was approved for 
circulation. 
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evidence of the contemporaneous understanding by the drafters that substantive 

pre-election administrative or judicial scrutiny of proposed county charter 

legislation would be incompatible with separation of powers. 

ORS 203 .725(2) is either (1) unconstitutionally vague in defining the scope 

of the Clerk's "separate vote" determination for judicial review (violating 

Plaintiffs ' tight to fundamental due process before being deprived of their 

Article VI, § 10, rights; see discussion of due process at 51-53, post), or (2) an 

invalid attempt to delegate legislative power. 

We have thus succinctly articulated our task in reviewing for an 
unlawful delegation as follows: 

"The test for determining whether a particular enactment is an 
unlawful delegation of legislative authority or a lawful delegation 
of factfinding power is whether the enactment is complete when 
it leaves the legislative halls. A legislative enactment is complete 
if it contains a full expression of legislative policy and sufficient 
procedural safeguards to protect against arbitrary application." 

State v. Self, 75 OrApp 230, 236-37, 706 P2d 975 (1985) (citations 
omitted). 

City of Damascus v. Brown, 266 OrApp 416, 443, 337 P3d 1019 (2014). 

Allison v. Washington, 24 OrApp 571, 548 P2d 188 (1976), examined the 

history of a 1906 constitutional amendment that had been found to be "not 

self-executing." 

"[N]ot self-executing" has been used to mean that there must be 
general legislation to prescribe the Manner of exercising local 
initiative and referendum authority. 

24 OrApp at 577 (citing Kosydar v. Collins, 201 Or 271, 270 P2d 132 (1954) 

("By its precise terms, general laws prescribing the Manner in which the powers 

reserved are to be exercised are required."). 
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Allison v. Washington examined the somewhat contradictory cases which 

have hinged on whether the tights conferred by a constitutional amendments are 

immediately self-executing or not self-executing without legislative 

implementation. It held that the most restrictive cases have been legislatively 

overruled. Id., 24 Or App at 579. In constitutional jutisprudence this question 

required examination of whether the constitutional term could be enforced or the 

tight exercised immediately after its adoption, or whether the rights required 

enabling legislation before they could be exercised. 

While ORS 203.725 is not iri the Oregon Constitution, the concept of 

"self-executing" applies to statutory enactments under ptinciples of 

administrative law, desctibed above. For one to execute a legal power or duty, 

general laws must contain details of when and how it is to be exercised. 

Because ORS 203.725(1) and (2) lack standards or procedures for a county clerk 

to review proposed charter amendments for compliance with separate-vote, the 

Circuit Comt's ruling to the contrary is error. 

Lacking procedures, the Clerk made the unilateral and arbitrary decision to 

borrow procedures from ORS 250.168. The Clerk cannot fix ORS 203.725(2) 

by borrowing from procedures that make no mention of the separate-vote 

requirement while directly addressing the "single subject" requirement. 

That much follows from the application of the familiar interpretive 
ptinciple of expressio unius est exclusio alterius (the expression of one 
thing implies the exclusion of others). See, e.g., Waddill v. Anchor 
Hocking, Inc., 330 Or 376, 381-82, 8 P3d 200 (2000) (applying 
canon to text of rule of civil procedure); Fisher Broadcasting, Inc. v. 
Dept. of Rev., 321 Or 341, 353, 898 P2d 1333 (1995) (applying canon 
to text of statute). 
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Crimson Trace C01p. v. Davis might Tremaine LLP, 355 Or 4 76, 497, 326 

P3d 1181 (2014). 

This creative lawmaking by county election officials demonstrates both the 

statutory limitations of ORS 203.725(2) and the resulting illegality of the Clerk's 

pre-election review of the Measure for compliance with separate-vote. It is 

inconceivable that the Oregon Legislature intended county clerks to cobble 

together such a statutory scheme. 

D. THE LEGISLATURE DID NOT INTEND TO ALLOCATE TO 
JUDICIAL OFFICERS ANY POWER TO PREVENT VOTES ON 
INITIATIVES BASED ON SUBSTANTIVE REVIEW. 

ORS 203.725(2) should be interpreted to mean what it says: When more 

than one proposed charter amendment is submitted for a single election, each 

proposed amendment must appear on the ballot for a separate vote of the 

electorate. When an amendment is identified by the drafters in their prospective 

petition as a single charter amendment on its face, it is not subject to pre-

election content-based review. 

The interpretation of ORS 203. 725(2) as an administrative directive, instead 

of requiring unconstitutional substantive pre-election review, is consistent with 

legislative intent and written guidance from the Secretary of State and Attorney 

General. It must first be read in context with ORS 203.725(1), which limits 

proposed county charter amendments to "one subject and matters property 

connected therewith. 11 Once that test is met for a proposed amendment, ORS 

203.725(2) merely requires the Clerk to place each such amendment on the 

ballot so 'that each amendment shall be voted on separately. 11 
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The 1983 Legislature's motivation stemmed from a charter amendment 

enacted in Washington County that changed thirteen charter sections and added 

six additional sections. See Legislative History of ORS 203.725 (HB 2400), 

ER-13-33; Statement of Rep. Mary Ford, ER-22-24. At this hearing, HB 2400 

was described: 

HB 2400 - Requires each amendment to county charter relate to one 
subject. When two or more amendments submitted, each to be voted 
on separately. 

This is consistent with construing ORS 203.725(1) and (2) as instruction that 

chatter amendments each pe1tain to one subject and that ballots be designed so 

that each such amendment is presented for a separate "yes" or "no" vote. 

Article VI, § 10, reserves drafting the proposed change and preparing the 

prospective petition to the Chief Petitioners. There is no mention of imposing a 

duty on any county or judicial officer to contravene the drafters ' own 

description and intent, nor any pre-election constitutional evaluation of separate-

vote. Lawmakers are presumed to know the legal context and the law regarding 

their authorities, and in 1983 the law was settled that pre-election review of the 

content of proposed legislation for constitutionally violated separation of powers. 

State ex rel. Stadler v. Newbry, 189 Or 691, 222 P2d 737 (1950) (Stadler); 

Carson , supra, Unlimited Progress, supra (specific to municipal I&R). 



VII. THIRD ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR: THE COURT ERRED IN 
FAILING TO CONSIDER THAT PRE-ELECTION 
DISQUALIFICATION OF A PROPOSED COUNTY CHARTER 
INITIATIVE VIOLATES THE RIGHTS OF PLAINTIFFS 
UNDER SEVERAL PROVISIONS OF THE OREGON AND 
UNITED STATES CONSTITUTIONS. 
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The preservation of error is set forth at pages 5-?, ante. The standards of 

review are set forth at pages 6-7, ante. 

A. COURT ERRED IN ALLOWING RIGHTS GUARANTEED BY 
OREGON CONSTITUTION TO BE IMPAIRED. 

1. INITIATIVE RIGHTS UNDER ARTICLE VI,§ 10, AND 
ARTICLE II,§ 18(8) 

As proponents formalize a proposal for consideration by electors, they are 

exercising their Article VI, § 10, right to participate in a legislative process. In 

1958, Article VI, § 10, reserved to county voters -the initiative and referendum 

rights in place regarding statewide measures under Article rv, § 1. 

Stranahan, supra, undertook an extensive analysis of Article rv, § 1. 

In sum, the case law demonstrates that Article rv, § 1, confers an 
unfettered right to propose laws and constitutional amendments by 
initiative petition, and to approve or reject such proposed laws or 
amendment through the voting process. The case law also fairly can 
be read to hold that the power conferred by Article rv, § 1, 
encompasses that which is necessary to its exercise, such as the ability 
to solicit signature for initiative petitions and the ability to sign such 
petitions. 

331 Or at 64. 

When a chief petitioner files a chatter amendment with the Clerk, she 

exercises a substantive power under Article VI, § 10. Proponents then can seek 

voter support to place the proposal on the ballot in one-on-one meetings and 

larger group discussions, protected under Article I, § 26. Voters then exercise 



their substantive correlative initiative right to show support by signing the 

petition with the intention that their signature will be counted. McPherson, 

supra; State ex rel. Trindle v. Snell, 155 Or 300, 308-09, 60 P2d 964 (1936). 
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After a chief petitioner completes all lawfully-imposed procedural steps and 

submits sufficient signatures, she has an Article VI, § 10, right to have an 

election held on the proposal. Defendant has the duty to facilitate that right and 

prepare ballots. At that time, voters secure their Article VI, § 10, right to 

perform their legislative function: approving or rejecting the proposed charter 

amendment at an election. 

Article II, § 18(8), prohibits the Legislature from passing any law "in any 

way to limit the initiative and referendum powers reserved by the people," so 

limits upon the reserved power to initiate charter amendments must be expressed 

in the Oregon Constitution. As discussed above, voters have never amended 

Article VI, § 10, to limit their I&R charter amendment powers or subject the 

exercise of their voting right to pre-election review of content by an 

administrative officer. 

Therefore, interpreting ORS 203.725(2) to grant the Clerk legislative power 

to oveITule the intent of the annotative amendment drafters and to keep an 

initiated measure from being submitted to its legislative body, the county voters, 

impermissibly limits Chief Petitioners' tight to secure a vote on a procedurally 

sufficient proposed charter amendment. Preventing the culminating event in the 

legislative process and takes the choice away from voters. It contravenes the 
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purpose of Article VI, § 10, violates Article II, § 18(8), and flies in the face of 

the implicit constitutional duty to "facilitate" the exercise of I&R powers. 

Pre-election substantive review is a ptior restraint upon the legislative 

process. Post-election review provides checks and balances if the result of the 

process oveneaches. Pre-enactment substantive review of proposed county 

measures for compliance with the separate-vote requirement burdens the process 

in other significant ways. Chief Petitioners would be unsure whether to begin 

again with multiple separate "amendments." Voters would need to wait months, 

if not years, while differing opinions as to whether a proposed measure satisfied 

the separate-vote requirement worked their way through the county clerks and 

the courts, just so that they could finally have the opportunity to vote on a 

proposed measure. Such an impossible framework destroys the right to 

initiative. 

Moreover, and in the alternative, should the Court find that some pre

election review was permissible, the conduct of the proceedings below, which 

included postponing the pre-election review until after the signature gathering 

process was complete and implementing ad hoc "rules" promulgated within the 

proceedings, all impaired the exercise of Plaintiffs' Atticle VI, § 10, rights. 

While any one of these rules in isolation might not itself "limit" exercise of 

Plaintiffs' legislative rights, the cumulative effect them unduly burdened the 

exercise of their I&R rights. This violated Defendant's affirmative duty to 

facilitate the I&R process and would be contrary to the legislative intent in 

adopting ORS 203.725(2). 
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2. RIGHTS TO FREE SPEECH AND ASSEMBLY. 

Allowing an election officer to engage in substantive review of a proposed 

initiative that can stop the legislative process interferes with the people's 

lawmaking power and constitutes a prior restraint on county voters ability to 

exercise their legislative powers on a procedurally sufficient charter amendment. 

Article I, § 8, of the Oregon Constitution provides (in part): 

No law shall be passed restraining the free expression of opinion, or 
restricting the right to speak, write, or print freely on any subject 
whatever[.]" 

Under Article I, § 8, all speech is constitutionally protected, unless it falls within 

an historical exception that the freedom of expression was not meant to 

safeguard. Robertson, supra, 293 Or at 412. See pages 15-15, ante. Article I, 

§ 26, protects the rights to peaceably assemble, instmct legislators (including 

voters acting as legislators), and "applying to the Legislature for re dress of 

greviances." 

At all times, including the early stages of developing a proposed charter 

change through meetings and discussion, citizens exercise full Article I, §§ 8 

and 26 rights to discuss and debate public policy. In exercising the reserved 

tights under Article VI, § 10, voters did not evidence any intent to eviscerate 

their liberties to speak, assemble, and petition the government under A1ticle I, 

§§ 8 and 26. In fact, such protections from gove1nment interference with 

libe1ties are needed most when citizens openly challenge the policies of the 

elected Legislature by means of initiative or referendum or when they recall 

elected officials. 
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Robertson explained that a comt must look at whether a law is "written in 

te1ms directed to the substance of any 'opinion or any subject' of 

communication." Robertson, supra, 293 Or at 412; see State v. Plowman, 314 

Or 157, 163-64, 838 P2d 558 (1992), cert denied, 508 US 974, 113 SCt 2967, 

125 LEd2d 666 (1993). If it is so written, then the law is unconstitutional, 

unless the scope of the restraint is "wholly confined within some historical 

exception that was well established when the first American guarantees of 

freedom of expression were adopted and that the guarantees then or in 1859 

demonstrably were not intended to reach." 

Properly considered, ORS 203.725(2) cannot be applied to limit legislative 

speech to voters and their right to consider that proposal based on the 

substantive contents of political message under Article I, §§ 8 and 26, unless, as 

a matter of law, a later Constitutional amendment expressly allows such 

curtailment of Article I, §§ 8 and 26, liberties. 

ORS 203.725(2), as applied, prevented Plaintiff 's speech proposing county 

political change to the audience of voters at the most critical time in the 

legislative process--precisely when the proposed change was could be acted upon 

by voters. Leppanen v. Lane Transit District, 181 OrApp 136, 145, 45 P3d 

501 (2002) (Leppanen) struck down an ordinance law banning the gatheting of 

signatures at transit stations and on transit vehicles as a violation of Article I, § 

8. Here, the Circuit Court's inte1pretation of ORS 203.725(2) imposes a far 

greater burden on the speech of Plaintiffs (and petition signers) than was 



imposed by that ordinance, as it allows the Clerk to render null all of the 

signatures gathered by Plaintiffs and others. 

B. COURT ERRED IN ALLOWING RIGHTS GUARANTEED BY 
THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION TO BE IMPAIRED. 

1. FIRST AMENDMENT. 

Pre-election substantive review under ORS 203.725(2) violates Plaintiffs ' 
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core political speech rights under the First Amendment. The U.S. Constitution 

prohibits pre-enactment review of an initiative's text, because such review is 

content-based restriction of core political speech that lacks a compelling 

gove1nment interest. 

The protection guaranteed in the Fourteenth Amendment 11 governs any 

action of a state, whether through its legislature, through its comts, or through 

its executive or administrative officers." Mooney v. Holohan, 294 US 103, 113 

(1935) (citations omitted). Pre-enactment review--whether by a county clerk, 

Secretary of State, or the courts--that results in a decision vetoing an initiative 

from appearing on the ballot is a state action that violates the people's First 

Amendment rights. See Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 US 1, 16-18 (1948) {need SCt 

cite}. 

"The circulation of a[n initiative] petition involves the type of interactive 

communication concerning political change that is approp1iately described as 

'core political speech. " ' Meyer v. Grant, 486 US 414, 421-22 (1988) (footnote 

omitted). Meyer v. Grant further rejected arguments that "the State has the 

authority to impose limitations on the scope of the state-created [sic] right to 



legislate by initiative," holding instead that in the area of citizen initiative 

lawmaking "the importance of First Amendment protections is 'at its zenith'" 
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and that the state's burden to justify restrictions on that process is "well-nigh 

insurmountable." Id. 486 US at 424-25. In addition, "prior restraints on speech 

and publication are the most serious and least tolerable infringement on First 

Amendment rights." Nebraska Press Ass'n v. Stuart, 427 U.S. 539, 559 (1976). 

See Alexander v. United States, 509 US 444 (1993) ("The tenn prior restraint is 

used to describe administrative and judicial orders forbidding certain 

communications when issued in advance of the time that such communication 

are to occur. ' " (citation omitted)). The Supreme Court frequently has said that 

"[a]ny system of prior restraints on expression comes to this court bearing a 

heavy presumption against its constitutional validity." New Turk Times v. 

United States, 403 US 713, 714 (1971). 

There is no disputing that interpretation of ORS 203.725(2) to allow 

substantive review of a proposed measure for compliance with the separate-vote 

rnle is a prior restraint that prevents speech from occurring. It is thus a severe 

burden on core political speech, the very type of speech that Meyer v. Grant 

recognized as deserving the "zenith" of First Amendment protection. 

The government has the burden of proof under strict scrntiny, and the law 

will be upheld only if the government can prove that it is narrowly tailored to 

achieve a compelling purpose. In the present case, there is no compelling 

interest that could justify the Clerk's infringement on Plaintiffs ' First 
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Amendment rights. 11 The best argument to justify this infringement is that the 

court is protecting the integrity of the initiative process by striking initiatives 

from the ballot that are "beyond the scope of the initiative power." But this 

argument only works if the First Amendment only protects speech that is 

"valid," as judged by the comt. The First Amendment guarantees far more than 

that: "The very purpose of the First Amendment is to foreclose public authority 

from assuming a guardianship of the public mind. 11 State ex rel. Pub. 

Disclosure Comm'n v. 119 lf>te No! Comm., 135 Wn2d 618, 625, 957 P2d 691 

(1998) (quoting Meyer v Grant, 486 US at 419) (quotation omitted). 

Letting a court or executive official decide which political speech is valid is 

antithetical to the fundamental purpose of the First Amendment. The First 

Amendment is about protecting the debate, and does not allow for sanitizing it 

down to "valid" proposals through a judicial validation process. See, e.g., id. at 

626 ("The State cannot substitute its judgment as to how best to speak for that 

of speakers and listeners; free and robust debate cannot thrive if directed by the 

government" (quotation and citation omitted)). 

Furthermore, the State's burden on the people's rights is not justified by a 

rationale that the separate-vote rule is needed to secure the integrity of the 

initiative system, when other rules similar to the separate-vote mle can only be 

reviewed post-enactment. For example, the Oregon Supreme Court has affirmed 

that an election on a ballot measure cannot be stopped because the measure 

11. While the argument is focused on Meyer v. Grant, which itself focused on 
political speech, the First Amendment rights of assembly and petition are 
also implicated here. 



arguably violates a state preemptive law. Boytano v. Fritz, 321 Or 498, 508, 

901 P2d 835 (1995). Similarly, Oregon courts have repeatedly upheld the 

principle that measures cannot be kept from the ballot because of alleged 

unconstitutionality or illegality. Maginnis v. Childs, 284 Or 337, 587 P2d 460 

(1978); Beal v. City of Gresham, 166 OrApp 528, 533, 998 P2d 237 (2000) 

("constitutional challenges to the substance of initiated measures may not be 

brought until after a measure has been enacted"). 
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The Clerk cannot justify burdens on the people's free speech and petition 

rights based on content, particularly when a lawful and accepted procedure exists 

to review initiated amendments post-enactment. The availability of 

post-enactment review eliminates any possibility that the government can show 

the necessity of its pre-petition infringement of political speech. 

Striking a duly-qualified proposed measure from the ballot is inherently not 

"narrowly-tailored." It is the most extreme remedy possible, because it abolishes 

the actual political significance of the people's constitutionally-protected debate. 

The court has no authority to police the content of proposals that the people put 

forward through duly-qualified initiatives. The First Amendment prohibits 

striking an initiative from the ballot based on the initiative's content. 

The U.S. Supreme Court consistently invalidates state petitioning 

regulations under the First Amendment which have "the inevitable effect of 

reducing the total quantum of speech on a public issue" [Meyer v. Grant, supra, 

486 US at 423 (striking down ban on paying circulators)] or which "reduced the 

chances that initiative proponents would gather signatures sufficient" for ballot 
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access [Buckley v. Am. Constitutional Law Found., Inc., 525 US 182, 199, 119 

SCt 636 (1999) (Buckley v. ACLF) (striking circulator residency and name 

badge requirements)] . 

Both provisions "limi[t] the number of voices who will convey [the 
initiative proponents'] message" and, consequently, cut down "the size 
of the audience [proponents] can reach." Meyer, 486 US, at 422, 423, 
108 SCt 1886; see Bernbeck v. Moore, 126 F3d 1114, 1116 (CA 8 
1997) (quoting Meyer); see also Meyer, 486 US, at 423, 108 SCt 1886 
(stating, further, that the challenged resttiction reduced the chances 
that initiative proponents would gather signatures sufficient in number 
to qualify for the ballot, and thus limited proponents ' "ability to make 
the matter the focus of statewide discussion"). In this case, as in 
Meyer, the requirement "imposes a burden on political expression that 
the State has failed to justify." Id., at 428, 108 SCt 1886. 

Buckley v. ACLF, 525 US at 194-95, 119 SCt at 643-44 (1999). 

2. FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT (DUE PROCESS). 

If substantive analysis by county clerks of a proposed chatter amendment 

for separate-vote compliance is permissible, then the proceedings below denied 

plaintiffs Due Process. 

a. THE PROCEEDINGS BELOW DENIED PLAINTIFFS 
FUNDAMENTAL DUE PROCESS. 

Defendant issued her determination without benefit of any process 

whatever. 

"Due process requires the opportunity to be heard at a meaningful time 
and in a meaningful manner. Mathews v. Eldridge , 424 US 319, 
333, 96 SCt 893, 47 LEd2d 18 (1976) (internal quotation marks 
omitted). In addition, when important governmental decisions are 
based on determinations of fact, due process usually requires an 
opp01tunity to confront and cross-examine adverse witnesses. 
Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 US 254, 269, 90 SCt 1011, 25 LEd2d 287 
(1970). 
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Cole/Dinsmore v. Driver and Motor Vehicle Services Branch, 336 Or 565, 558, 

87 P3d 1120 (2004). 

Oregon recognizes that due process standards depend upon the tests set out 

in Mathews v. Eldridge, 424 US 319, 96 SCt 893 (1976). Floyd v. Motor 

Vehicles Division, 27 OrApp 41, 45, 554 P2d 1024 (1976). Mathews provides 

three factors relevant for due process. 424 US at 335, 96 SCt 893. 11Whether a 

process is meaningful under the Due Process Clause turns on the three Mathews 

factors." Koskela v. Willamette Industries, Inc., 331 Or 362, 378, 15 P3d 548 

(2000). The factors are: (1) the private interest at stake; (2) whether the process 

adequately safeguards from an erroneous deprivation and the probable value, if 

any, of added or substitute procedural safeguards; and (3) the state's interest and 

the cost of added procedural safeguards. 424 US at 335. 

The private interests at stake here are the liberty and/or property interests of 

the Plaintiffs, who are the Chief Petitioners. Oregon considers the right to 

qualify initiative measures for the ballot to be the personal right of the Chief 

Petitioners. Defendant will not accept signatures submitted by anyone other 

than the Chief Petitioners or their officially designated agents. STATE 

INITIATIVE AND REFERENDUM MANUAL (2016), pp. 9, 11, 12, 15, 27, 29. If the 

original Chief Petitioner on a proposed initiative dies, the initiative dies with 

her. Id., p. 4, 12, 18. Chief Petitioners can also choose not to submit signatures 

already gathered. In effect, they own the proposed measure and they have the 

exclusive right to have the initiative appear on the ballot. 
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There was no process at all to safeguard the Chief Petitioners from 

erroneous deprivation of their liberty and/or property interests. Defendant never 

identified the state's interest in disqualifying the Measure or the cost of 

providing procedural safeguards. 

There are 36 counties in Oregon. Endorsing the Clerk's ad hoc non-

proceeding for pre-election separate-vote review would create dangerous 

precedent by allowing county clerks to literally invent procedures that interfere 

with ballot petitioners ' constitutional rights. 

Under the scheme endorsed by the Circuit Court, chief petitioners have no 

advance notice of how or when the county clerk may attempt to apply the 

separate-vote requirement or their avenues for redress. Even if the Clerk had 

the authority to borrow from other statutory schemes to execute ORS 

203.725(2), due process would require, at a minimum, advance notice of 

applicable procedures, the opportunity to submit facts and legal argument, and a 

determination suppmted by a valid rationale. 

b. PLAINTIFFS WERE ENTITLED TO, BUT DID NOT 
RECEIVE, A CONTESTED CASE HEARING. 

Plaintiffs were entitled to a contested case hearing before the Clerk on 

whether to disqualify the Measure from the ballot. 

"Contested case" is defined at ORS 183.310(2)(a). The Clerk's 

"proceeding" qualifies under subsections (A), (B), and (C). At minimum, the 

Clerk was deciding "to suspend or revoke a right or privilege of a person": the 



tight of Chief Petitioners to place an initiative on the ballot, upon submittal of 

sufficient valid signatures. 

c. DEFENDANT FAILED TO PROVIDE ANY 
RATIONALE FOR HER DECISION. 

The Clerk's determination consisted of an email to the Chief Petitioners 

dated October 31, 2017 (ER-11). It stated no reasons and no rationale for the 

determination, just that she had received advice from County Counsel (which 

does not amount to stating reasoning for a decision). Even so, County 

Counsel's correspondence to her (ER-9) also stated no rationale. Defendant's 

decision is thus invalid for lack of a stated rationale. 

Knotts v. Psychiatric Security Review Board, 250 OrApp 448, 455, 280 

P3d 1030 (2012) (Knotts), confirmed that administrative orders must be 

evaluated on the basis of their stated rationales. 

Although it otiginated in the world of judicial review of the actions of 
state administrative agencies, the substantial reason rule also applies to 
the orders of local governments that are reviewed by wtit of review 
rather than under the Administrative Procedures Act. See Sunnyside 
Neighborhood v. Clackamas Co. Comm., 280 Or 3, 21, 569 P2d 1063 
(1977) (imposing requirement that local governments provide adequate 
finding and reasons in orders); Feitelson v. City of Salem, 46 OrApp 
815, 820, 613 P2d 489 (1980) ("An agency must issue findings which 
explain the basis of its decision."). * * * Thus, because the order 
lacks substantial reason, the trial court erred in affirming it. 

Salosha, Inc. v. Lane County, 201 OrApp 138, 144-45, 117 P3d 1047 (2005). 

We decline the county 's invitation to abandon the substantial reason 
rule. The ttial court's error in overlooking the county's failure to 
adequately articulate the reasons behind its conclusions substantially 
affected petitioners' statutory tight to meaningful judicial review. * * 
* An unreasoned order substantially affects a party's statutory tight 
to meaningful judicial review, and therefore is not harmless error. 
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Id. , 201 OrApp at 146. Here, there was no stated rationale and, thus, nothing to 

review. 

d. DEFENDANT UNLAWFULLY DELEGATED HER 
DECISION TO THE COUNTY ATTORNEY. 

Defendant's email of October 26, 2017, to the Chief Petitioners (ER-10) 

stated: 

I have asked Mr. Stephen Dingle, Lane County Counsel, for a review 
for compliance with ORS 203.725(2) as ordered by Judge Rasmussen 
and will forward that determination once received. 

Thus, Defendant believed that it was the County Counsel who was to make the 

"determination," which Defendant would merely forward. 

Under Defendant's own theory of administration of ORS 203.725(2), the 

determination was hers to make, not the County Counsel's. It is obvious that 

she unlawfully delegated the decision to the County Counsel. 

e. THE CIRCUIT COURT ERRED IN ALLOWING 
DEFENDANT TO INTRODUCE NEW RATIONALES 
ON APPEAL. 

The only rationales offered by Defendant were offered in the Circuit Court 

proceeding. Knotts, supra, 250 OrApp at 455, confirmed that administrative 

orders must be evaluated on the basis of their stated rationales at the time of the 

administrative decision, not new rationales added later. 



VIII. FOURTH ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR: TO THE EXTENT THE 
CIRCUIT COURT HAD JURISDICTION AND POWER TO 
SUBSTANTIVELY REVIEW A CHARTER AMENDMENT, IT 
ERRED IN FINDING THAT MEASURE PROPOSED 
MULTIPLE UNRELATED AMENDMENTS TO THE LANE 
COUNTY CHARTER. 

The standards of review are set forth at pages 6-7, ante. 

A. PRESERVATION OF ERROR. 
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Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment (December 21, 2017) established 

that the Measure satisfied the terms of any lawful separate-vote analysis required 

for ballot access [pp. 27-32]. 

B. THE MEASURE SUBSTANTIVELY COMPLIES WITH THE 
SEPARATE-VOTE REQUIREMEN'£ 

Even if the review as conducted by the Lane County Clerk and Circuit 

Court were properly authorized and constitutional, they both erred in finding that 

the Measure violated any pre-election "separate vote" requirement. 

The Circuit Court began its analysis by recognizing that Oregon appellate 

courts have never addressed the separate-vote requirement of ORS 203.725(2). 

The Circuit Court looked at cases interpreting the separate-vote requirement 

contained in Article XVII, § 1, which applies only to state constitutional 

amendments. It deviated from potentially applicable Oregon Supreme Court 

case law tests and focused "on whether the Aerial Spray Measure allows voters 

to fully express their will." Order, p. 6; ER-6. 12 

12. This test was derived from Baum v. Newbry , 200 Or 576, 267 P2d 220 
(1954), and the Circuit Court credited Intervenors ' argument that the law in 

(continued ... ) 
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The Circuit Comt erred in several respects. First, in applying a "fully 

express their will" test, it disregarded that the pmpose of the separate-vote rule, 

as the comts have interpreted it in the constitutional amendment context, is to 

"allow the people to vote upon separate constitutional changes separately." 

Armatta, supra, 327 Or at 275. Applied by analogy to "separate charter 

amendments," this rule requires that a proposed charter amendment that makes 

two or more substantive, um·elated, changes to the existing county charter must 

be presented on the ballot as separate questions so that they are voted on 

separately. 

The Measure satisfies the most recent separate-vote test as developed by the 

Oregon courts with respect to A1ticle XVII, § 1: LINT, supra. First, the 

Measure does not make alter any provision in the existing Lane County Charter. 

No provision of the existing Lane County Charter recognizes rights, enforces 

rights, prohibits the recognition of rights, pertains generally to water, air, soil, 

herbicides, or pesticides or, in any way, is changed by the proposed charter 

amendment at issue. In LINT, supra, the Court first determined that the 

identified changes did not alter or affect different provisions of the existing 

constitution. 

LINT then considered whether the three changes themselves were closely 

related. 341 Or at 510. The "closely-related" inquiry as applied to the present 

12.( .. . continued) 
place as of 1983 should govern the interpretation of "separate vote." But 
that proves too much. The law in place as of 1983 was that there was no 
pre-election review for separate-vote compliance. 
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case is dispositive. Since all of it provisions are closely related, the Measure 

complies with the separate-vote test. 

But the Circuit Court ignored the "closely related" inquiry and instead 

developed and applied its own "fully express their will" test, improperly 

deviating from, and reaching a result contrary to, Oregon Supreme Court 

precedent. 

In LINT, the Oregon Supreme Court engaged in post-enactment review of 

a measure under the separate-vote test set forth in Article XVII, § 1. LINT 

scrutinized the notably lengthy Measure 3, enacted by state voters to address 

forfeitures under Article XV of the Oregon Constitution. LINT, 341 Or 496, 

145 P3d 151 (2006). The measure, as enacted, was a multiple-provision 

constitutional amendment composed of twenty-six paragraphs and 1,140 words. 

341 Or at 499-503. Relying on the list agreed to by the parties, the court 

identified the following conceptual changes: 

(1) it makes a criminal conviction a prerequisite for a civil forfeiture; 
(2) it requires that proof of the elements necessary to establish 
forfeiture be by clear and convincing evidence; and (3) it provides that 
the value of the forfeited property "shall not be excessive and shall be 
substantially proportional to the specific conduct for which the owner 
of the property has been convicted. 

341 Or at 157. 

Applying the separate-vote test formulated in Armatta, supra, and Meyer v. 

Bradbury, supra, LINT demonstrated how the separate-vote rule operates in the 

context of an amendment with multiple provisions but no substantive changes to 

the constitution itself. The Court found that the three identified changes "are 

additions to the Oregon Constitution and have no effect on any existing 
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constitutional provision in that document." 341 Or at 158. The Court 

nevertheless inquired into "whether the three changes are themselves closely 

related." Id. Ultimately, the court concluded that the changes were all part of 

an effort to define the judicial process for forfeiture in constitutional terms, and 

thus, there was a "close, interconnected relationship" between the different parts 

of the measure. Id. The comt rejected the plaintiff's analysis that the 

provisions were not closely related, because that "analysis works only if one 

stands as close as possible to each provision and ignores the others." 341 Or at 

159. 

Under the approach of LINT, the Measure does not directly change existing 

provisions of the Lane County Charter but rather adds wholly new language that 

is a self-contained amendment to secure a Lane County free from · the aetial 

spraying of herbicides. This singular concept evidences the interconnectedness 

of the measure's substantive provisions and supports a finding that these new 

provisions are closely related. 

A close examination of each provision of the Measure verifies that they are 

closely related. Looking to the provisions specifically, it would: 

> recognize county residents' rights to be free from chemical trespass to 
their person, and to the water, air, and soil of Lane County (Section 
3); 

> secure those tights by prohibiting the aerial spraying of herbicides and 
by assigning strict liability to violators (Section 4); and 

> authorize the enactment and enforcement of the rights and prohibitions 
of the proposed charter amendment (Section 5). 13 

13. None of the remaining provisions of the proposed charter amendment make 
(continued ... ) 
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Freedom from Aetial Spraying of Herbicides Bill of Rights (ER-7). 

Charactetistic of a bill of tights, these provisions operate as a cohesive 

scheme. Section 3 recognizes Lane County residents' rights to be free 

personally from chemical trespass of aerial sprayed herbicides and to have clean 

air, water, and soil also herbicide-free. In the absence of a prohibition of the 

activities that cause the offending chemical trespass, these rights would be 

simply aspirational. Thus, Section 4 prohibits corporate and governmental 

entities from engaging in the aerial spraying of herbicides that is the primary 

source of chemical trespass to people, air, water, and soil. The recognized tights 

are further secured by holding corporate and governmental entities strictly liable 

for damages to people and pro_perty if those entities, ignoring the recognized 

tights and prohibitions, contillue to engage in the aetial spraying of herbicides 

causing such damage. Finally, Section 5 authotizes Lane County or any resident 

of Lane County to enforce Sections 3 and 4 in court to stop any illegal spraying 

and to recover any damages caused by the violation. Thus, all of the provisions 

of the Aerial Spray Measure operate together to achieve the unified pmpose of 

the amendment and are, thereby, closely related. 

13. ( ... continued) 
any substantive additions to the Lane County Charter. The Preamble and 
Section 2 (Definitions) are standard, non-executable elements of a law or 
charter amendment. Sections 6, 7, and 8 address the self-executing nature 
of the chatter amendment, severability, and the effective date after 
adoption, respectively. 



C. OREGON COURTS HAVE REJECTED OVERLY 
RESTRICTIVE APPLICATIONS OF THE SEPARATE-VOTE 
REQUIREMEN'I: 
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Oregon courts have rejected formulations of the separate-vote requirement 

similar to the "freely express their will" test applied by the Circuit Court in this 

case. In 2002, the Oregon Supreme Court rejected a formulation of the 

separate-vote test--referred to as the "necessarily implications" test--under which 

an amendment would violate the separate-vote requirement if a voter could 

logically support one provision of the proposed amendment but oppose another. 

See Lehman v. Bradbury, 333 Or 231, 37 P3d 989 (2002) (Lehman); Swett v. 

Bradbury, 333 Or 597, 43 P3d 1094 (2002); LINT, supra, 341 Or at 163 

(Durham, J., specially concurring.). 

Nothing in the text of the separate-vote requirement and nothing in 
this court's opinion in Armatta or in any other case applying Article 
XVII, § 1, requires that, for two or more constitutional changes 
permissibly to be made by one proposed amendment, a vote for one 
change must "necessarily imply" a vote for the other. The Comt of 
Appeals [Dale v. Keisling, 167 OrApp 394, 999 P2d 1229 (2000)] 
erred in creating that unnecessatily restrictive application of the 
Armatta test. 

Lehman, 331 Or at 243. 

Oregon courts have consistently held that the proper inquiry under the 

separate-vote rule focuses on the close relationship among an amendment's 

provisions. They do not dissect an amendment into arbitrary parts. 

The Circuit Court's "freely express their will test" is very similar to the 

"necessarily implications" test rejected by the Oregon Supreme Court. In 

considering whether the Measure "prevents voters from fully expressing their 

will" (Order, p. 5, ER-5), the Circuit Court attempted to parse the measure by 
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separately listing vatious provisions, both "express and implied". Its 

consideration of "implied" provisions is itself evidence of impermissible 

substantive review pre-enactment. To identify what it deems "implied changes", 

the Circuit Court had to review and analyze the Measure to interpret its meaning 

and consider, in some instances, its relationship to existing law. Based on its 

identified changes, the Circuit Court detetmined that each of the provisions 

imparted a different question to voters, meaning that voters could answer yes to 

one question but no to another. As the court found in Lehman, supra, just 

because a voter could say "yes" to one provision and "no" to another does not 

mean that the proposed measure violates the separate-vote requirement. 

Despite applicable case law, the Circuit Court did not consider whether any of 

the proposed charter amendment provisions were closely related. Had it done 

so, it would have concluded that the Measure satisfies the separate-vote 

requirement. As such, the Circuit Court erred in finding that the county Clerk's 

determination was correct. 



IX. CONCLUSION. 

For the foregoing reasons, this Court should reverse the Circuit Court's 

judgment. 

Dated: September 7, 2018 Respectfully Submitted, 

Isl Daniel Meek 

DANIEL W. MEEK 
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Portland, OR 97219 
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Plaintiffs-Appellants 
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE STATE OF OREGON 
FOR THE COUNTY OF LANE 

125 E. 8th Ave. Eugene Oregon 97401 

Lynn Bowers, Katja Kohler Gause, Tao Orion, 

Plaintiffs, 
v. 

Cheryl Betschart, in Her Capacity as Lane 
County Clerk, 

Defendant, 
and 

Stanton F. Long, 
Intervenor-Defendant. 

Case No: 17-CV-49280 

ORDER 
Plaintiffs' and Intervenor-Defendant's 

Competing Motions for Summary 
Judgment 

ER-1 

Lynn Bowers, Katja Kohler Gause, and Tao Orion (together, Plaintiffs) and Stanton Long 
(Intervenor) filed competing Motions for Summary Judgment on December 21, 2017. This Court 
heard oral arguments on both motions on February 2, 2018. The material facts, as follows, are 
undisputed. 

I. Factual & Procedural Background 

On September 11, 2015, Plaintiffs filed an initiative to amend the Lane County Charter. The 
initiative carried the title, "The Lane County Freedom from Aerial Spraying of Herbicides Bill of 
Rights" (Aerial Spray Measure). Cheryl Betschart (Defendant), in her capacity as Lane County 
Clerk, reviewed the Aerial Spray Measure and certified the petition for circulation and signature 
gathering. Plaintiffs had until November 4, 2017, to gather enough signatures. 

On September 27, 2016, before Plaintiffs finished gathering the required number of signatures, 
Intervenor filed a complaint against Defendant. The 2016 Complaint argued that Defendant 
failed to properly review the Aerial Spray Measure under the provisions of ORS 203.725(1)-(2) 
before allowing the Plaintiffs to gather signatures. ORS 203.725(1)-(2) sets requirements 
proposed county charter initiatives must meet before going on the ballot for vote. ORS 
203.725(1) sets out a requirement commonly called the "single-subject requirement." ORS 
203.725(2) sets out the requirement at issue in the current case, commonly called the "separate
vote requirement." 

On March 9, 2017, this Comt issued an opinion resolving the 2016 case (2016 Opinion). The 
2016 Opinion held that the single-subject and separate-vote requirements apply to the initiative 
process. The 2016 Opinion also held that Defendant properly reviewed the Aerial Spray Measure 
for compliance with the single-subject requirement. However, the 2016 Opinion fmther held 
that Intervenor brought his claim related to the separate-vote requirement too early; the 
separate-vote requirement challenge was unripe for review. The 2016 Opinion held that 
Intervenor's separate-vote requirement claim would ripen once Plaintiffs obtained sufficient 
signatures to place the Aerial Spray Measure on the ballot for vote. 

On October 26, 2017, Plaintiffs obtained sufficient signatures for the Aerial Spray Measure. Also 
on that date, Lane County Counsel Stephen Dingle (County Counsel) emailed Plaintiffs, 
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Defendant, and Intervenor informing them that he reviewed the Aerial Spray Measure to see if it 
complied with the separate-vote requirement. County Counsel concluded that the Aerial Spray 
Measure violated the separate-vote requirement. On October 31, 2017, Defendant also 
concluded that the Aerial Spray Measure violated the separate-vote requirement, meaning the 
Aerial Spray Measure would not go to vote. In response, Plaintiffs filed the current lawsuit 
asking this Court to overturn Defendant's determination.1 

II. Legal Analysis 

The separate-vote requirement existed in the Oregon Constitution long before the legislature 
enacted ORS 203.725(2). As early as 1859, when the Oregon Constitution first went into effect, 
Article XVII contained a version of the separate-vote requirement that applied to proposed 
constitutional amendments. However, until 1902, only the legislature could amend the 
constitution. In 1902, the legislature amended the constitution to create the initiative and 
referendum power that allows the people of Oregon to directly amend the constitution 
themselves. Using their new power, in 1906, the people amended Article XVII and created the 
version of the separate-vote requirement that still exists in Alticle XVII, Section 1: "When two or 
more amendments shall be submitted in the manner aforesaid to the voters of this state at the 
same election, they shall be so submitted that each amendment shall be voted on separately." 

In 1983, the legislature enacted ORS 203.725(2). The 1983 legislature skipped discussing the 
separate-vote requirement directly. However, the text of ORS 203.725(2) closely mirrors the 
separate-vote requirement provision of Article XVII, Section 1. ORS 203.725(2) reads as follows: 
"When two or more amendments to a county charter are submitted to the electors of the county 
for their approval or rejection at the same election, they shall be so submitted that each 
amendment shall be voted on separately." 

Now that Plaintiffs have enough signatures to place the Aerial Spray Measure on the ballot, this 
Comt must review the Aerial Spray Measure to see if it satisfies the separate-vote requirement of 
ORS 203.725(2). First, this Comt must address some preliminary jurisdictional issues. 
Specifically, Intervenor argues that Plaintiff's current claims are barred by issue preclusion or 
claim preclusion. This Court disagrees. 

A. The prior litigation does not preclude this Court from considering the Plaintiffs' current 
claims. 

Claim preclusion and issue preclusion are two different doctrines both relating to a similar 
premise. Claim preclusion prevents a paity from relitigating the same claim, or splitting up a 
single claim into separate actions, against the same opposing party. Bloomfield v. Weakland, 
339 Or 504, 510 (2005). A claim is "a group of facts which entitle[] plaintiff to relief." Troutman 
v. Erlandson, 287 Or 187, 201 (1979). Rather than a group of facts, issue preclusion focuses on a 
single factual issue and whether a paity already litigated that issue in a previous lawsuit. For 
either claim or issue preclusion to apply, the previous lawsuit must have ended in a final 
judgment on the merits as to the claim or issue to be precluded. Rennie v. Freeway Transport, 
294 OR 319, 330 (1982) (discussing claim preclusion) (citing Sibold v. Sibold, 217 Or 27, 32 
(1959)); Heller v. Ebb Auto Co., 308 Or 1, 5 (1989) (stating rule for issue preclusion). 

1 Plaintiffs filed their lawsuit using the administrative appeal provision set out at ORS 246.910(1). ORS 
246.910(1) allows "[a] person adversely affected by any act ... by the ... county clerk ... [to] appeal 
therefrom to the circuit court for the county in which the act ... occmTed .... " 



This Court's 2016 Opinion addressed the subject of the current case, the separate-vote 
requirement, only to note that the separate-vote requirement applies to the county initiative 
process. This Comt expressly left unanswered the question of how the separate-vote 
requirement applies; that issue was not yet ripe for review. Because the issue was unripe, the 
2016 Opinion created no final decision on the merits related to Plaintiffs current claims that 
could preclude those claims from review. 
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Intervenor agrees that neither claim nor issue preclusion applies to the question of how the 
separate-vote requirement functions in the county cha1ter initiative process. Instead, Intervenor 
argues that some of Plaintiffs' arguments are attempts to relitigate the question of whether the 
separate-vote requirement applies in the first place. This Comt reads Plaintiffs' arguments 
differently. 

In the interest of clarity, this Court repeats here that the 2016 Opinion already decided that the 
separate-vote requirement of ORS 203. 725(2) applies to any attempt to amend the Lane County 
Charter through the initiative process. That said, this Court does not read Plaintiffs' current 
arguments as attempts to relitigate that issue. Each of Plaintiffs' arguments addresses a different 
aspect of how the separate-vote requirement should apply to the cha1ter initiative process. 
Therefore, the 2016 case precludes none of Plaintiffs current arguments, and this Court will 
proceed to address the merits of the current case. 

B. The Separate-Vote Requirement requires comts to consider the voters' ability to fully 
express their will with a single vote. 

Before analyzing the Aerial Spray Measure, this Court must interpret the meaning of the 
separate-vote requirement contained in ORS 203.725(2). Put as a question, what does the 
separate-vote requirement require? Oregon's appellate courts have never addressed the 
separate-vote requirement of ORS 203. 725(2). However, there are several appellate cases 
addressing the separate-vote requirement from Alticle XVII, Section 1 of the Oregon 
Constitution. Because the legislature copied the language of Alticle XVII, Section 1, to create 
ORS 203.725(2), the legislature clearly intended the two provisions to impose the same 
requirement. 

When interpreting the intent of the legislature in enacting ORS 203. 725(2), "this comt presumes 
that the legislature enacts statutes in light of existing judicial decisions that have a direct bearing 
upon those statutes." In re Marriage of Weber, 337 Or 55, 67-68 (2004) . Again, because the 
legislature copied the language, this Court presumes the legislature took into account any court 
decisions interpreting the separate-vote requirement of Alticle XVII, Section 1, when it passed 
ORS 203.725(2). Because the legislature passed ORS 203.725(2) in 1983, only pre-1983 cases 
influenced the legislature's decision to mirror the text of Article XVII, Section 1. 

The most imp01tant pre-1983 case about the separate-vote requirement is Baum v. Newbry, 
200 Or 576 (1954). There are other pre-1983 cases about the separate-vote requirement, but 
none of those cases went into detail about what the separate-vote requirement really means. 
Baum, on the other hand, gave the following imp01tant guidance: 

[The separate-vote requirement] does not prohibit the people from adopting an 
amendment which would affect more than one article or section by implication . .. 
. At most it prohibits the submission of two amendments on two different 
subjects in such a manner as to make it impossible for the voters to express their 
will as to each. 
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200 Or at 581 (emphasis added). The separate-vote requirement, therefore, focuses on the 
voters' ability to fully express their will. As the Baum comt noted, the fact that a single initiative 
creates multiple changes does not by itself violate the separate-vote requirement. Id. However, 
an initiative does not automatically satisfy the separate-vote requirement just because it takes 
the form of a single proposal. Here, the difficult question is, how can this Comt determine 
whether the Aerial Spray Measure prevents voters from fully expressing their will? 

The Oregon Supreme Court faced this same difficult question (though applied to a different 
proposal) inArmatta v. Kitzhaber, 327 Or 250 (1998). To be clear,Armatta came fifteen years 
after the legislature passed ORS 203.725(2), so the case did not influence the legislature's 
decision to copy the text of Article XVII, Section 1, into ORS 203.725(2). However, theArmatta 
comt had to conduct the exact same analysis now facing this Comt: what did the Baum court 
mean by protecting the voters' ability to express their will with a single vote? 

Armatta involved a proposed amendment to Article I of the Oregon Constitution. 327 Or at 254. 
The amendment in question changed a number of individual rights all having to do with 
criminal investigations and prosecutions. Id. at 254-55. The comt looked not only at the express 
changes the amendment would make, but also at the implied changes: "[The amendment] 
changes five existing sections of the Oregon Constitution ... encompassing six separate, 
individual rights (pertaining to search and seizure, unanimous jury verdicts, waiver of jury trial, 
former jeopardy, self-incrimination, and bail), in addition to limiting the legislature's ability to 
establish juror qualifications in criminal cases." Id. at 283. The comt interpreted the voter
centric standard a1ticulated in Baum to require courts to focus on "whether, if adopted, the 
proposal would make two or more changes that are substantive and not closely related." Id. at 
277. 

Each of the changes addressed in theArmatta amendment fell under a single subject, criminal 
rights, but that common connection was too broad for the separate-vote requirement: "For 
example, the right of all people to be free from unreasonable searches and seizures ... has 
vi1tually nothing to do with the right of the criminally accused to have a unanimous verdict 
rendered in a murder case ... . " Id. 

Armatta clarified Baum by a1ticulating the "closely related" standard, but the court's reasoning 
remained voter-centric, exactly as the Baum court intended. If the Armatta amendment went to 
vote as a single amendment, voters who suppo1ted changes in search-and-seizure law, but not 
changes in the jury verdict rules (for example), would not be able to fully express their will. 

The separate-vote requirement cases following Armatta demonstrate the difficulty comts have 
in applying the "closely related" standard that ultimately comes from Baum. For example, in 
2002, the Oregon Supreme Court addressed an amendment that proposed term limits for state 
executive officers and for members of both the state and the federal legislature. Lehman v. 
Bradbury, 333 Or 231, 244 (2002). Advocates for the amendment argued that each change 
proposed in the amendment fell under the same subject, term limits for public officers. Id. at 
250. The comt acknowledged that fact but nevertheless held that the amendment violated the 
separate-vote requirement. Id. The court reasoned that adding term limits for public officers 
implicitly changed the constitutional requirements for eligibility for office. Id. Even though the 
changes dealt with exactly the same subject, the comt held the changes were not closely related 
enough to satisfy the separate-vote requirement. Id. 
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The Oregon Supreme Court later addressed an arguably more-expansive amendment and came 
to the opposite conclusion. In Lincoln Interagency Narcotics Team v . Kitzhaber, the Supreme 
Comt addressed an amendment that added a new provision to A1ticle XV of the Oregon 
Constitution. 341Or496, 499 (2006). The dissent in Lincoln Interagency Narcotics Team 
summarized the amendment succinctly: 

Among other things, Measure 3 enacts new substantive and procedural 
protections for persons whose property is subject to forfeiture, it prohibits the 
legislature from using forfeiture proceeds for law enforcement purposes, it 
imposes new limits on state and federal cooperation, and it creates a new, 
constitutionally-based agency to monitor forfeiture proceedings. 

Id. at 524-25 (Kistler, J., dissenting). Despite the wide variety of changes the amendment made, 
the plurality held the amendment neve1t heless complied with the separate-vote requirement. Id. 
at 513. 

The progression from Armatta to Lincoln Interagency Narcotics Team saw the court's 
reasoning grow further and fu1ther away from voters' ability to fully express their will, the idea 
a1ticulated in Baum. Instead, the comt devoted its analysis more and more to the somewhat 
subjective idea of what might or might not be "closely related." However, theArmatta court 
ultimately derived its standard from the voter-centric aiticulation from Baum. Therefore, this 
Court will focus on whether the Aerial Spray Measure allows voters to fully express their will. 

C. Because the Aerial Spray Measure requires voters to address a wide range of legally 
unrelated changes to the Lane County Charter. the Aerial Spray Measure violates the 
separate-vote requirement. 

The Aerial Spray Measure prevents voters from fully expressing their will. In order to fully 
understand exactly why this is the case, it will help to set out some (but not all) of the express 
and implied changes the Aerial Spray Measure will make to the Lane County Charter: 

1. Changes the preamble to expand the reach of the Charter beyond "county affairs" by 
proscribing, among other things, what the federal government may do on federally 
owned land. 

2. Expands Chapter I, Section 3, by proscribing aerial spraying of herbicides occurring 
outside of Lane County (if such spraying causes "chemical trespass" of aerially sprayed 
herbicides to Lane County residents). 

3. Changes Chapter II, Section 5, by allowing the Charter to overrule federal laws and 
regulations, which would likely violate the Supremacy Clause of the United States 
Constitution.2 

4 . Changes Chapter II, Section 7(3), by taking away the governing power of Lane County 
Districts from the Board of County Commissioners (by removing the board's ability to 
aerially spray herbicides, if that became necessary or desirable to the board). 

5. Changes Chapter II, Section 8(1)(a)- (b), by creating a cha1ter amendment that "governs" 
local improvements (by eliminating the possibility for aerially sprayed herbicides). 

2 This Court is not analyzing the substantive merit or legality of the Aerial Spray Measure. Whether an 
amendment would or would not be considered constitutional cannot be properly determined by a court 
until the amendment becomes law. This Court mentions the potential implications here only to point out 
the wide ran ge of changes the Aerial Spray Measure makes to the Lane County Cha1ter. 



6. Creates a new cause of action to enjoin anyone from aerially spraying herbicides 
anywhere in Lane County or anywhere that could cause drift of aerially sprayed 
herbicides into Lane County. 

7. Makes anyone who violates the aerial spray prohibition strictly liable for their actions. 
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8. Grants standing to any resident of Lane County to enforce the new cause of action, even 
if that resident cannot prove any injury or ill effects whatsoever caused by aerially 
sprayed herbicides. 

9. Requires courts to award "all costs oflitigation, including, without limitation, expert[] 
and attorney's fees" in any case brought under the new cause of action. 

10. Gives Lane County residents the power to prevent private land owners from aerially 
spraying herbicides on their own private property. 

11. Gives Lane County residents the power to prevent the State of Oregon from aerially 
spraying herbicides on state-owned lands. 

12. Gives Lane County residents the power to prevent the federal government from aerially 
spraying herbicides on federally owned lands. 

Put another way, the Aerial Spray Measure asks voters each of the following questions, among 
others: Do you want the Lane County Chatter to govern the actions of residents of other Oregon 
counties, even if those actions are conducted outside of Lane County? Do you want the Lane 
County Charter to govern private action on private land? Do you want the Lane County Charter 
to govern state action on state land? Do you want the Lane County Cha1ter to govern federal 
action on federal land? 

Voters in Lane County likely have different answers for each of the very different questions 
posed above. However, the Aerial Spray Measure requires voters to give a blanket "yes" or "no" 
answer to all of those questions simultaneously. That issue is exactly what the separate-vote 
requirement, as aiticulated in Baum and accepted by the Oregon Legislature, prevents. There is 
simply no way for Lane County voters to fully express their will as to the multitude of changes 
the Aerial Spray Measure would create if passed. For that reason, the Aerial Spray Measure 
violates the separate-vote requirement of ORS 203.725(2). Defendant's determination to that 
effect was correct.3 Therefore, this Court DENIES Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment and 
GRANTS Intervenor's Motion for Summary Judgment. 

Signed: 3ni2018_:::09::;:06:;;.;A"'"'M"---~ 

Karsten H. Rasmussen, Circuit Court Judge 

3 Plaintiffs' Complaint suggests that allowing the county clerk to review initiatives under ORS 203.725 
creates a separation of powers issue. However, "[t]he doctrine of separation of powers has never been held 
in this state to prevent the exercise of judicial powers by adminisb·ative agencies." Baxter v. Monmouth 
City Counsel, 51 Or App 853, 856 (1981). So long as judicial review exists at some point during the 
administrative process, delegating adjudicatory powers to administrative agencies is permissible. Id. 
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LANE COUNTY FREEDOM FROM AERIAL SPRAYING OF HERBICIDES BILL OF RIGHTS 

Preamble 

We tlte people of Lane County asse1t that the practice of aerial spraying of herbicides on Lane County's forests 
is causing serious chemical contamination of our county's people, wild life, ecosystems, air, and watersheds, as 
well as terminal degradation of our soil. A large number of herbicides being used, among them, but not limited 
to, 2,4-D, glyphosate, and atrazine, have been proven harmfu l to both humans and the environment; 

We tlte people of Lane County acknowledge tltat the World Health Organization recently determined that 
glyphosate is "probably carcinogenic to humans" and that 2,4-D is "possibly carcinogenic to humans", and 
there is mounting evidence linking a w ide variety of herbicides to many signifi cant negative health effects; 

We tlte people of Lane County assert that the practice of aerial spraying of herbicides leads to considerable 
airborne drift, diffusion, disbursement, and volatilization that ultimately exposes res idents and their prope1ty, 
crops, livestock, pets, landscaping, and edible food gardens to toxic chemicals; 

We tlte people of Lane County assert that the practice of aerial spraying endangers our local economy. 
Successful wineries and organic farming operations depend on our fertile valley, and the drift from 
aerial-sprayed herbicides put their products at risk, lose market value, or become unsalable if they become 
contaminated by those herbicides; 

We tlte people of Lane County assert that the people's authority to recognize and secure these rights, and 
enforce these prohibitions, is anchored by the inherent right of local community self-government in Lane 
County, which is also secured by the Declaration oflndependence, the Oregon Constitution, and the United 
States Constitution. 

Now, therefore, the people of Lane County hereby adopt this Charter Amendment, which shall be known and 
may be cited as the "Lane County Freedom from Aerial Spray ing of Herbicides Bill of Rights." 

Section 2. Definitions 

(a) "Chemical Trespass" means exposure to toxic chemica ls without the subject' s consent. 

(b) "Corporati ons" refers to any corporation, limited pa1tnership, limited liabil ity pa1t nership, business trust, 
business entity, or limited liabi lity company organized under the laws of any State of the United States or under 
the laws of any country. The term includes all public corporat ions and municipal corporations. 

(c) "Governmental entities" refers to state or federal agencies, and state or federal entities. 

( d) " Engage in aerial spraying," means the phys ical deposition of herbicides into the land, water, or air by any 
aerial method, including, but not limited to, all actions taken to prepare for that physical deposition. 

(e) "Herbicides" means any chemical that is toxic to plants and is used to destroy or inhibit the growth of 
unwanted vegetation. 

Section 3. Statements of Law - Freedom from Aerial Spraying of Herbicides Bill of Rights 

(a) Right to be Free from Chemical Trespass. All people of Lane County possess the right to be free from 
chemical trespass of aerial sprayed herbicides. 

1 
Exhibit I: Page I of 2 
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(b) Right to Clean Air. Water. and Soil. All people of Lane County possess the right to clean air, water, and soil 
free from chemical trespass of aerial sprayed herbicides within Lane County 

(c) Rights as Self Executing. All rights delineated and secured by this Article are inherent, fundamental, and 
unalienable, and shall be self-executing and enforceable against both private and public actors. They shall not 
require any enabling or implementing legislation to be enforced by the County or any resident of Lane County. 

Section 4. Statements of Law - Prohibitions Necessary to Secure the Bill of Rights 

(a) It shall be unlawful for any corporation or governmental entity to violate any right secured by this Article. 

(b) It shall be unlawful for any corporation or governmental entity to engage in aerial spraying of herbicides 
within Lane County. 

(c) Corporations and governmental entities engaged in aerial spraying of herbicides in Lane County shall be 
strictly liable for damages caused by those herbicides to the people and property within Lane County. 

Section 5. Authority and Enforcement 

(a) This A1ticle is enacted under the authority of the people's inherent and inalienable right of local community 
self-government exercised to protect our community from the aerial spraying of herbicides. 

(b) Lane County or any resident of Lane County may enforce this A1ticle through an action brought in any coutt 
possessing jurisdiction over activities occurring within Lane County, including, but not limited to, seeking an 
injunction to stop prohibited practices. In such an action, Lane County or the resident of Lane County shall be 
entitled to recover damages and all costs of litigation, including, without limitation, expert, and attorney's fees. 

Section 6. Self-Execution 

This A1ticle is self-executing. 

Section 7. Severability 

The provisions of this A1ticle are severable. If any court decides that any section, clause, sentence, pa1t or 
provision of this Article is illegal, invalid or unconstitutional, such decision shall not affect, impair or invalidate 
any of the remaining sections, clauses, sentences, parts or provisions of this Article. 

Section 8. Effect 

This A1ticle shall take effect thi1ty (30) days after adoption. 

2 
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PUBLIC SERVICE BUILDING/ 125 EAST 81
H AVENUE I EUGENE, OR 97401 / (541) 682-4442/ FAX (541) 682-3803 

lvww./(111eco11111y.org 

County Co1111sel 
Stephen E. Dingle 
sf ep hen.di ngll'@co.Jnn e. or. us 

Asst. County Co1111self 
James A. Chaney 
jn111rs.chnncy@co.lone.01'.us 

Sara L. Chinske 
s•nl.cbiuskc@co.lone.or.us 

H.. Andrew Clark 
andy.clark@co.loue.or.us 

Andrefl M. N11glcs 
n nd ren.nngles@c.o.tm1 c. or. us 

Sebastian Tapia 
sebostlon.1 n pi:i@co.l unc. or. us 

Paralegal 
Carol Pivoda 
coml.11ivodo@co.l.ine.or.us 

Legal Assistn11ts 
Emma B. Ayala 
cmmo.ayol~@co.Jnne.ur.us 

Miranda C. Rollins 
in I rA ndo. rol 11 ns@co.la ne.or. us 

Risi< Ma11nger 
Lisa M. Lacey 
lisn.lacey@co.lune.or.us 

October 24, 2017 

Cheryl Betschrui 
Lane County Clerk 
Lane County Clerk's Office 
275 West 101

h Avenue 
Eugene, Oregon 97401 

Re: Petition 20-10-2015 County hiitiative Freedom from Aerial Spraying 

Deru· Ms. Betschart, 

I understand that you have verified the required number of signatures for this measure 
triggering the review for compliance with ORS 203.725(2) ordered by Judge 
Rasmussen in Stan Long v. Che1yl Betschart and Stephen Dingle, Lane County Circuit 
Court case 16CV31579. Although no specific timeline for the review is required by 
ORS 203 .725(2), the County has elected to follow ORS 250.168(1). 

I have reviewed the proposed Lane County Charter amendment for compliance with the 
separate vote requirement and have concluded it violates ORS 203.725(2). I therefore 
recommend that you not assign a measure munber to Petition 201-10-2015. 

There are also no specific procedure for notification of the petitioners, 
so I reconunend that you follow the procedures ORS 250.168(3). Finally, you also 
should notify the petitioners that the County does not object to using the appeal 
process in ORS 250.168(4) and (5). 

Sincerely, 

LANE COUNTY OFFICE OF LEGAL COUNSEL 
' 

Stephen E. D' 1gle 
Cow1ty Coun el 

Cc:em: A. Kneeland, W. Gary 
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SquirrelMail hnps:. ·www.kneelandlaw.net:2096/cpsess2414625486/3rdparty/squirr ... 

I of I 

Subject: 

From: 

Petition 20-10-2015 CoWlty Initiative Aerial Spraying 

"BETSCHART Che1y l L" <Cheryl.BETSCHART@co.lane.or.us> 
• 

Date: 

To: 

Cc: 

Priority: 

Thu, October 26, 2017 6:59 am 
"marshy kat@msn.com" <marshykat@msn.com>, "taoorion@gmail.com" 
<taoo1ion@gmaiI.com>, "robddickinson@gmail.com" <robddickinson@gmail.com>, 
"aim@kneelandlaw.net" <ann@kneelandlaw.net> (more) 

"DINGLE Stephen E" <Stephen.DINGLE@co.Jane.or.us> 

Normal 

Email Notification: 
Chief Petitioner Katja Kohler-Gause 
Chief Petitioner Tao Orion 
Ann Kneeland 
Rob Dickinson 

USP Mail Notifi cation : 
Chief Petitioner Lynn Bowers: 

Al l , 

ER-10 

Lane County has c ompleted the signature verification for Petition 20-10- 2015 Lane 
County Freedom from Aerial Spraying of Herbicides Bill of Rights. Using the 
statistical sampling formula worksheet , the final nwnber o f signatures to be 
determined to be valid is 11, 560 . Plea se see t he attached workshee t . I have also 
attached the statistics from the last submit.ted sampl e . 

I have asked Mr . Stephen Dingle , Lane County Counsel , for a review for compliance 
with ORS 203 . 725(2) as ordered by Judge Rasmussen and wi ll f orward that 
determination once received . 

Thank you . 

Cheryl Betschart 
Lane County Clerk 
275 W. 10th Avenue, Eugene OR 97401 
(541) 682-4328 - Fax (541) 682-2303 
c heryl .betschart @co .lane . o r . us<ma ilto :che r yl.betscha rt@ co . lan e .or .us> 

Attachments 
untitle.d-[J .2].html text/htm l 4.3 KiB 

20171026073123064.pdf application/pdf 60 KiB 20171026073123064.pdf 

20171026072427895.pdf application/pdf 53 KiB 201 71026072427895.pdf 
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SquilTelMail hllµs://www.kneelandlaw.net:2096/ cpsess24 l 4 6254 86/3 rdparty/squ ilT ... 

1 of l 

Subject: 

From: 

Date: 

To: 

Cc: 

Priority: 

Status: 

RE: Petition 20-10-2015 Count)' Initiative Aerial Spraying 

"BETSCHART Cheryl L" <Cheryl.BETSCHART@co.lane.or.us> 

Tue, October 31, 2017 3:45 pm 

"'marshykat@msn.com'" <marshy kat@msn.com>, "'taoorion@gmail .c01n"' 
<taoorion@gmail.com>, "'robddickinson@gmail.com'" <robddickinson@gmail.com>, 
'"ann@k.neelandlaw.net'" <ann@kneelandlaw.net> (more) 

"DINGLE Stephen E" <Stephen.DINGLE@co.lane.or.us> 

Normal 

flagged 

Emai l Notification : 
Chief Pet i tioner Kat ja Kohle r-Gause 
Chi ef Petiti oner Tao Ori on 
Ann Kneel and 
Rob Dicki nson 

USP Mail Notification : 
Chi ef Pet i t ioner Lynn Bowers : 

All , 
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Based on t he recommenda tion of c oun t y counsel , it has been determined t ha t the 
ba llot t ex t does not comply 1-1ith ORS 203 .725( 2 ) . As a res ul t: o f that determinat i on , 
I wil l not be ass igning a measure nun~er to Petition 20-20-2015 Lane Coun t y Freedom 
f r om Aeri a l Spraying of Herbicides Bill of Rights . That recommendation also suggests 
that you follow t he procedure i n ORS 250.168 (3) (4) (5) for t he appeal p rocess . 

Any question s concerning t hat det erminati on shoul d be addressed to Mr . Steve Dingle , 
County Counsel. Than k you. 

Che r yl Betschart 
Lane Count y Clerk 
275 W. 10 th Avenue , Eugene OR 974 01 
(541 ) 682-4 328 - Fax (541) 682- 2303 
cheryl . betschart@co . lane . or.us<mai lto : che r yl.be t schart@co.lane .or.us> 

Attachments 
untitled-[2].htm.l text/html 4. l KiB 
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Squi1TelMail https://www.kneelandlaw.net:2096/cpsess24 J 4625486/3rdparty/squirr .. . 

I of 4 

Subject: 

From: 
Date: 

To: 
Cc: 

Priority: 

Status : 

RE: Long v. Betschart/Dingle 203.725(2) review 

"DINGLE Stephen E" <Stephen.DINGLE@co.lane.or.us> 

Tue, November 7, 2017 5:17 am 

"'Ann B. Kneeland"' <ann@kneelandlaw.net> 

"BETSCHART Cheryl L" <Cheryl.BETSCHART@co.lane.or.us> 

Normal 

answered 

Dear Ms . Kneeland , 

ER-12 

My November 2 , 2017 7 :50AM e-mail d i d contain t he l a nguage. I t began a t line 3: 
" However, as a courtesy the explana tion is the measure does not comply wi th the 
requi reme nts estab l ished by t he Oregon Supreme Court when analyzing the separate 
vote r equi r ement i n Articl e XVI I , §1 of t he Oregon Constitution. See Ge nera l ly , 
Armatta v. Kitzhaber, 327 Or . 259 (1998) , Meye r v. Bradbury, 3 41 Or. 288 (1997) and 
St a te v . Roge r s , 352 Or. 510 (2012) ." 

There wil l be no addi tional r esponse b y the Count y. 

Stephen E. Dingle 
County Counsel 
Lane County Office of County Counsel 
125 East 8t h Avenue 
Eugene, Oregon 97401 
541 - 682-6561 

CONFIDENTI AL : The i nformation contained in t his e l ectronic communication i s 
privileged and/or confi dential. The i nfor mation is prot ected by t he attorney-client 
privilege and t he attorney work product doctrine . The i nformat i on i s for t he sole 
use of t he i ntended addr e ssee . If t he r eader of this communi cation is not the 
intended a ddressee , you are hereby not ified t hat a ny di ssemination , di s t ribut i on 
and/or copyi ng of thi s communication or t he i nformation contained i n t his 
communi cation is strictly prohib ited . I f you have receive d t his communication i~ 
error , please immedi ate l y notify us by t e l ephone at 541- 682-6561 and t hereaft er , 
i mmediate l y des t roy thi s electronic conununi cation and destroy any pape r copies . I 
t ha nk you in adva nce . for your professional c ourtesies i n t hi s matter . 

TAX ADVICE DISCLAIMER : Purs uant to federa l l aw , you are a dvised t hat any federal tax 
advice cont ained i n this communication (including att achments ) was not i ntended or 
written t o be used , and it cannot be used , b y you for the . purpose of (1) a void ing 
any pe na lty t hat may be i mposed by t he Internal Revenue Service or (2) promot ing , 
marke ting or recommend i ng to anot her party any transaction or matter addressed 
he r ein . 

ACCEPTANCE OF SERVICE : I do not accept s ervice of l e gal docume nts by ema il unless I 
have specifically agr eed in writing to accep t ser vice by that method in advance . 

---- -Original Message- - - --
From: Ann B. Kneeland [ mailLo: an n(~kneelandla 1~ . n.::t J 

Exhi bit E: Page 1 of I . 
12/6/201 7, 10:32 AM 
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Le~slative History ~_esearch & Writing 

Declaration of Greg Wasson, 

Contract Researcher. 

) 
) 
) 

January 19, 2018 

Legislative History - ORS 203. 725 

1. 

My name is Greg Wasson and I am competent to testify as to these matters. 

For thirty (30) years I have produced legislative histories for Oregon lawyers. 

2. 

At the request of Eugene Attorney Ann Kneeland, I recently researched the 

legislative history of HB 2400 (1983) - codified as ORS 203.725 - as reflected in 

the files of the Oregon State Archives. 

3. 

The research produced these relevant documents: 

a. 7 pages - March 27, 1979, opinion from the Attorney General to Rep. Ford. 

b. 3 pages - March 28, 1983, written minutes, House Committee on Elections 

c. 3 pages - April 4, 1983, written minutes, House Committee on Elections. 

d. 2 pages - May 4. 1983, written minutes, House Committee on Elections 

e. 2 pages - Staff Summaries 

f. 2 pages - Bill as introduced 
Bill as passed (Hand Eru·olled) 

P.O. Box 2333 * Salem, OR 97308 * (503) 371-6614 
Or cgonS ta tutcs@aol.com www.OregonStatutes.biz 

Plaintiffs' Exhibit A: Page I of 21 
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Page - 2 

I HEREBY SAY & DECLARE THAT THE ABOVE STATEMENTS ARE 
TRUE TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEF, AND, THAT I 
UNDERSTAND THEY ARE MADE FOR USE AS EVIDENCE IN COURT AND 

ARE SUBJECT TO PENALTY FOR PERJURY. 

In witness whereof, I lay my hand to this 2-page declaration. 

DONE & DA TED: January 23 , 17 

Greg Wasson 
PO Box 233 
Salem, OR 73 8 

(503) 371-6614 

OregonStatutes@aol.com 

Plaintiffs' Exhibit A : Page 2 of 2 1 
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EXHI BIT A - Attorney General' s 
Opinion rEFR-fSOO 

.Mar ch 28 , 1 983 ."Ip.ages 
HOU$E.. ELECTIONS CQW,1.ITTEE 

· DEPARTMENT OF JUSTI CE 
1CXl Stale Office Bui lding 

Salem, Oregon 97310 
Telephone: (503) 37S-4400 

March 27, 19 79 

No . 7737 

This op inion is issued in re sponse t o quest i ons presented 

by the Honorable .Mary Alice Ford , ,Sta te Representative. 

FIRST QUESTION PRESENTED 

Must a propo sed cou nty charter amendment placed 
before the co unty ' s voters be limited to one 
subject? 

ANSWER GIVEN 

No . 

SECOND QUESTION PRESENTED 

May the l egislatur e , or a n amendment to a county 
charter, require that futu re county charter 
amendments b e restricted to a single subject? 

ANSWER GIVEN 

Yes . 

DISCUSSION 

This quest ion ar ises becau se of an amendment to t h e 

Washington County charter last year wh i ch, it may be 

conten ded , contained more tha n on e subject . 

Plaintiffs' Exhibit A: Page 3of21 
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County charters are adopted and amended pu-:i'suant to art 

VI, sec 10 of the Oregon Constitution. That section contains 

no provision similar to art IV, sec 20 r elating to acts of the 

legislature: 

"Every Act s h a ll embrace but one subject, and 
matters properly connected therewith, which subject 
shall be expressed in the title. " 

The . reason for including such a provision in the 

Constitution has been stated by the Oregon Supreme Court. In 

Northern Counties Trust v. Sears, 30 Or 388, 400-401 , 4 1 P 931 

(1895) the court said: 

"The object of this clause of the constitution , so 
far as the objection here made to the act is 
concerned , is to prevent the combining of 
incongruous matters and objects totally distinct · and 
having no connection nor relation with each other in 
one and the same bill, as well as to discourage1 
improper combinations by the members of the 
legislature which would secure support for a bill of 
an omnibus nature with discordant riders attached , 
which, if acted upon singly, would neither merit nor 
recieve sufficient support to secure their adoption . 
In short, as expressed by Mr . Cooley i n his work .on 
Constitutional Limitations, subsection 1 73, it was 
'to prevent hodge-podge, or log-rolling 
legislation.'" 

Again, in Lovejoy v. Portland, 95 Or 459, 465 , 188 P 207 

( 1920) the court said 

"This section of the Constitution was designed to do 
away with the several abuses, among which was the 
practice of inserting in one bill two or more 

.. unrelated provisions so that those favoring one 
provision could be compelled, in order to secure its 
adoption, to combine with those favoring another 
provision, and by this process of log-rol l ing the 
adoption of both provisions cou ld be accomplished, 
when neither, if standing alon e , could s ucceed on 
its own merits." 

2 
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The "one subject " requirement of art IV sec 20 has been 

he l d to appl y to le9islation adopted by the initiative: 

"The language of Article IV , Section 20, is 
'every act ' and therefore whether a law be an act 
passed by the legis l ative assembl y under the 
authority of Article IV, Section 1, of the state 
Constitution or whether it be an act adopted by the 
people in the exercise of the power of the 
i nitiative as permitted by the last- mentioned 

.section of the Constitution , it must be entitled in 
_contormity with the requirments of Article IV, 
Section 20 . " Turnidge v. Thompson , 89 Or 637, 651, 
175 P 281 (1918). See also Molloy v. Marshall-Wells 
Hardware Co., 90 Or 303 , 354-355, 172 P 267, 175 P 
659 , 176 p 589 (1918). 

ER-17 

This doctrine was reaffirmed in Nickerson v . Meck l em , 169 

Or 270 , 275 , 126 P2d 1095 ( 1942) where the court said : 

"The word, 1 subject ' includes the chief thing to 
which the statute relates and the matters properly 
connected therewith are matters germane to and , 
having a natural connection with the general subject 
of the act. .Initiative measures must conform to 
this constitutional provision as do acts enacted by 
the legislature . " 

Concerning constitutional amendments, Or Const art XVII, 

sec 1 provides in part: 

"When two or more amendments shall ,be submitted in 
the manner aforesaid to the voters of this state at 
the same election, they shall be so submitted that 
each amendment s hall be voted on separately ." 

Of this provision the Supreme Court said in Baum v. 

Newbry, 200 Or 576, 58 1, 267 P2d 220 (1954): 

"While there may be some question as to whether the 
above-quoted portion of article XVII, sec t ion 1, 
applies to constitutional amendments submitted by 
initiative petition, we wil l assume for the purposes 
of t his case that it does . Section 1 of article 
XVII does not prohibit t he people from a dopting an 
amendment which would affect more than one article 
or sec tion by implication. Anno tation, 9q ALR 15 10 . 

3 
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At most it pro hibits the submission of two 
amendments on two different subjects in such manner 
as to make it impossible for the voters to express 
their will as to each . " 

But we are dealing here not with state legislation or a 

ER-18 

state constitutional amendment. A county charter amendment is 

adopted under Or Const art VI , sec io which provides in part: 

. "The Legislative Assembly shal l provide by law a 
method whereby the legal voters of any county , by 

· majority vote of such voter s vot in g thereon at any 
legally called election, may adopt , amend, revise or 
repeal a county charter. The initiative and 
referendum powers reserved to the peopl e by this 
Constitution hereby are further reserved to the 
legal voters of every county relati ve to t he 
adoption , amendment, revision or repeal of a county 
charter. " 

The first sentence quoted from art VI , sec 10 supra grants 

the legislature power to provide a "method" whereby the voters 
' 

of a charter county may amend the charter. The legislature 

has not used this power to require that an amendment be 

confined to one subject . The second sentence quoted may be 

construed as granting to the county's voters co-equa l 

authority to place such requirement in ~heir charter but in 

any event the charter in question -- that of Washington County 

while containing severa l provisions relative to the manner 

of its amendment contains no provision requiring that an 

amendment be confined to one subject . 

We are aware that the Oregon Supreme Court in a 

reinterpretation of Or Const art IX , sec 1a (prohibiting the 

legislature from declaring an emergency in any act regulating 

t axation or exemption) has held that "powers reserved to the 

4 
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people" under the constitution regarding state legislation are 

carried over to art VI, sec 10 (the county chart er provision) . 

I n Mu l tnomah County v. Mittleman , 275 Or 545 , 552-553 , 552 P2d 

24 2 ( 1976) the court held that tax legis l ation adopted by a 

charter county could not carry an emergency c l ause; 

t hat 

"The point , as we see it, is not that Articl e 
IX , . section 1a was i n tended in 1912 to apply to the 

-Oregon legislature . Instead, the point is that in 
· 1959, when the County Home Rule Amendment was 
adopted a s Article VI , section 10, the same 
' referendum powers reserved to the people by th i s 
Constitutio n ' relative to legislation passed by the 
state l egislature were 'further' reserved to the 
legal voters of every [home-rule) county r elative to 

. legislation passed by [such) counties .' For 
reason s previously s tated, we conc l ude that these 
' referendum powers' included, as an integral part , 
the power of referendum of l egislation passed by 
counties imposing new taxes. · We see- nothing 
inconsistent with this conclusion by reason of the 
fact that Article IX, section 1a, was obviously' 
enacted for t he purpose Of reserving to state voters 
the referendum power with respect to tax legislation 
adopted by the state ' Legislative Assembly . '" 

But we do not categorize the requirement of art IV I sec 

an Act embrace but one subject as a part of the "powers 

reser ved to the people" within the meaning of art VI, section 
I 

10 as construed in the Mittleman case, suera . It is rather a 

regulation of the manner of exercising such a power . The 

power of the peopl e to amend a charter has not been so 

regulated by the l egislature nor, in the charter coun ty in 

q ues t ion , has it been so regulated by the voters . 

We thus conclude that the amendment of a county charter 

under art VI , sec 10 need not be confined to one subject. 

5 

20 
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The second question asks whether state legislat~on or a 

charter provision could impose a "one -subject " requirement on 

co·unty charter amendments. 

The question raises the point whether the power of the 

initiative could be regulated in a manner quite outside of an 

implied constitutional "ca rry over," such as in the cases 

described above which held that a state initiative legislative 

measure must be limited to one subject, or that voter-

initiated constitutional amendments may be required to be 

submitted so as to be voted on separatGly. 

Regarding regulation of the statewide initiative power , 

the Oregon Supreme Court said in State ex rel McPherson v . 

Snell, 168 Or 153, 160, 121 P2d 930 (1942) . 

"Section 1 of article IV of t he constitution is 
self- executing , and no enabling act 0a s required to 
carry it into effect . Nevertheless, the 
enactment of l egislation to aid or fac i litate its 
operation is not only permissible but seems to be 
contemplated by the wording of the section . 
Any legislation which tends to e nsure a fair, 
intelligent and impartial accomplishment may be said 
to aid or facilitate the purpose intended by the 
constitution. " 

To avoid t he evils which art IV, sec 20 was designed to 

prevent , as described by the court in Northern Counties Trust 

v . Sears and Lovejoy v. Portland , supra , we conclude that 

placing a similar limitation on initiated county charter 

amendments would be permissible . We further conclude that 

such a l imitation could be validly imposed by either the 

6 
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legislature or the county ' s voters , 1 under t he language of 

art VI , sec 10 quoted supra . 

JAR:~l'L: ld 

/ ~ames A . v.l} t torn ey Genera l 

ER-21 

The issue is not raised here b ut we be lieve t ha t in case 
of a 4irect conflict between t he l eg islature ' s provisions 
r egarding the amendment of a county c harter, and provisions in 
the c hqrter itself, . the legi sla~ure ' s will would prevail if 
reasonably carrying out the direct mandate of art VI , sec 10 
to "provide by l aw a method where by the legal voters of any 
county. . may adopt, a mend , revis e or repeal a county 
c harter. " (Emp hasis added) 

7 
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HOUSE COMMI~TEE ON ELECTIONS 

Harch 28, 1983 8:30 a.m . Hearing Room F 

Members Present: Rep. Glen Whallon, Chairman 

Excused: 

Conunitt ee 
Staff £ 

Witness es: 

TAPE H-83-ELC- 50: 

006 

PUBLIC HEARING 

Rep. Ben (Kip) Lombard Vice-Chairman 
Rep. Jim Hill 
Rep . Larry Hill 
Rep. Rep. Bill Rutherford 
Rep. Donna Zajonc 

Rep. Annette Farmer 

Karen Hendricks, Committee Administrator 
Teresa Robinson, Committee Assistant 

Rep. Mary Alice Ford 
Rep. Billy Bellamy 
David Burks, Oregon State Sheriffs Association 
Jerry Orrick, Association of Oregon Counties 
Ken Goin, Oregon State Sheriffs Association 

SIDE A 

CHAIRMAN WHALLON c alled the hearing to order at 
8:45 a.m. 

HB 2400 - Requires each amendment to county charter relate to one 
subject. When two or more amendments submitted, 
each to be voted on separately. 

010 REP . MARY ALICE FORD , District 8, testified in 
favor of HE 2400. She informed the conunittee 
that in 1978 Washington County had a charter 
amendment in which the title and explanation 
took over half of the page on the ballot. It 
changed 13 sections of the charter, eliminated 
seven sec tions of the charter and added six new 
sections with one vote. The charter eliminated 
fi v e part-time county commissioners and instead 
inst a lls three full-time county commissioners to 
be elected at large, no provision for a run - off. 
At the very top of the title and the reason for 
it passing in the county, was a phrase, "no 
taxation without a vote of the people" . It 
p assed heavily and caused disastrous effects in 
Washi ngton County gov ernment for two years until 
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HOUSE COMMITTEE ON ELECTIONS 
March 28, 1983 
page 2 

035 

043 

060 

078 

112 

114 

a charter review committee met and changed the 
problems. 

One of the charter amendments that Washington 
County made was that no longer can a charter be 
changed by more than one section with one vote 
or one subject matter with one vote, which is 
what HB 2400 would accomplish statewide REP. 
FORD explained. 

REP . FORD noted that she had been asked by the 
Washington County Commissioners to introduce RB 
2400. She told the corrunittee that Legislative 
Counsel could not draft the bi1-1 because they 
said it was unconstitutional for a county to 
have a charter amendment which covers more than 
one section. She then decided to request an 
Attorney General's opinion (Exhibit A). The 
opinion said yes, although it was not good 
policy , a county may have a big overall subject 
as a charter amendment . 

However, the assistant AG who drafted the 
opinion from the Attorney General , asked REP. 
FORD to propose legislation to stop this 
procedure because it is going to occur in more 
counties than in just Washington and it is an 
insidious thing and should be stopped. She then 
got LC and the assistant AG together and they 
could not agree on the constitutionality of it 
so the legislation was not drawn up. 
Legislative Counsel this session saw no problem 
in drafting the legislation. 

REP. FORD submitted a copy of a ballot title to 
show the committee an example of the complicated 
types of measures that local governments have 
had on the ballot (Exhibit B). She quoted the 
purpose statement which coved many different 
subjects. Rep. Ford also provided a copy of a 
letter from John Leahy, Multnomah County 
Counsel, supporting HB 2400 (Exhibit C). Mr. 
Leahy's testimony covered a charter amendment 
election in Multnomah County in 1976. 

REP. ZAJONC asked Rep. Ford what the vote count 
was on the charter amendment in Washington 
County. 

REP. FORD replied that it had passed heavily and 
that most of the provisions were changed two 
years later after t he public was aware. She 
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ER-24 
HOUSE COMMITTEE ON ELECTIONS 
March 28, 1983 
page 3 

124 

126 

134 

141 

147 

PUBLIC HEARING: 

also noted that there were two people who were 
co-chairs of the committee against the charter 
amendment, herself and Rep. Al Young. 

REP. ZAJONC asked Rep . Ford if there was a 
difference between a "proposed amendment" in 
line 5 and a "proposed revision" in line 11 of 
the bill. 

In response to Rep. Zajonc's question, REP. FORD 
replied there was a difference because there can 
be a total revision which is a overview of the 
entire charter. 

REP. ZAJONC asked that when an issue is 
presented as a revision, could this ballot title 
be considered a revision and therefore voted on 
as one question. 

REP. FORD was not clear on that questioned and 
stated that she would like to have subsection 3 
of section 2 dele ted because it would lead 
people to call their amendments revisions. 

VICKI ERVIN, Washington County Elections and 
BILL RADAKOVISH, Multnomah County, and made 
brief comments that they supported HB 2400. 

HB 2488 - Makes office of county clerk, treasurer, sheriff, 
------- assessor and surveyor nonpartisan. 

164 

173 

DAVID BURKS, Lane County Sheriff, representing 
the Oregon St~te Sheriffs Association, testified 
in favor of H HB 2488. He informed the 
committee tha ~~as compared to~~ 2488 
says essentia ly the same thing only there are a 
few more off i es included in what they had 
requested. M~. Burks corrunented that two years 
ago there wasja similiar bill before the 
legislature w:ich passed out of the House and 
died in committee in the Senate. 

The reason fo I HB 2488 is that there are 36 
sheriffs in t~ State of Oregon who are elected, 
MR. BURKS stated. The sheriffs are the only 
actors in the criminal justice system that are a 
mix match. So e are non- partisan and some are 
partisan. They see no reason why the sheriff 
should be a partisan candidate for office. 
Therefore, the sheriffs have consistently tried 
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HOUSE COMMITTEE ON ELECTIONS 

April 4, 1983 8:30 a.m. Hearing Room F 

Members Present: Rep. Glen Whallon, Chairman 

Committee 
Staff: 

Witnesses: 

TAPE H-81- ELC-54: 

004 

WORK SESSION: 

Rep. Ben (Kip) Lombard , Vice-Chairman 
Rep. Annette Farmer 
Rep. Jim Hi 11 
Rep. Larry Hill 
Rep. Rep. Bill Rutherford 
Rep. Donna Zajonc 

Karen Hendricks, Committee Administrator 
Teresa Robinson, Committee Assistant 

Rep. Mary Alice Ford, District 8 
Gary Wilhelms, Pacific Northwest Bell 
Everett Cutter, Oregon Railroad Association 

SIDE A 

CHAIRMAN WHALLON called the meeting to order at 
8: 45 a .m. He announced that the cornmi t tee '~ould 
be going on the road with vote- by-mail and the 
schedule would soon be out. 

HB 2400 - Requires each amendment to county charter relate to one 
subject. When two or more amendments are 
submitted, each to be voted on separately. 
(Proposed Amendments) (Tabled by HR 8.20, March 
29, 1983) 

012 

020 

021 

MOTION: REP. LOMBARD moved to remove RB 2400 
from the table. 

The motion passed unanimously. 

REP. MARY ALICE FORD, District 8, discussed the 
amendments proposed by the committee on March 
28, 1983 (Exhibit A). She notified the 
committee that she had a further amendment 
regarding the difference between the word 
"revision" and the word "amendment which had 
not been printed. She stated that the Multnomah 
County Charter Amendment of 1980 and the 
Washington County amendment of 1978 were in 
fact, revisions . Rep. Ford asked for a 
clarification that would allow a proposed 
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HOUSE COMMITTEE ON ELECTIONS 
April 4, 1983 
page 2 

048 

066 

075 

102 

105 

120 

revision to be exempted from the single subject 
matter vote, if it were in fact a revision 
submitted to the public by a legally constituted 
charter review committee which has been 
appointed by the county governing body. 

REP. FORD explained that one of the provisions 
of the Washington County Charter Amendment was 
that there be an ongoing county appointed 
c harter review committee of which she was a part 
of. She conunented that when the commi ttee 
presented their revision to the people, they had 
a total of six amendments as part of the 
revision. So you can get around the word 
"revision" when it is put as a series of 
amendments, she said. 

REP. FARMER agreed with Rep. Ford's amendments 
and also that on line 8 of the bill, the word 
"voters" be changed to "electors". 

REP . LOMBARD prefe rred to t a ke Re p. Ford's 
suggested amendment to provide that a charter 
revision commission may s ubmit a proposed 
revision in its entirety as one question. He 
felt that having an amendment which would allow 
the submission of a package, but that it be an 
interrelated package submitted by a formerly 
constituted charte r revision commiss ion, was 
preferable. Rep. Lombard noted that he did not 
support the bill because he fe lt it should be up 
to the separate home rule couties to decide for 
the mselves whether or not they want this kind of 
restriction. However, he did feel that Rep. 
Ford's amendments were preferable on HB 2400 . 

REP. LARRY HILL asked if a home rule charter 
would supercede legislation. 

REP. LOMBARD responded that Article VI, Section 
10 of the Oregon Constitution, allows for the 
legislature to delineate the manners in which 
c harters can be created , amended , revised or 
done away with entirely . Therefore , the 
legislature by the constitution, has the power 
to do what this bill proposes to do. 

REP. ZAJONC asked Rep. Ford if she felt there 
was a problem with two different rules for two 
differe nt processes. 
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HOUSE COMMITTEE ON ELECTIONS 
April 4, 1983 
page 3 

129 

153 

PUBLIC HEARING: 

In response to ~ep. Zajonc's question, REP. FORD 
responded that that was the choice which would 
have to be made. 

CHAIRMAN WHALLON remarked that the corrunittee 
would w~rk on the amendments. 

HB 2678 - Authorizes employe to take time off work to vote if 
work or commuting schedule prevents ernploye from 
voting at regular polling place furing regular 
polling hours. 

161 GARY WILHELMS, Pacific Northwest Bell, testified 
in oposition to HB 2678. He told the committee 
that PNB feels that the matter of allowing 
someone time off to vote is a matter for 
collective bargaining. He stated that there is 
an article in one of their contracts which 
allows employees time off during normal work 
hours if they cannot make it to the polls in 
their off-duty time. 

178 REP. FARMER asked what the Brotherhood of 
Maintenance of Way Employes was. (requestors of 
the bill).202 EVERETT CUTTER, Manager, Oregon 
Railroad Association, testified in opposition to 
HB 2678 . He defined the BMWE as a rail labor 
organ'i;;"at ion responsible for maintenance of 
track and road bed for railroads. Maintenance 
of Way Employes, who requested the bill, are 
usually out on the road. He felt that employes 
working at a job which customarily takes them 
away from home, would routinely vote by absentee 
ballot. He pointed out that in bargaining with 
BMWE, the railroads have never had this subject 
come up as a matter for contract. Therefore, 
Mr. Cutter agreed with Mr. Wilhelms that this 
should be a matter for collective bargaining. 

226 CHAIRMAN WHALLON added that someone from 
Portland working on the tracks over on the coast 
would be allowed to have time off to come all 
the way home, vote and go back . 

227 MR . CUTTER told the committee it could take a 
person two days to get from where he is employed 
at the moment, get to his polling place and back 
to work. 

WORK SESSION: 
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HOUSE COMMITTEE ON ELECTIONS 

May 4, 1983 8:30 a.m. Hearing Room F 

Members Present: Rep. Glen Whallon, Chairman 

Committee 
Staff: 

Witnesses: 

TAPE H-83 - ELC-74: 

004 

WORK SESSION : 

Rep. Ben (Kip) Lombard, Vice - Chairman 
Rep . Annette Farmer 
Rep . J i m H i 11 
Rep. Larry Hil l 
Rep . Rep. Bill Rutherford 
Rep. Donna Zajonc 

Karen Hendricks, Committee Administrator 
Teresa Robinson, Committee Assistant 

Rep. Billy Bellamy, District 55 
Rep. Peter Courtney, District 33 
Rep. Mary Alice Ford, District 8 
Rep. Norm Smith, District 9 
Greg McMurdo", Deputy Secretary of State 
Ken Goin, Linn County Sheriff 
Fred Herse, Multnomah County Sheriff 
Bill Gary, Soli c itor General 
Sheriff Dolan, Benton County Sheriff 

SIDE A 

CHAIRMAN WHALLON called the meeting to order at 
8:45 a.m. He announced there were amendments to 
HB 2400 from Rep. Mary Alice Ford 1 dated April 
15, 1983 (Exhibit A). 

HB 2400 - Requires each amendment to county charter relate to one 
subject. (Proposed Amendments) 

010 REP . MARY ALICE FORD, District 8, notified the 
committee that she preferred the committee 
amendments, dated 3/28/83 (See Exhibit A, April 
4, 1983) . She said that with the new language 
in her proposed amendments, there s till is the 
problem of a charter review committee coming up 
with the smorgasboard approach for the people. 
What is good for one group of people should be 
good for the other, which is, that they should 
all be restricted to one subject matter when 
proposing a charter change. 

Plaintiffs' Exhibit A: Page 16 of 21 
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HOUSE COMMITTEE ON ELECTIONS 
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page 2 

040 

044 

054 

055 

069 

073 

076 

079 

085 

124 

125 

WORK SESSION: 

REP. L. HILL asked Rep. Ford, if the county were 
to appoint a charter revision committee and they 
c ame up with a total revision, would it have to 
be voted on issue by issue? 

In response to Rep. Hill's question, REP. FORD 
replied that it would, and that that was the 
whole point. When you are dealing with things 
as diverse as county corn.missioners, county 
administrators, sheriff's department, elections 
procedures, it is only fair to the people to · be 
able to vote for one and against another if that 
is what they choose. 

REP. FARMER asked Rep. Ford why she preferred 
the committee amendments to her own. 

REP. FORD replied that she preferred to 
eliminate the whole revision section. 

MOTION: REP. L. HILL moved to adopt the 
committee amendments, · aated 3/28/83. 

The amendments were adopted unanimously. 

REP. L. HILL moved HB 2400, as amended to the 
floor with a "do pass" recommendation. 

REP. LOMBARD informed the committee he would not 
support the measure because he felt that it was 
a matter which should be left up to each home 
rule county as to whether or not it wants to 
limit the amendments and revisions to their 
charters. 

The committee discussed further aspects of the 
bill. 

HB 2400 was sent to the f loor with a "do . pass" 
~dation with a 6-1 vote. (Reps. Farmer, 
J. Hill, L. Hill, Rutherford, Whallon and Zajonc 
voting aye; Rep. Lombard voting no). 

CHAIRMAN WHALLON appointed Rep. Ford to carry 
the bill on the floor. 

HB ~ill - Amends definition of "nonpartisan office" to include 
office of sheriff. (This measure tabled by HR 
8.20 (1) on April 29 and requires committee 

Plaintiffs' Exhibit A: Page 17 of21 



OREGON STA'rE SENATE ER-30 
STAFF MEASURE ANALYSIS 
62na ~egislatiye Assembly 

Measure: HB. 2400 

Title: Rel ating to counti es 

Committee: Lc;>cal Goverinnent and Elections 

Hearing Dates: 6-4-83 

Explanation Prepared By: Gary E$gate 1 ColllI!li ttee Ad:l)linistratox 

Problem addressed. 

Multnomah ~nd Wasi_ngton counties ha;ve experienced diftic.ulti.es with chart er amend
ments . The e xamples · provided to t he' Hou

0

se El ectionS"COIJUJ,li.ttee ste1ted that the 
electors i n those instances ~ were required to vote on a "laundry list of subjects , 
some of which. are attractive ~na some of which inay oe · less a:vpeal ing o;r eyen mi.!?.,.. 
understood ." The range of subjects was . proposed ' as· a single ball ot measure a nd was 

Fu t .such ±:hat the ballot title co.uld not adequa,tely coyer the contents . 
nc ion an<f purpose of measure as reported out. . 

House Bill 2400, as amended. by conunittee, requires thut a provosed a,mendment to 
a county charter " sha,11 enbrace but one subject1' a,nd that wheil. two or l!lOre amend
me nts are submitted. at the same e l ecti on , ea.ch.amendment shal l be voted on $eparately, 

The House Committee also remoyed the ;reference to the word ''revision" to avoi d t he 
poss·;i:ble use of the ' term "<Xevision " when an at)lendment was ;rea,lly t he question to 
be decided. The i:mamendea · measure ·Would haye pe:i;ini.tted P. proposed 11.reyision II 
to deal with iuo:r;e th.an one subject, 

The measure, if enacted, would ~ake precedence and prevail oyer · any conflicting 
provi.9ions in a county charter. 

Major issues discussed . 

The p roblems encountered wh en a ballot measure deals wi th multipl e topics was 
reviewed with the Committee. 

There was no testimony in opposition to the b i l l . 

Effect of committee amendments. 

No Senate amendments. 

This analysis is intende d for information purposes only and has not been adopted or 
officially endorsed by action of the Senate Committee of Local Government and Elections 

(Attach additional sheets as necesPniXntiffs' Exhibit A: Page ] 8 of 21 



Measure: 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

62nd Legislative Assenbly 

STAFF MEASURE ANALYSIS 

HOUSE BILL 2400 

Cormii ttee: ELRCTIONS 

Heorinq Dotes: MARCH 28, APRIL 4 and MAY 4, 1983 

ER-31 

Exolanotion Prepared by: KAREN HENDRICKS, COM~~ITTEE ADMINISTB.ATOR 

------- ------
Func tion of Measure: 

House Bill 2400, as amended by committee, r equires that ~ proposed 
amendment to a county c harter "shall embrace but one s ubj ect " and 
that when two or more amendments are s ubmitted at the same election, 
each amendment shall be voted on separately. The committee removed 
the refE?.rence to "revision" to avoid the possible u se of the term 
"revision" when actually amending the charter. The unamended measure 
would .permit a proposed revision to deal with more than one subject. 
The measure, if enacted, would take precedence and pr~vail over any 
conflicting provisions in a county charter 

The measure would avoid the problem Multnomah and Washington counties 
have experienced with charter ame ndments. The examples provided the 
committee stated that the electors in those instances were required 
to vote on a "laundry list of subjects, some of which are attractive 
and some of which may be less appealing or even misunderstood,'' The 
range of subjects were proposed as a single ballot measure and was 
such that the ballot title could not adequately cover the contents. 

House Bill 2400 was amended and reported out of conunittee with a "do pass" recommenda
tion, 6-1: Representatives Farmer, J. Hill, L. Hill, Rutherford, Whallon and Zajonc 
voting "aye"; Rep. Lombard voting "no". Rep. Mary Alice Ford will carry the bill . 

H96-83 Plaintiffs' Exhibit A: Page 19 of21 
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62nd OREGON LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY-1983 Regular Session 

House Bill 2400 
Sponsored by COMMITTEE ON ELECrIONS 

SUMMARY 

The following summary is not prepared by the sponsors of the measure and is not a part of the body thereof subject to 
consideration by the Legislative Assembly. It is an editor's brief statement of the essential features of the measure as 
introduced. 

Requires that each amendment to county charter relate to one subject. 
Requires that , when two or more amendments to county charter are submitted to voters at same election, 

each amendment be voted on separately. 
Declares that this Act lakes precedence and prevails over conflicting county charter provisions. 

A BILL FOR AN ACT 

2 Relating to counties. 

3 Be It Enacted by the People of the State of Oregon: 

4 SECTION 1. Section 2 of this Act is added to and made a part of ORS 203.710 lo 203.770. 

5 SECTION 2. (1) A proposed amendment to a county charter, whether proposed by the county governing 

6 body or by the people of the county in the exercise of the initiative power, shall embrace but one subject and 

7 matters properly connected therewith . 

8 . (2) When two or more amendments to a county charier are submitted to the voters of the county ·for their 

9 approval or rejection at the same election, they shall be so submitted that each amendment shall be voted on 

JO separately. 

I ·l (3) A proposed revision to a county charter may deal with more than one subject and shall be voted upon as 

12 one question . 

13 (4) Notwithstanding any county charter or legislation enacted thereunder , this section shall apply to every 

14 amen~ment and revision of a county charter and shall take precedence and prevail over any conflicting 

15 provisions in a county charter or in legislation enacted thereunder. 

NOTE: Matter in bold face in an amended section is new; matter £italic and brockell!dj is existing Jaw to be omitted. 

Plaintiffs' Exhibit A: Page 20of21 
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62nd OREGON LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBL Y-jf83~1ar Sess~/. ., j _/ .. (/ -

ql!"'ff' . .r ~st?,,~/ll't:J/?'eo 
Hou~e Bill 2400 

Sponsored by COMMITTEE ON ELECTIONS 

SUMMARY 

The following sununary is not prepared by the sponsors of the measure and is not a part of the body thereof subject to 
consideration by the Legislative Assembly, It is an editor's brief statement of the essential features of the measure as 
Introduced. 

Requires that each amendment to county "charter rel ale to one' subject. 
Requires that, when two or more amendments to county charter are submitted to voters at same election, 

each amendment be voted on separately. 
Declares that this Act takes precedence and prevails over conflicting county charter provisions. 

A BI LL FOR AN ACT 

2 Relating to counties. 

3 Be It Enacted by the People of the State of Oregon: 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

IO 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

SECTION 1. Section 2 of this Act is added to and made a part of ORS 203. no· to 203'.770, 

SECTION 2. (I) A proposed amendment to a county charter, whether proposed by the county governing 

body or by the people of the county in the exercise of the initiative power, shall embrace but· one subject and 

matters properly connected therewith, 
....e_P~e..J:.) 

(2) When two or m_ore amendments to a county charter are submitted to the~ of_the county for their 

approval or rejection at the same election, they shall be so submitted that each amendment shall be voted on 

separa tely, 

--t3T/rpFeposed-revisi0JT•k>-e-GOunty-chartei:-ma:)l-d.eal.w-ith-more-tha11<0flo.--5Ubjc,u;t.and-shall.be..v.oted..upQn.liS- ,. 

.,,,Cme.que&EIBii',......, 
(:?;) 

~otwithstanding any county charter or legislation enacted thereunder, this section shall apply to every 

amendment aF1G-!:=isiGY of a county charter and shall take precedence and prevail over any conflicting 

provisions in a county charter or in legislation enacted thereunder. 

NOTE: Matter in bold face in a,n amended section is new; matter [italic and bracketedj is existing law to be omitted. 
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ER-34 

ELLEN F. ROSENBLUM 
Attomey General 

FREDERICK M. DOSS 
Deputy Atlorney Oencrnl 

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
GENERAL COUNSEL DIVISION 

James R. Williams, Director 
Brenda J. Baye~, Deputy Director 
Secretary of State 
Elections Division . 
Public Service Building, Suite 50 l 
Salem, OR 973.01 

Septemb~r 28, 2015 

Re: Guidance for County Clerk Review of Petitions for Initiated MeasW'es 
DOI File No. i65200-GG1296-14 

Dear Mr. Williams and Ms. Bayes: 

Below please find the Jeg11l guidance you Jequested for county clerks' review of initiative 
petitions. 

Sincerely, 

o~lnir.:~ e .c~\9.r:~9;L) 
Amy E. Alpaugh 
Senior Assistant Attorney General 
Chief Counsel's Office Section 

I 162 Court Street NE, Snlem, OR 9730 1-4096 
Telephone: (503) 947-4540 Pax: (503) 378-3784 T l'Yi (50,3) 378-5938 www.doj.stnlc.or.us 
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James R. Willinms 
September 28, 2015 
Page 2 

REVIEW OF INffJ ATIVE PETITIONS FILED WITH COUNTY CLERJ(S TO 
DETERMINE' COMJ>LIANCE WITH PROCEDURAL CONSTITUTIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS 

A. Overview 

Within five days after a· prospective petition fol' nn initiated county or district measw·e is 
filed, the county clerk must determine whether the petition meets procedural constitutional 
requirements for initiative~-;. ORS 250.168, 255 .140. ·Those requlrements are that the proposed 
measure embraces one subject and properly connected.matters, and contains the full text of the 
proposed law; The measm·c also mnst propose "legjslation" father than an administrative action. 
Additional procedural constitutional requirements that apply only to proposed· constitutionnJ 
amendments (separate vote,' amendment versus revision) do not apply to county and district 
measures. ColUlty clerks determine only. whether 'the proposed measure meets procedural 
constitutional requirements not whether the proposed measure, if enacted, would violate any 
substantive constitutional provision. 

B. Oregon Constitution - ~nitiative nnd Referendum Powor 

c. 

1. Al'ticlc IV,§ 2 - Res~rves to the people the initiative power, which is to propose laws 
and amendments to the Constitution and to enacl 01· reject them at an election 
independently of the Legislative Assembly. 

2. Article JV,§ 3 -Reserves to the peqple the referend~1m power, which is to apphive 
OJ' n~jech1t an election any Act, or part thereof, of the Legis'lative Assembly !hat does 
not become effoctive earlier than 90 days a Her the end or the session nt which the Act 
is passed. 

3. Al'ticle JV, § 5 - Reserves the initiative and referendum p·owers reserved to the 
people by subsections (2). and (3) to the qualified voters of each municipality and 
district ns to ufl local, special and municipal legislation of every character in or for 
lhei1· municipullty or district. A county is a "district" within the meauing of this 
provision. [(osydat 11, Collins Cor111ty Cle1'111 20 l Or 2 7 l , 270 P2d 132 ( 1952). 

4. Article VI, § 10 - Reserves the initiative and rcfcrcn<l um powc1·s i·cscrl'Cd to Che 
people by the Constitution to the legnl voters of every county relative to the 
ndoption, amendment, revision or repent of a county charle1' nnd to legislation passed 
by countie~ which hove adopted such a charter. 

0l'cgon Constitution~ Rcquil'emenis for Initiative nnd Referendum Pctltlons 

·t. Article IV,§ I (2) (d) - Requires nn initiaiive petition to include the full tc~t of the 
proposed law or amendment lo the Constitution. Requires u proposed lnw or 

11 62 Court Street NE, Snlem, OR 97301-4096 
Telephone: (503) 947-4540 F11x: (503) 318-3784 TIY; (503) 378-5938 www.doj.statc.or.us 
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James R. Williams 
September 28, 20 l 5 
Page.3 

amendment to the Constitution to embrace 0111Y subject only and matters properly 
connected therewith. 

2. Article VI,§ l () - Requires thnt, to be circulated, a referendum or initiative slrnll set 
forth in full the chruter or legisfative provisions proposed for adoption or refennl. 

D. Statutes - Review of Petitions for CountY and District Measures 
1. ORS 250.168(1) - Requires county clerk to determine whether a prospective petition 

for.an initiative measure meets the requirements of Article IV,§ 1(2)(<l) [folJ text, one 
subject] and Atiicle VI~ § 10 [to set forth in full the charter or legislative provisions 
proposed for adoption or reform!]. 

2. ORS 250.155(1) - Provides that ORS 250.165 to 250.235 cnny out the provisions of 
Article Vl, section 10, rmd npply to the exercise of initiative or 1'efe1'endum powers 
regnrding u county meast1re unless the county charter or ordinance provides 
otherwise. 

3. ORS 250.155(2) - Provides that ORS 250.165 to 250.235 up]Jly to the exercise of the 
initiative or referendum powers regarding a county measure in a county that hus not 
odopted ci clwr_l'er under Article VI, § 10, 

1162 Court Street NE, Salem, OR 9730 1-4096 
Telephone: (503) 947-4540. Pax: (503) 378-3784 TTY: (503) 378-5938 ww1v.doj.sta1e.or.us 
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E. Applicability of One Subject Requirement 

1. In counties that have adopted charters under Article VI;§ 10 

Ai1icle VI, § l 0 provides that, to be circulated, referendums or if1itiatives shall set 
forth the full chaiiel' or legislative provisions proposed for adoption or referral. It 
does not specify that initiatives must embrace only one subject and matters properly 
com1ected therewith. That requirement is imposed under Article IV,§ 1(2)(d) for 
stnte-wide initiative measures. No case has nd<lressed whether the one Sllbject 
requirement applies to initiatives in counties that have adopted a chaiter. 

But Article VI, § · l O; requires the "r.egisl!ltive Assembly to provide by law a method 
whereby the legal voters of any county may vote lo adept, mnend, revise or repeal n 
«:opnty chnrter. This office has opined that although amendment to a county-charter 
under Article VI, § I 0 "need not be confined to one subjecl" the lcgislatul'e or 11 

chm1er provision cotlld impose n one-subject requirement on county charter 
amendments. 39 Op AUy Gen 605 ( 1979). 

ORS 250. 168(1) requires county clerks to determine whether !i prospective petition 
for an initiated measure complies with the requirements of Article IV, § I (2)(d) and 
Article VJ, § 10. ORS 250.155( l) states tl111t it cord es ouL the provisions of Article 
VI, § 10, and tlu\t prov~sions, including ORS 250. I 68( I), npply to an initiated or 
referred county measme "unless the county charter or ordinance provides otherwise." 
Under thnt statute, in counties lhnt bave adopted charters under Article VI, § I 0, 
initiatives must embrace only one subject and properly connec.ted matters unless the 
charter or an ordinance provide otherwise. 

2. In courHiC8 that have not adopted clrnrter s· imdc1•-A1·ticle YI,§ 10 

lnitiuled county tne"ttsures in counties !hat have nol adopted charters under Article V!, 
§ 10, arc uutl1orized by Article IV,"§. 1(5). As pm1 of Article IV, the requirements of 
Article JV, § 1 (2)(d) would apply. Also Arlie le l V, § I (5), specifics that the manner 
of exercising the initiative and referendum powers shnll be provicfl;:d by genernl laws. 
ORS 250.1 55(2) m1cl ORS 250.168 require initintives in counties lhnl qavc not 
adopted a charter lo comply with Article IV, § ( I )(2)(d) requirements, which include 
the one-subject" requirement. 

3. ro special district iuitiatcd mcasm·cs 

Special cllstricl initiated measl1rcs are also authorized under Article JV, § 1(5) and 
qmsl be reviewed fo1· compliunce with Article !V, § (1)(2)(d) requirements, including 
the one-subject Jeqllirement. ORS 255.140. 

1 162 Court Street NE, Salem, OR 9730 1-4096 
Teltphone: (503) 947-4540 Fax: (503) 378-3784 TrY: (503) 378-5938 www.doj.stnte.or.us 
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F .. One Subject ("Single Subject") Requirement 

1. The 1·eq.uirement 

Al1iclc IV,§ 1(2)(d) - "A proposed law*** shall embrace one subject ortly and 
matters connected therewith," 

2. Relevant case law 

The one subject requirement that a1lplies to initiative measures under Article IV,§ 
I (2)(d) has the same meaning as the one subject requirement that.applies to 
legislation under Article IV,§ 20 (:)pplying to bills enacted by the legislature). Case 
Jaw interpreting both. constitutional provisions is' relevant to determining whether an 

· initiative measmc 1?atis.fies the one-subject 1:ule. State ex rel Caleb v. Beesley, 326 Or 
8?, 949 P2d 724 (1997). 

3. The policy 

The policy of the one:subject requit'ement is to prevent " logrolling." State v. Fugnte, 
332Or195, 26 P3d 802 (2001). 

" LogroJling" is the practice of"combining subjects representing diverse interests,. in 
order to unite the members of the legislature [or the voters] who favored either, in 
support of all.'' McI11tiJoe v. Forbes, 322. Or 426, 909 P2d 846 (1996). 

4. The test 

The. on~"subject requirement mandates only that there be a "unifying principle 
logically connecting the provisions of an act." Mcl11tire v. "Forbes, 3.22 Or 426, 
909 P2d 846 (1996). 

"Subject" means the matter to whi.ch u measure relates and with which it deals. 
Lowe v. J(eisliug, l 30 Or App I, 882 P2d 91 ( 1994). 

The term "subject" is to be. given a broad and extensive meaning so as to allow the 
Legisiattu'e fo!J scope to include in one act all matters having .a logical or natural 
connecfion, -and the subject may be as comprehensive as the Legislature chooses lo 
make it, provided it constitutes, in the constitutional sense, a single subject and not 
several. Lovejoy v. Porllmul, 95 01' 459, 188 P 207 (1920). 

An enactment that embraces only one subject does not violate the one-subject 
l'c_quirement merely by including a wide range of connected matters int<:;nded to 
accomplish the goal of that single subject. Stale ex rel (;(tfeb v .. Beesley, 326 Or 8~, 
949 P2d 724 '(1997). 

1162 Cou1t Street NE, Salem, OR 9730 1-4096 
Telephone: (503) 947-4540 Fa~ : (503) 378-378•1 TTY: (503) 378·5938 www.cloj.stote.or.us 
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James R. Williams 
September 28, 2015 
P11ge 6 

The purpose of a measure and its subject are two different things and should not be 
confosed. The test does not prohibit legislntion from promoting more than one 
desirable purpose. OEA v. Pili/lips, 302 Or 87, 727 P2d 602 (1986). 

The potential for disagreement over various sections of proposed legislation does not 
make legislation violate the one,subject requirement as Jong as the legislation 
embraces only one subject and properly connected matters. State v. Fugate, 
332 Or 195, 26 P3d 802 (2001 ). 

5. Requfrcment shoul~ be constl'Uc<l libc1·ally in favor of vnlidify of legislntion 

The requirement sho uld be reasonably and liberally construed lo sustain legislation 
not within the mischief aimed against. Lovejoy v. Portland, 95 Or 459, 188 P 207 
(1920). 

The one-subject requirement is to be liberally construed in the same manner 11s the 
onc-suqject requi:remen.t in Article IV, § 20 in favor of the validity of measures. 
OEA v. Phillips, 302 Or 87, 727 P2d 602 (1986). 

6. Exnmples 

a) Legislation that violates the one-subject requirement 

In the only case where the court determined that a legislative act violated the 
single subject requirement the act included provisions fur1ding light rail, 
regulating c0nftned animal feeding, adopting new timber harvesting rules and 
protecting salmon from cormorants. The court concluded that "activities 1·egulated 
by sta~e goverluneQt" was "too global in nature" to be an adequate unifying 
principle. Mcl11til'e v. Forbes, 322 Or 426, 909 P2d 846 (1996). 

b) Legislation where the cou1·t found a constitutio11ally-adequHtc "unifying 
principle" connecting the provisiou:i 

Legislation authorizing revenue bonds to fund construction of a bridge and to 
purchase a ferry had a unifying principle of transportation.across the river. 
Eddins v. Wasco County et nl, 189. Or 184, 219 P2d 159 (J 950). 

Statute enabling county to, by ordinance, develop lat1d use planning and provide a 
building code hod a unifying prindple of county planning. Warren v. Marion 
Co1111ty et al, 222 01'307, 353 P2d 257 (1966). 

Act that contained an elaborate and comprehensive scheme covering the whole 
field of insurance regulation and s\1pe·rvision had a unifying principle of 
regulation and supervision of insurance. Lovejoy v. Pori/mul, 95. Or 459, 
188 p 207 (1920). 

1162 Court Sh·eetNE, Salem, OR 97301-4096 
Telephone: .(503) 947-4540 Fax: (503) 378-3784 TTY: (503) 378-5938 www.doj .statc.or.11s 
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James R. Williams 
September 28, 2015 
Page 7 

Measme that repealed one prope1iy tax limitation system; replaced it with another 
mid limited. assessed valuations had a unifying principle of ad valorem prope11y 
1axation limitation. OEA 1i, P//11/lps, 302 Or 87, 727 P2d 602 (1986), 

G. Fall Text Requirement 

1. The requirement 

Article IV,§ 1(2)(d) requires au initiative petition to "include the full text ofthe 
proposed law or amendment to the Constitution." 

Article VI, § IO requites that, to qe circulated, a referendum or initiative must set 
forth in full the chnr\cr or legislative provisions proposed for adoption or referral. 

2. Relcvnnt cnse law 

No cases constrne lhe requirement in Article Vl, § l 0, but thal provision uppears to 
impose f.he smnc ·"full text" requirement as does Article IV,§ 1 (2)(d), so cases 
construing the latter would most likely be held to be pertinent to constrning the 
former, 

3. The test 

The full-text requirement iii Article JV, § I (2)(d) "'means exactly what it says. The 
petition must cany the exact la·ng1mgc of the proposed mcasme." Sclttwll v. Appling, 
238 Or 202, 395 PP2d l lJ (1964). 
An initiative petition setting out only the wording prnposed to be added to existing 
stah1tes by n proposed initiative measure but nol h1cludi.ng the existing text of the 
statutes to which the new language would be added violnted the full text requirement. 
Kerr v. B1'.rulbm~1, 193 Or App 304, 89 PJd 1227 (2004). 
The text.of repeal~d statues and stalules rcforred to in the proposed meusure but left 
unchanged by it are no! part of the proposed lttw 11nd need not be mnde part of the 
in.iliative petition to satisfy the foll-texl requirem!'!nt. Sclt11ell v. AiJJ>/iltg, 238 Ot· 202, 
395 PP2cl 113 (J 964). 

H. Requirement that Proposnl be for "Legislation" 

1. The Requirement 

The constittJtional reservation of initintive power in Article IV; § J (5) appHes only to 
m.w1i~ipal "legislation." 

1 lt>2 Court Stt·cet NE, Salem, OR 97301-4096 
Telephone: (503) 94.7-4540 Fax: (503) 378-3784 nY: (503) 378-59311 www.doj.stMc.or.us 
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James R. Williams 
September 28, 2015 
Page 8 

Aiticle VI,§ 10 similarly reserves the. initiative power tb adopt, aniend, revise or 
repeal a county charter and "legislation" passed by counties thnt have adopted a 
charter. 

Therefore, "legislative" matte1·s are properly subject to the initiative and referend\JUl, 
but proposed initiative measures addressing "administmtive" matters arc properly . 
excluded from the ballot. Foster v. Clark, "309 Or 464, 790 P2d l (1990). 

2. The test 

The Oregon Supreme Comt defines legislative activity for these purposes as making 
laws of general applicability and permanent nature. Lane Tmusit Dist. v. 
LflJte Co1111ty, 327Or161, 957 ll2d 1217 (1998). 

The court defines administrntive activity as that necessary to cru1·y out legislative 
policies and purposes already declared, Laue Cou11ty Transit Dist. v. Ln11e Couuty, 
327 Or 161, 957 P2d 1217 (1998). 

An activity is ''administrative" and no.t "legislative" if it does not set riew policy, but 
merely ca11'ies out legislative policies and pmposes that already have been declarecj. 
Lane County Transit Dist. v. Laue Co1111ty, 327 Or 161, 957 P2d I 2 I. 7 (1998). 

The crucial. test for de1e1mining that which is legislative and that which is 
administrative is whether the proposed meastU'e makes law or executes a law already 
in existence. Moua/um v. Ftt11k, 137 Or 580, 584, 3 P2d. 778 (1931). 

· Whether a particular municipal activity. is "administrative" or "legislative" often 
depends not on the nature of the action, but on the nat11re of the legal framework in 
which the action occurs. So, f(,)J' ii1stahce, the court held that renaming a city street 
was an administrative rather than legislative act When the initiative petition was filed 
after a complete legisiative plan for renaming city streets requiring no further 
legislative contribution was in pince. But the court acknowledged that renaming a 
city ~treet could be a legislative act in a different context. Foster v. Clark, 
309 Or 464, 790 P2d l (1990). 

An activity is administrative if in the specific instance it canics out an .existing legal 
framework, but legislative if it creates new law of n general character and pennanent 
nature. lloberts 11, Tllies, 70 Or App 256, 689 P2d 356 (1984). 

The.form of the act is not determinative; an 01·dinance may either be legislative or 
administrative in character. ll1011nl1011 v. F1111k, 13 7 Or 580,_ 584, 3 P2d 778 (193 t ). 

I J 62 Cou1t Street NE, Snlem, OH 97301-4096 
Telephone: (503) N7-4540 Fnx: (503) 378-3784 TJ'Y: (503) 378-5938 www.doj.stnte.or.us 
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3. Examples of "ndmiuistratlve"· acOo•• 

Where the selection and approval of segments of the interstate highway system was 
del~gated to the Oregon State Highway Department, municipal approval of a specific 
highway project was an administrative act and notsubject to the Initiative power. 
Amalgamated 1i·a11slt U11i011-DivlslQ11 v. Yerlmvicli, 24 Or App 221, 545 P2d 615 
(1976). 

Allowance of a zoning c1rnnge had to be made in compliance with the procedural and 
substantive requirements of state law and was not a legislative decision to which 
constitutional.rights ofinitiati.ve and referendum apply. Dau Gil~ an</ Assoc, J11c., v. 
Mciver, 113 Or App 1, 8~1P2d1024 (1992). 

A proposal setting the salary of the county transit district manager was administrative . 
rather than legislative bccatJse there was a complete legislatiye plan for th~ 
npp.ointment, compensation and removal of suc.b persons that required no fmiher 
legislritive contribution. 

4. Example of "legislative" action 

Pro.Posed county initiative regarding siting of community conections facilities was 
"'legislative" because it proposed changes to the framework in which the county made 
siting decisions. Stale ex rel Da/1/e11 v. Ervbt, 158 Or App 253, 974 P2d 264 (1999) .. 

At::A:pjn/6817367-v I 

1162 Court Street NE, Snlcm, OR 97301-4096 
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IN THE CIRCUJT COURT OF THE ST A TE OF OREGON FOR LANE COUNTY 

Stanton Long 

Plaintiff, 

vs . 

Cheryl Betschart; Stephen E. Dingle 
Defendants, 

and 

Robin Bloomgarden; Lynn Bowers; Michele 
De La Cruz; Katj a Kohler Gause; Laura M. 
Ohanian; Tao Orion 

Intervenor Defendants. 

Case No. 16CY3 l 579 

OPINION AND ORDER 

App-1 

THIS MA TIER is before the Comt on Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment (filed 
December 13, 2016) and Intervenor-Defendants' ORCP 21 Motion to Dismiss filed (December 
12, 2016). On February 3, 2017 the Court heard oral arguments on the parties ' motions. At the 
hearing on February 3, 2017, Defendants and Intervenor Defendants orally moved for summary 
judgment. William Gary of Harrang Long Gary Rudnick P.C. appeared on behalf of Plaintiffs. 
Stephen E. Dingle, Lane County Counsel, represented Defendants . Ann Kneeland appeared on 
behalf of Intervenor Defendants . Oral arguments were stereographically reported by C&C 
Reporting. 

Factual and Procedural History 

In 2015, petitions for three proposed amendments to the Lane County Charter were filed with the 
Lane County Clerk's Office. The first, entitled "A Charter Amendment to Protect the Right to a 
Local Food System of Lane County," was filed on March 16, 2015. The second, entitled "Lane 
County Freedom from Aerial Spraying of Herbicides Bill of Rights," was filed on September 11 , 
2015. The third, entitled "Lane County Community Self-Government Charter Amendment," was 
filed on September 30, 2015. 
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In 2015, Defendant Betschart's Office approved all three proposed charter amendments for 
preparation of ballot titles and, ultimately, for signature gathering. The proposed charter 
amendments were submitted and reviewed for compliance with ORS 250.168. ORS 250.168 
provides that a proposed initiative must comply with the single subject rules found in section I 
(2)(d), Article IV , and section 10, Article VI of the Oregon Constitution. 

On August 24, 2016, attorney William F. Gary wrote to the Office of the County Clerk of Lane 
County, on behalf of Plaintiff, demanding that the County commit to completing the review 
under ORS 203 .725 within a reasonable time and announce the date by which such review will 
be completed. 

On August 26, 2016, attorney William F. Gary wrote to Defendant Lane County Counsel 
Stephen Dingle providing him with a legal analysis of the three proposed charter amendments 
and raising questions concerning whether any of the three proposed measures satisfied the 
requirements of ORS 203 .725. 

By letter dated September 7, 20 l 6, Defendant Dingle responded to Plaintiff's counsel on behalf 
of Defendant Betschart and Lane County. Defendant Dingle stated that, in the event a petitioner 
submits and Defendant Betschart verifies the legally required number of valid signatures, the 
County would file a petition under ORS 33 .710. In such a validation proceeding under ORS 
33 .710, Defendants would ask Lane County Circuit Court to advise Defendant Betschart as to 
her legal responsibilities under ORS 203 .725. Plaintiff has taken this as a de facto refusal to 
conduct pre-election review of the proposed charter amendments for compliance with ORS 
203 .725. 

On September 27, 2016, Plaintiff filed Appeal of Failure to Conduct Review of Proposed 
Charter Amendments Pursuant to ORS 203.725. Plaintiff claims that "Ii In order to comply with 
the statute and in order to avoid harm to the election process and citizens ' rights to participate in 
it, such review must be conducted as soon as practicable after any proposed charter amendment 
is filed and before the start of signature-gathering and campaigning." Plaintiff claims that 
"Defendant Dingle's proposal to wait until petitioners complete the signature-gathering process 
and then to petition the Lane County Circuit Court seeking advice as to Defendant Betschart's 
obligations under the law is a de facto refusal to conduct pre-election review of the proposed 
charter amendments for compliance with ORS 203.725." 

In his Appeal of Failure to Conduct Review of Proposed Charter Amendments, Plaintiff "prays 
for judgment against defendants directing them to comply with the County's duty to conduct pre
election review of pending charter amendments for compliance with ORS 203.725, and to do so 
at a reasonable time in light of voters' statutory rights to challenge defendants' determination." 

On October 4, 2016, Intervenor Applicants Bloomgarden, Bowers, De La Cruz , Kohler Gause, 
Ohanian and Orion moved to intervene as Intervenor Defendants through their attorney Ann 
Kneeland. The Intervenor-Applicants are the Chief Petitioners for the proposed charter 
amendments. 
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On October I 0, 2016, Defendants Betschart and Dingle filed their Answer and Affirmative 
Defense, asserting Plaintiff failed to state a claim. 

App-3 

On December J, 2016, the Court granted Robin Bloomgarden, Lynn Bowers, Katja Kohler 
Cause, Michele De La Cruz, Laura Ohanian, and Tao Orion's Motion to intervene as intervenor 
Defendants. On December 9, 2016, Intervenor Defendants filed their Answer and Counterclaims. 
In their answer, Intervenor Defendants raised the affirmative defense of issue preclusion , and 
cited ORCP 21 A( 1 )(lack of subject matter jurisdiction), ORCP 21 A(8)(failure to state a claim), 
& ORCP 2 1 A(9)(failure to commence within time authorized by statute) as affirmative 
defenses. 

On December 12, 2016, Intervenor Defendants filed an ORCP 21 Motion to Dismiss under 
ORCP 21 A(8)(failure to state a claim), & ORCP 21 A(9)(failure to commence within time 
authorized by statute). 

On December 13, 2016, Plaintiffs filed a Motion for Summary Judgment and an Amended Motion 
for Summary Judgment. 

On December 14, this Court entered a Scheduling Order requiring that all "briefing, motions, 
responses, and replies" that "address all issues raised by the complaint, answer, affirmative 
defense, counterclaim, and Plaintiff's pending Motion for Summary Judgment" must be filed "by 
5:00 pm on January 20, 2017." 

On December 29, 2016, Plaintiff filed their Response to intervenor Defendants' Motion to 
Dismiss. On December 29, 2016 Defendants filed their Response to intervenor Defendant's 
Motion to Dismiss. On January 9, 2017, Intervenor Defendants filed their Reply to Plaintiffs 
Response to Intervenor's Motion to Dismiss. 

On January J 3, 2017, both Defendants and Intervenor Defendants filed their Responses to 
Plain.tiff's Motion for Summary Judgment. On January 20, 2017, Plaintiffs filed their Reply in 
Support of Amended Motion for Summary Judgment. 

This Court heard oral arguments on the motion on February 3, 2017 . At oral argument, both 
Defendants and Intervenor Defendants orall y moved for summary judgment. Counsel for the 
Plaintiff did not object to Defendants' and Intervenors' motion. 

On February I 0 , 2017, that is, after oral· argument, Intervenor Defendants filed a Motion for 
Summar)' Judgment. On February 14, 2017, Plaintiff filed a Motion. to Strike Intervenor Defendants' 
Motion/or Summary Judgment on the basis that it fell outside the timeframe allowed under the 
Court's scheduling order. On February 15, 2017, Defendants filed a Motion/or Summary Judgment, 
incorporating all arguments, points and authorities contained in Defendants' Response to Plaintiff's 
Motion/or Summary Judgment and those presented at oral argument on February 3, 2017. On 
February 16, 2017, Plaintiff filed a Motion to Strike Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment. On 
February 21, 20 J 7, Intervenor Defendants filed a Response to Plaintiff's Motion to Strike. On 
February 16, 2017, Plaintiff filed a Reply in Support of the Motion to Strike. 

No trial dates are pending. 
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Opinion 

I. Because Intervenor Defendants' Motion to Dismiss under ORCP 21 A was not timely 
filed, it is denied. 

ORCP 21 A sets out several grounds upon which a party may move to dismiss an action due to a 
deficiency in the pleader's claim. ORCP 21 A(8) allows a party to move for dismissal for failure 
to state ultimate facts sufficient to constitute a claim for relief. Alternately, if a case has been 
filed past the date set by a statute of limitations, the defendant may move to dismiss under ORCP 
21 A(9). 

Notably, a "motion to dismiss making any of these defenses shall be made before pleading." 
ORCP 21 A. Put another way, a motion to dismiss under either ORCP 21 A(8) or ORCP 21 A(9) 
must be filed before a defendant files their answer. ORCP 21 A. A motion under ORCP 21 must 
be denied as untimely if filed after a responsive pleading. Jn this case, Intervenor Defendants 
filed their Motion to Dismiss under ORCP 21 on December 12, 2016, three days after filing their 
Answer. Consequently, their ORCP 21 Motion to Dismiss is untimely and must be denied. 

Intervenor Defendants raised the affirmative defenses of subject matter jurisdiction, fai lure to 
state a claim, failure to commence within time authorized by statute within their December 9, 
2016 Answer. Although raising these affirmative defenses assists in preservation, raising those 
defenses in a responsive pleading does not constitute a motion under ORCP 2 1. A motion is 
different than a responsive pleading. ORCP 13 A provides that "pleadings are the written 
statements by the parties of the facts constituting their respective claims and defenses." By 
contrast, an "application for an order is a motion." ORCP 14 A. Thus, Intervenor Defendants 
have adequately preserved their affirmative defenses under ORCP 2 1 A by alleging them in their 
answer, even if the answer cannot function as a motion. 

In sum, because Intervenor Defendants filed their ORCP 2 1 Motion to Dismiss after their 
Answer, this Court denies those motions as untimely. 

II. Intervenor Defendants' untimely Motion to Dismiss cannot be treated as a Motion 
for Summary Judgment. 

At the hearing on the parties' motions , Intervenor Defendants orally moved for summary 
judgment, requestinr the Court treat Intervenor Defendants' Motion to Dismiss as a motion for 
summary judgment. ORCP 14 B requires that "Every motion, unless made during trial , shall be 
in writing, shall state with particularity the grounds therefor, and shall set forth the relief or order 
sought." ORCP 14 A. However, ORCP 12 B allows the Court to disregard any error or defect in 
the proceedings "which does not affect the substantial rights of the adverse party." ORCP 12 B. 
Thus, this Court must consider whether it may treat Intervenor Defendants' Motion to Dismiss as 
a motion for summary judgment. 

1 
Note, however that "A motion for summary judgment is not the appropriate procedure to raise the issue of whether 

a pleading failed to state a cause of action issue" under ORCP 21 A. Richards v. Dahl, 289 Or 747, 752, 618 P2d 
418 ,421 (1980). 
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Oregon Courts have repeatedly held that, "it is improper to grant summary judgment sua 
sponte." MacLa.nd v. Allen Family Trust, 207 Or App 420, 426-27, 142 P3d 87, 91 (2006). 
However, Oregon Courts, 
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have treated a motion to dismiss, even one limited to the pleadings, as a motion for 
summary judgment when the parties themselves treated the motion to dismiss as a motion 
for summary judgment. See L.H. Morris Electric v. Hyundai Semiconductor, 203 Or App 
54, 61-63, 125 P3d I (2005), rev. den., 341 Or 140, 139 P3d 258 (2006) (treating motion 
to dismiss brought under ORCP 2 1 B Uudgment on the pleadings) as a motion for 
summary judgment where both parties submitted evidence outside the pleadings, without 
objection, and the trial court relied on that evidence in its ruling); Kelly v. Olinger Travel 
Homes, Inc., 200 Or App 635, 641, I 17 P3 d 282 (2005) (same); cf. Greeninger v. 
Cromwell, 127 Or App 435, 439, 873 P2d 377 (I 994) (court improperly treated motions 
for summary judgment as motions to dismiss absent parties' consent). 

Macland, 207 Or App at 426-27. The question therefore is whether all parties adequately treated 
Intervenor Defendants' Motion to Dismiss as a motion for summary judgment. 

ORCP 47 describes detailed procedures for summary judgment, including time limitations and 
requirements for affidavits and counter-affidavits. Under summary judgment, the moving party 
has the burden to show that there is no genuine issue of material fact. ORCP 47. By contrast, a 
motion to dismiss for fai lure to state ultimate facts sufficient to constitute a claim or for fai lure to 
commence within statute of limitations is directed only at the face of the pleading. See ORCP 21 
A. When moving for dismissal under ORCP 21 A(8-9), a party cannot submit affidavits or other 
evidence outside the pleadings to show why a complaint fai ls. 

Only where an ORCP 2 1 A motion is accompanied by supporting affidavits and exhibits relating 
to matters outside the pleadings may the court, upon its discretion, convert a motion to dismiss to 
a motion for summary judgment under ORCP 47C. See Macland, 207 Or App at 426-429 (courts 
can treat a motion to dismiss as a motion for summary judgment when the parties themselves 
treated the motion to dismiss as a motion for summary judgment). 

In this case, the parties did not treat the Intervenor Defendants' Motion to Dismiss as a motion 
for summary judgment. Intervenor Defendants' Motion to Dismiss was accompanied by exhibits 
describing events contained within Plaintiff's Appeal of Failure to Conduct Review of Proposed 
Charter Amendments. However, the motion was not accompanied by supporting affidavits 
pertaining to matters outside the pleadings. Neither Plaintiff's nor Defendant's Responses to 
Intervenor Defendants' ORCP 21 Motion to Dismiss were accompanied by any affidavits or 
exhibits. Plaintiff's and Defendant' s Responses dispute the Motion to Dismiss using ORCP 21 
procedures, rather than responding to the motion under the mechanisms allowed by ORCP 47. 

Intervenor Defendants' Motion to Dismiss cannot be procedurally rescued by reinterpreting it as 
a motion for summary judgment. The Court cannot convert the ORCP 21 motion into an ORCP 
47 motion because the parties have not adequately treated Intervenor Defendants' Motion to 
Dismiss as a motion for summary judgment. To do so now would adversely affect adverse 
parties ' substantial rights. See ORCP 12 B. Thus, this Court does not construe Intervenor 
Defendants' untimely Motion to Dismiss as a motion for summary judgment. 
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III.Both Defendants' and Intervenor Defendants oral motions for summary judgment 
are denied as procedurally lacking. 

At hearing on the parties' motions, Defendants and Intervenor Defendants orally moved for 
summary judgment under ORCP 47. ORCP 47 provides in great detail the procedural 
mechanisms by which summary judgment is obtained. ORCP 12 A provides that "Every motion, 
unless made during trial, shall be in writing, shall state with particularity the grounds therefor, 
and shall set forth the relief or order sought." Defendants ' oral motion complied neither with the 
general guidelines for motions practice under ORCP 12 B nor the stringent requirements under 
ORCP 47 for obtaining summary judgment. Consequently, the Court denies Defendants' and 
Intervenor Defendants' February 3 , 2017 oral Motions for Summary Judgment . 

IV. This Court denies Plaintiff's Motion to Strike Intervenors Defendants' Cross-Motion 
for Summary Judgment and Motion to Strike Defendants' Cross-Motion for 
Summmy Judgment. 

In this case, Defendants and Intervenor Defendants each filed cross motions for summary 
judgment after the date designated by the Court's scheduling order. Although these belated 
filings did not comply with the Court's scheduling order, this tardiness is not fatal. ORCP 12 B 
allows the Court to disregard any error or defect in the proceedings "which does not affect the 
substantial rights of the adverse party." Any party may file a motion for summary judgment 
unless trial is scheduled within sixty days ORCP 47 C. In this case, no trial dates have been 
scheduled. 

Thus, despite the Court's December 14, 2016 scheduling order, both Defendant and Intervenor 
Defendants' cross motions for summary judgment are timely under ORCP 47. Plaintiff was 
provided twenty days to respond to Defendants and Intervenor Defendants' cross motions for 
summary judgment. The record reflects that all parties provided extensive briefing and oral 
argument prior to this Court's ruling. The Court denies Plaintiff's Motions to Strike Defendants' 
and Intervenor Defendants' Cross-Motions for Summary Judgment. 

V. These procedural matters having been dealt with, the Court now turns to the 
parties' cross motions for summary judgment. In considering the parties' cross 
motions for summary judgment, this Court must evaluate whether ORS 203.725 
applies to Lane County, and if so, what obligations are imposed by the statute. 

Under the Oregon Constitution, Oregon voters are afforded substantive rights to conduct 
initiatives and referendums. Or Const, Art IV §2(b). The initiative power is the power of 
qualified voters to propose new legislation. Id. The referendum power is the power of qualified 
voters to approve or reject any act, or part of an act, of the Oregon Legislature. Id. § (3)(a). 
Under Article VI,§ 10 of the Oregon Constitution, otherwise known as the "home rule" 
constitutional amendment, the right to conduct initiatives and referendums is applicable "to the 
legal voters of every county relative to the adoption, amendment, revision or repeal of a county 
charter." 

Broadly speaking, there are four steps for a prospective petition to become an enacted charter 
amendment. First, the petitioner shall file a prospective petition with the county clerk. ORS 
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250.165(1). The process for submitting a prospective petition is described further in ORS 
250.165. Next, the county clerk makes the constitutional determination of whether the 
prospective petition complies with the same subject rule. ORS 250.168(1). If the county clerk 
determines that the prospective petition complies with the same subject rule, the county clerk 
authorizes circulation of the petition, and follows the process under ORS 250.175 for preparation 
of the ballot title. ORS 250.168(2). The county clerk shall also publish a statement that the 
initiative measure has been determined to meet the constitution's same subject rule requirement. 
ORS 250.168(1). After the requisite number of signatures are obtained, as either described by the 
county charter or by ORS 250.205, the initiative is filed with the county clerk for signature 
verification. ORS 250.215. After the signatures are verified, the measure is then voted on at the 
next statutorily available election . ORS 250.25 l. 

While voters have the substantive right substantive rights to conduct initiatives and referendums , 
the legislature retains the power to regulate the manner in which those substantive rights are 
executed. See Or Const, Art VI, § I 0 ("The Legislative Assembly shall provide by law a method 
whereby the legal voters of any county, by majority vote of such voters voting thereon at any 
legally called election, may adopt, amend, revi se or repeal a county charter."). 

Under Article VI § I 0 and ORS 203.720, a county may choose to follow one of two general 
frameworks governing the exercise of initiative or referendum powers. See ORS 203.720 
(allowing counties to develop methods to adopt, amend, or revise a charter); see also ORS 
250.155(1) (allowing county charters to provide alternate methods for the exercise of initiative or 
Jeferendum powers). A county may be designated as a "non-home rule" county, and decide to 
follow general state statutes found in ORS 250.155 through 250.185 to administer the exercise of 
initiative or referendum powers. ORS 250.155(2). 

Alternately, a county may elect to become a "home rule" county, and thereby design their own 
process for the exercise of initiative or referendum powers. ORS 250.155( I). Under home rule 
generally, "[T]he county charter and legislative provisions relating to the amendment, revision or 
repeal of the charter are deemed to be matters of county concern and shall prevail over any 
conflicting provisions of ORS 203.710 to 203.770 and other state statutes." ORS 203.720. 

However, ORS 203.720 also provides an exception to the general rule that matters of county 
concern or relating to amending the county charter take precedence over state statutes. Under this 
exception, even where the exercise of initiative or referendum powers is governed by home rule 
provisions in a county charter, the exercise of those powers remain subject to state statute when 
"specifically provided by conflicting state statutes first effective after January l, 1961." ORS 
203.720. 

Lane County generally operates as a "home rule" county. Lane County Home Rule Charter 
Preamble; Chapter II § 6. Because Lane County generally operates under "home rule," the terms 
of the county charter and legislative provisions relating to the amendment, revision or repeal of 
the charter generally prevail over state statutes, unless an exception specifically applies. ORS 
203.720. 

The Lane County Charter provides that "elections on local matters will be decided applying state 
laws on the subject, unless legislation adopted pursuant to the Lane County Charter provides to 
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the contrary." Lane County Home Rule Charter Chapter VI§ 29(1 ) and (2). Lane County has 
adopted Lane Code 2.625( I) , which provides the manner of conducting initiatives , referendums, 
and elections. Specificall y Lane Code 2.625( I) dictates that initiatives, referendums, and 
elections "shall be as provided with respect to County measures for non-Home Rule counties 
under State Jaw." Thus , although Lane County generall y operates as a "home rule" county, Lane 
County's exercise of initiative or referendum powers remains governed by the procedures found 
in ORS 250.155 through 250.235. Consequently, Lane County acts as if it were a "non-home 
rule" county for purposes of exerci sing its initiative and referendum powers. 

ORS 203.725, which sets forth the separate vote and single subject rules, falls within ORS 
Chapter 203, which addresses "home rul e" procedures. Given that ORS 203.720 allows county 
charter to prevail over state law, and that Lane County's Charter and Lane Code dictate that 
initiatives, referendums, and elections shall be governed by procedures found in ORS 250.155 
through 250.235, it would appear as if ORS 203.725 was inapplicable to Lane County. However, 
the legislature expressly dictated that the provisions of ORS 203.725 preempt all county charters, 
providing, 

(3) Notwithstanding any county charter or legislation enacted thereunder, this section 
shall apply to every amendment of a county charter and shall take precedence and prevail 
over any conflicting provisions in a county charter or in legislation enacted thereunder. 

ORS 203.725 was enacted in 1983. As noted above, ORS 203.720 allows a state statute to 
preempt county charters when (1) the legislature specifically provides for preemption and (2) the 
prevailing state statute was enacted after 1961. Thus, ORS 203.725(3) specifically preempts all 
county charter provisions and imposes a mandatory requirement that any proposed amendment to 
a county charter must comply with the separate subject and separate vote rules. 

Accordingly, ORS 203.725 applies to Lane County's Charter amendment process. A proposed 
amendment to Lane County's Charter that does not comply with the two requirements of ORS 
203.725 may not lawfully appear on the ballot. 

VI. The duties of the Lane County Clerk to certify compliance with ORS 203.725 ripen 
at different times depending on whether one examines compliance with the 
"single subject" or the "separate vote" rules. 

The subject of this litigation, the "single subject" and "separate vote" rules, are codified within 
ORS 203.725. The rules represent an effort to ensure that voters are allowed to decide separately 
upon each subject of a proposed Jaw or amendment, so that each vote represents a voters will as 
to one change. See Armatta v. Kitzhaber, 327 Or 250, 272, 959 P.2d 49, 61 (1998) (discussing 
Art. XVII,§ 1 of the Oregon Constitution , which provides a separate subject and vote 
requirements for proposed amendments to the Constitution) (disagreed with on other grounds). 
Specifically, ORS 203 .725(1 )-(2) provide, 

(J) A proposed amendment to a county charter, whether proposed by the county 
governing body or by the people of the county in the exercise of the initiative power, 
shall embrace but one subject and matters properly connected therewith. 
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(2) When two or more amendments to a county charter are submitted to the electors of 
the county for their approval or rejection at the same election, they shall be so submitted 
that each amendment shall be voted on separately. 

Although the single subject and separate vote rule concern the same aim, the latter "imposes a 
more stringent standard than does the single subject requirement," and in effect, encompasses the 
less stringent single subject rule within its scope. Armafla, 327 Or at 272. Indeed, "a proposed 
amendment that satisfies the broad standard for embracing a single subject nonetheless may 
violate the separate-vote requirement." Id. at 277, 959 P2d at 64. In evaluating whether a 
requirement satisfies the separate vote rule, 

we do not search simply for a unifying thread to create a common theme, thought, or 
purpose from a melange of proposed ... changes. Instead, we inquire whether, if adopted, 
a proposal would make two or more changes ... that are substantive and are not closely 
related . If so, the proposal violates the separate-vote requirement ... because it would 
prevent voters from expressing their opinions as to each proposed change separately. 

Meyer v. Bradbury, 341Or288, 296-97, 142 P3d 1031, 1036 (2006). 

The separate vote rule as set forth by the Oregon Supreme Court involves a three step analysis, 
and focuses on the particular changes made to the governing document. First, the one must 
identify "the changes, both explicit and implicit, that a proposed measure purports to make to 
the" cha1ter amendment. Id. at 606. Second , if there are multiple changes, it must be determined 
"whether they are 'substantive'" changes. Id. Third , if there are substantive changes, then it must 
be determined whether they are closely related. Id. 

Notably, ORS 203.725 is silent regarding when the duties to determine compliance with single 
subject and separate vote requirement arise. Nothing in ORS 203.725 imposes a deadline by 
which the county clerk must act in reviewing proposed initiatives for compl iance with ORS 
203.725. 

However, ORS 250.168 describes the specific obligations of county clerks in reviewing a 
prospective petition for an initiative measure for compliance with the single subject rule, 
although the statute does not address the separate vote requirement. As discussed above, Lane 
County elections are governed by procedures found in ORS 250.155 through 250.235. Thus, the 
single subject rule as described in ORS 203 .725( J) is sati sfied when a county clerk follows the 
rules set out in ORS 250.168. 

ORS 250.168 describes the specific obli gations of county clerks in reviewing for compliance 
with the one subject rule as a constitutional evaluation, and provides a procedural framework for 
that determination. ORS 250. 168 mandates that, "Not later than the fifth business day after 
receiving a prospective petition for an initiative measure, the county clerk shall determine in 
writing whether the initiative measure meets the requirements of section I (2)(d), Article IV, and 
section J 0 , A1ticle VI of the Oregon Constitution." ORS 250. 168(1). Those constitutional 
provisions require compliance with the single subject rule. 
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Neither Oregon Constitution Article IV section l (2)(d) nor Article VJ , section I 0 are notably 
loquacious in prescribing the required contents of an initiative petition. Oregon Constitution 
Article IV section J (2)(d) articulates in relevant part: 

An initiative petition shall include the full text of the proposed Jaw or amendment to the 
Constitution. A proposed Jaw or amendment . . . shall embrace one subject only and 
matters properly connected therewith. 

Similarly, Article VI, section I 0 of the Oregon Constitution provides the minimum constitutional 
requirements for an initiative petition to be circulated: 

To be circulated, referendum or initiative petitions shall set forth in full the charter or 
legislative provisions proposed for adoption or referral. Referendum petitions shall not be 
required to include a ballot title to be circulated. 

Unlike Oregon Constitution Article XVII, section I, which discusses the process for amending 
the constitution and imposes a single vote requirement on proposed constitutional amendments , 
there is no constitutional provision requiring a proposed charter amendment to comply with the 
separate vote rule. 

Thus, under the ORS 250.168 mandate, all a county clerk must certify prior to the signature 
circulation of a proposed initiative in Lane County is that (1) the proposed initiative states the 
full provisions for proposed adoption and (2) the proposed amendment embraces one subject 
only. This reading of ORS 250.168 is supported by the title of the statute - "One Subject 
Determination." The decision to certify a proposed initiative for circulation is a constitutional 
determination , and ORS 203.725( I )'s mandate requiring compliance with the one subject rule is 
executed by the enabling statute - ORS 250.168. 

By contrast, the separate vote mandate of ORS 203.725( I) is not constitutionally required in the 
context of charter amendments and exists only as a creature of statute. The county clerk's 
mandate to confirm that a proposed initiative complies with the constitution does not encompass 
any duty to confirm the proposed initiative complies with the separate vote rule in ORS 
203.725(2). 

ORS 203.725 (2) does not explicitly proscribe any procedural mechanisms a county clerk must 
follow to ensure compliance with the separate vote rule. Put another way, ORS 203.725(2) is not 
self-executing, and no other statute executes its separate vote mandate. However, the text of ORS 
203.725(2) is instructive as to the timing of when the "one vote" mandate arises as applied to a 
proposed charter amendment. ORS 203.725(2), which contains the separate vote rule, requires: 

When two or more amendments to a county charter are submitted to the electors of the 
county for their approval or rejection at the same election, they shall be so submitted that 
each amendment shall be voted on separate! y. 

ORS 203 .725(2) (emphasis added). 
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As described above, there are firm procedural thresholds for when a proposed amendment to a 
county charter may be submitted to the voters for approval. There are many steps required for a 
proposed initiative to become an enacted charter amendment, and the duties of a county clerk 
with respect to county elections are a "series of decisions." Ellis v. Roberts, 302 Or 6, I 3, 725 
P2d 86, 890 (l 986) (describing the duties of the Secretary of State with respect to ballot 
measures as a "a series of decisions"); see also State ex rel. Fidanque v. Paulus, supra, 297 Or at 
7 16 n. 5, 688 P2d 1303; see also OEA v. Roberts, supra, 301 Or at 232-35, 721 P2d 833. 

The county clerk does not have a duty to ensure that the proposed amendment satisfies the 
separate vote rul e until, at a minimum, the proposed initiative has validly been circulated for 
signatures, those signatures have been verified, and the proposed amendment is "submitted to the 
electors of the county for their approval or rejection" under a vote. ORS 203.725(2). The earliest 
point in which the proposed amendment must satisfy the one vote rule is when it is submitted to 
the voters . Id. Consequently, a county clerk acting under ORS 250.168 is not required certify that 
a proposed initiative complies with the separate vote provision of ORS 203.725(2) prior to 
approving it for signature circulation. ORS 203 .725(2) does not impose a duty upon county 
clerks to do any type of review of a charter amendment petition prior to the start of signature 
gathering, or during the signature gathering process. 

In sum, when a proposed initiative is submitted to the county clerk, the only non-discretionary 
duty that ripens is the duty to review for single subject compliance under ORS 250.168. At that 
moment, the single subject rule in ORS 203 .725( I) is satisfied if a county clerk follows the 
procedures in ORS 250.J 68. The separate vote rule in ORS 203.725(2) is not implicated until 
later in the process. The duty to review for compliance with the separate vote rule does not ripen 
until signatures have been verified and the proposed amendment is submitted to the voters. 

Because ORS 203.725 describes two standards a proposed petition must comply with- the single 
subject and the same vote rules - this Court separately analyzes Plaintiff's legal claim to 
determine whether Defendants violated any duty to conduct review for compliance with ORS 
203.725. 

VII. Because Defendants fulfilled their obligation as a matter of law with regards to 
reviewing the petition for compliance with the one subject rule, Plaintiff is not 
entitled to summary judgment in relation to ORS 203.725(1). Defendants' and 
Intervenor Defendants' Motions for Summary Judgment are granted in part with 
respect to Plaintiff's claim under ORS 203.725(1). 

With the foregoing legal framework in mind, this Court now examines the process for filing an 
appeal challenging the decision making of an elected official. When an aggrieved party files a 
claim against an election official regarding a decision, rule, or order, ORS 246.910(3) confers 
subject matter jurisdiction on the Circuit Court. Under ORS 246.910(1 ), "any person adversely 
affected by" any "act or failure to act" or "any order, rule, directive or instruction made" by "a 
county clerk . .. or any other county ... official under any election law" may "appeal therefrom to 
the circuit court for the county in which the act or failure to act occurred." Under Oregon law, 
any registered voter qualified to vote in the affected county has standing to commence an appeal 
under ORS 246.910(1). In this case, it is uncontested that Plaintiff is a Lane County registered 
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voter. Plaintiff alleges they have been aggrieved by Defendants' failure to conduct pre
circulation review of whether three proposed initiatives' comply with both the one subject rule of 
ORS 203.725(1). 

Summary judgment in Oregon is appropriate when there is no genuine issue as to any material 
fact and the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. ORCP 47 C. There is no 
genuine issue as to any material fact if, "based upon the record before the court viewed in a 
manner most favorable to the adverse party , no objectively reasonable juror could return a 
verdict for the adverse party on the matter that is the subject of the motion for summary 
judgment." Id. A "material" fact under this standard is one that might affect the outcome of a 
case. 

Plaintiff's Appeal of Failure to Conduct Review of Proposed Charter Amendments shapes the 
contours of whether Plaintiff, Defendants, or Intervenor Defendants are entitled to judgment as a 
matter of law. In his Appeal of Failure to Conduct Review of Proposed Charter Amendments, 
Plaintiff "prays for judgment against defendants directing them to comply with the County's 
duty to conduct pre-election review of pending charter amendments for compliance with ORS 
203.725 , and to do so at a reasonable time in light of voters' statutory rights to challenge 
defendants ' determination." Although this prayer is couched in the format of a prayer for 
declaratory judgment, it requests a form of injunctive relief. Namely, the prayer requests an order 
requiring directing Defendants to comply with their duties to review pending charter 
amendments for compliance with ORS 203 .725. 

In considering the parties cross motions for summary judgment, the question is whether Plaintiff 
is , as a matter of law, entitled to an order requiring directing Defendants to comply with their 
duties to pending charter amendments for compliance with ORS 203.725(1). To comply with the 
single subject mandate, a county clerk in Lane County must follow the single subject review 
procedures outlined in ORS 250.168. Under the ORS 250.168, all that a county clerk must 
certify prior to the signature circulation of a proposed initiative in Lane County is that (1) the 
proposed initiative states the full provisions for proposed adoption and (2) the proposed 
amendment embraces one subject only. 

Here, it is uncontested that Defendants followed the ORS 250.l 68 review procedures and have 
approved the proposed initiatives for signature gathering. Defendants certified the proposed 
measures for compliance with the single subject rule in ORS 250.168, and Oregon Constitution 
Article IV section I (2)(d), and Article VI, section 10. Defendants approved the signature 
gathering. Thus, necessarily, Defendants have complied with the one subject requirement within 
ORS 203.725(1) by reviewing the proposed measures for compliance with ORS 250.168, and 
Oregon Constitution Article IV section 1(2)(d) , and Article VI , section 10. Defendants have not 
violated any duty as a matter of law. Therefore, Plaintiff is not entitled to an order requiring 
directing Defendants to comply with their duties to pending charter amendments for compliance 
with ORS 203 .725(1 ). 

Consequently, Plaintiff is not entitled to summary judgment, and their Motion for Summary 
Judgment is denied with respect to their claim for relief under ORS 203.725(1). With respect to 
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Plaintiff's claim for relief under ORS 203.725(1), both Defendants' and Intervenor Defendants' 
Motions for Summary Judgment are granted. 

VIII. Because Defendants' duty to review for compliance with the separate vote 
provision does not ripen until the proposed amendment is to be submitted to the 
voters, Plaintiff's claim under ORS 203.725(2) is not justiciable, and is therefore 
dismissed under ORCP 21 G(4). 

In considering the parties written cross motions for summary j udgment, the Court must consider 
whether, as a matter of law, Plaintiff is entitled to an order requiring directing Defendants to 
comply with their duties to pending charter amendments for compliance with ORS 203.725(2). It 
is uncontested that Defendants declined to review the proposed measures for compliance with 
the separate vote provision in ORS 203.725(2) prior to certifying the proposed measures for 
circulation. The charter amendments have yet to obtain the requisite number of signatures to be 
submitted for a vote, and those signatures have yet to be verified. Thus, none of the proposed 
charter amendments are eligible to be voted on. 

ORS 203.725(2) does not impose duty upon county clerks to conduct a separate vote review of a 
charter amendment petition for compliance with the separate vote rule prior to the start of 
signature gathering. Instead , the earliest time that the proposed amendment must sati sfy the 
separate vote rule is when the proposed amendment is "submitted to the electors of the county 
for their approval or rejection" under a vote. ORS 203 .725(2). Because the proposed charter 
amendments have neither gathered sufficient signatures nor been submitted to voters, Defendants 
have not violated election duties as county clerks under ORS 203.725(2). Indeed, no duty to 
review a proposed charter amendment's compliance with ORS 203.725(2) has yet ripened. 

Because the county clerks' duty to review a proposed amendment is not ripe until the proposed 
amendment is submitted to the electors, this aspect of the case is not ripe for review. Because the 
separate vote portion of this case is not ripe for review, Plaintiff is not entitled to summary 
judgment. 

Within the doctrine of justiciability, ri peness refers to the requirement that there be an actual 
injury to the individual invoking the judicial power, as opposed to a hypothetical injury. Beck v. 
City of Portland, 202 Or App 360, 122 P3d 131 (2005). The test for whether a claim is ripe and 
therefore justiciable is whether an actual existing state of facts threatens a party's legal rights. 
Brown v. Oregon State Bar, 293 Or 446, 449, 648 P2d 1289, 1292 (1982) . 

Whether a claim is j usticiable is a jurisdictional question, proper! y understood as an issue of a 
trial court's subject matter jurisdiction over a claim. Beck, 202 Or App at 367-68. Ripeness is an 
issue that is jurisdictional in nature and may be raised at any time. Mere speculation that an event 
might occur, does not confer the Court subject matter over a case. Id. When a case is not ripe, the 
Court Jacks subject matter jurisdiction over the issue. A Cou1t has a duty on its own motion to 
refuse to proceed and must di smiss the action if the alleged facts do not give the Court subject
matter jurisdiction. ORCP 21 G(4). 

The facts as they exist at present do not provide this Court subject matter jurisdiction over the 
merits of the separate vote aspect of this case. There is no way of knowing whether sufficient 
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signatures will be gathered and verified on any of the proposed petitions. It is merely 
hypothetical whether the county clerks' duty to review any proposed amendments for 
compliance with the separate vote rule will ever ripen. There is no way of knowing whether, at 
the time any proposed amendments are submitted to the voters , if the county will have conducted 
review for compliance with the separate vote rule. It is merely hypothetical whether or not the 
county clerks wi II fulfill their duty to review. 

Thus, because the present facts raise only hypothetical issues about the separate vote rule rather 
than ripe disputes, this Court lacks subject matter jurisdiction and dismisses this portion of the 
case pursuant to ORCP 21 0(4). Additionally, because it is improper to "to grant summary 
judgment for lack of subject matter jurisdiction," this Court denies Defendants' and Intervenor 
Defendants' Motions for Summary Judgment . Spada v. Port of Portland, 55 Or App 148, 150, 
637 P2d 229, 230 ( 1981). 

In sum, the separate vote aspect of Plaintiff's claim under ORS 203.725(2) is not justiciable 
because 1) the county clerks do not have a present duty to review for compliance with the 
separate vote mandate; 2) their duty will not ripen unless and until sufficient signatures are 
gathered, signatures are verified, and the proposed amendment is ready to be submitted to the 
voters; and 3) there is no way of knowing whether the county clerks will at that point decline to 
or conduct any reviews for compliance with the separate vote rule. Thus, because Plaintiff's 
claim under the separate vote provision of ORS 203.725(2) is not ripe, this Court dismisses that 
portion of the claim pursuant to ORCP 21 0(4). 

Order 

The Court holds that ORS 203.725 applies to Lane County's Charter amendment process. The 
Court finds as a matter of law that the Defendants have not violated the single subject provision 
in ORS 203.725(1) because they have previously conducted a single subject review under ORS 
250.168 , section I (2)(d), Article IV , and section I 0 , Article VI of the Oregon Constitution. The 
Court dismisses the remainder of Plaintiff's claim under ORS 203.725(2) because the 
Defendants do not yet have a present duty to review the proposed amendments for compliance 
with the separate vote rule. The County Clerk's duty to review a proposed charter amendment's 
compliance with the separate vote rule in ORS 203.725(2) arises when sufficient signatures are 
gathered, those signatures are verified, and the proposed amendment is ready to be submitted to 
the voters. Until that duty ripens and the Defendants either decide to or decline to act, it is merely 
hypothetical whether a judiciable controversy will ever exist. 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Intervenor Defendants' Motion to Dismiss under ORCP 21 A(8) 
& ORCP 21 A(9) is hereby DENIED. 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Defendants ' oral motion for Motion for Summary Judgment is 
DENIED. 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Intervenor Defendants' oral Motion for Summw)1 Judgment is 
DENIED. 
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IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Plaintiff's Motion to Strike Intervenor Defendants' Motion for 
Summary Judgment is DENIED. 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Plaintiff's Motion to Strike Defendants' Motion for Summary 
Judgment is DENIED. 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Plaintiff's Amended Motion for Summary Judgment is 
DENIED. 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment is GRANTED IN 
PART, as pertaining to the portion of Plaintiff's claim under ORS 203.725(l)'s single subject 
rule. 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment is DENIED IN 
PART, as pertaining to the portion of Plaintiff's claim under ORS 203 .725(2)'s separate vote 
rule. 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Intervenor Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment is 
GRANTED IN PART, as pertaining to the portion of Plaintiff' s claim under ORS 203.725(1 )'s 
single subject rule. 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Intervenor Defendants ' Motion for Summary Judgment is 
DENIED IN PART, as pertaining to the portion of Plaintiff's claim under ORS 203.725(2)'s 
separate vote rule. 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the portion of Plaintiff's claim relating to Defendants ' 
compliance with ORS 203.725(2)'s separate vote rule is DISMISSED pursuant to the Court's 
authority under ORCP 21 G(4) . 

IT JS FURTHER ORDERED that Defendants shall prepare a limited judgment of dismissal 
which shall , by reference, incorporate thi s Opinion and Order. 

SIGNED: 

Signed: 319/2017 09:25 AM 

Karsten A. Rasmussen, Circuit Court Judge 

Prepared by: Molly R . Silver 
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Mary Geddry and John Booker, Chief Petitioners and Electors of the State of Oregon v. 
Jeanne P. Atkins, Secretary of State of Oregon. 

This matter is before the Court on Cross Motions for Summary Judgment. Defendant 
Jeanne P. Atkins, Secretary of State of Oregon, (herein after referred to as the "Secretary of 
State") moved for summary judgment as to all of Petitioners' claims and a declaration that the 
Secretary of State properly concluded that IP55-2016 ("IP 55") did not comply with the 
procedural requirements for an initiative petition and that the Secretary of State properly 
declined to approve IP 55 for circulation. 

Mary Geddry and John Booker, Chief Petitioners ofIP 55 ("Petitioners''), Cross Move 
for Summary Judgment and ask the Court to enter orders: 

1. Declaring that OAR165-014-0028 facially violates either Article IV, section 1, of the 
Oregon Constitution by violating the unitary authority of the legislature and the 
separation of powers doctrine; or OAR 165-014-0028 as apnlied, violates the same; 

2. Declaring that OAR165"014-0028 facially violates Petitioners' and all Oregon Electors' 
rights to engage in political speech and circulate petitions under the First Amendment of 
the US Constitution; or OAR 165-014-0028 as aunlied, violates the same; 
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3. Declaring that OAR165-014-0028 facially violates Petitioners' and all Oregon Electors' 
rights to free expression under Article I, section 8 of the Oregon Constitution; or OAR 
165-014-0028 as applied, violates the same; 

4. Declaring that OAR165-014-0028 facially violates Petitioners' and all Oregon Electors' 
rights to propose laws and circulate petitions under Article IV, Section l; or OAR 165-
014-0028 as applied, violates the same; 

5. Declaring that the Text oflP 55complies with all procedural constitutional requirements 
of the Oregon Constitution for statewide initiatives; 

6. Issuing a pennanent injunction requiring the Secretary of State: 

a. to assign IP 55 a new state Initiative Petition number IP 2018-xxx for the 
November 2018 election; 

b. To determine and declare that IP 55 (renumbered IP 2018-xxx) complies with all 
the procedural constitutional requirements for circulation; 

c. To direct the issuance of a certified ballot title for lP 2018-xxx that finalizes the 
draft ballot title of IP 55. 

d. To approve lP 2018-xxx for immediate circulation; and 

e. To count all verified signatures submitted for the sponsorship submission for IP 
55 toward the total number ofrequired signatures to qualify an initiative for the 
November 2018, or next appropriate, ballot. 

Having reviewed the pleadings, exhibits, cited references and cases, having heard 
the arguments of counsel for both parties and being advised on the premises, for the 
reasons stated below the Secretary of State's Motion for Summary Judgment is DENIED 
and Petitioners' Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment is GRANTED in part and 
DENIED in part. 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

On September 22, 2015, Petitioners submitted IP 55 to the Secreta1y of State's 
office with the required fonns for inclusion on the November 2016 ballot. On February 9, 
2016, Petitioners submitted l,105 valid sponsorship signatures to the Election Division. 
On March 3, 2016 the Attorney General issued a draft ballot title. Ending on March 17, 
2016, the Elections Division received comments on both the draft ballot title and IP 55's 
compliance with procedural constitution.al requirements. 

On its face IP 55 is a one page document comprised of a one line preamble, a title 
and four numbered paragraphs. Viewing the document as a whole and without a 
substantive reading of the text, it appears to be a proposed amendment to the Oregon 
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Constitution. A cursory reading of the paragraphs does not expose an explicit attempt to 
revise one or more sections of the Constitution or to abolish it outright. Cursory review 
of paragraph (3) of IP 55 does mention Articles IV, VI and XI of the Oregon 
Constitution, but a substantive analysis is needed to determine the meaning and effect of 
this provision. 

On March 31, 2016 Steven A. Wolf, Chief Counsel in the Attorney General's 
General Counsel Division issued an advice letter to the Secretary of State's Director, 
Elections Division, James Williams opining that IP 55 constitutes "a 'revision' to the 
Constitution that may not be pursued using the initiative process." The two page letter 
explains that the Attorney General's "analysis focuses on several changes, both explicit 
and implicit, that the proposed measure would make to the Oregon Constitution." 
Counsel fmther opines that the "changes made by this proposed measure to be [not] 
'closely related' as that requirement has been analyzed by the Oregon Supreme Court in 
its separate amendments decisions." 

On April 1, 2016, the Secretary of State issued a letter to the Petitioners, adopting 
the Attorney General's opinion as outlined in the March 31, 2016 letter. Accordingly the 
Secretary of State declined to direct the issuance of a certified ballot title for and approve 
circulation of IP 55. 

On April 21, 2016, Petitioners filed for a Writ of Mandamus which was denied by 
the Oregon Supreme Court without opinion on May 2, 2016. On May 31, 2016 petitioner 
filed the instant action. 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

There is no dispute that the Secretary of State has the authority pursuant to the 
Oregon Constitution, Article XVII, sections 1 and 2, ORS 246.150 and OAR 165~014-
0028 to review initiative petitions for procedural compliance with the Constitutional 
provisions regarding initiative petitions. The parties fundamentally disagree on what is a 
permissible procedural review. 

Petitioners assert that the Secretary of State's procedural review is limited to 
ensuring that the proper forms have been filed, the appropriate and valid sponsorship 
signatures have been gathered, and the proposed petition is facially compliant with the 
constitutional requirements that it be an amendment and not a revision and that it is a · 
single amendment. Petitioners assert that the Secretary is strictly prohibited from 
engaging in any substantive review of the proposed initiative. 

The Secretary of State asserts that in order to meets its obligation to ensure that a 
prospective petition is a single amendment and not a revision it has some latitude to 
examine and analyze the text to determine Constitutional compliance. 

Review of ORS 246.150 and OAR 165·014-0028, reveal that the statute and 
regulation are facially neutral and properly reflect the duties and authority granted to the 
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Sec~etary of State by the Constitution and the Legislature. Nothing in this case leads me 
to conclude either are facially invalid. 

The finer question is whether, as applied, the Secretary of State exceeded her 
authority under ORS 246.150 and OAR 165-014-0028 by denying circulation of IP 55. 
Both parties rely on Holmes v. Appling, 237 OR 546, 552-553(1964), to support their 
arguments. In Appling, the petitioner filed an Initiative Petition containing the preamble 
language "The Constilution of the State of Oregon is amended by adoption of the 
following Constitution of the State of Oregon in lieu <?lthe Constitution of the State of 
Oregon of 1859, as amended, which ;s repealed." The remainder of the petition was the 
text of an entirely new constitution. 

The Secret.ru:y of State in Appling declined to allow the petition to proceed with 
circulation based on the plain language of the proposed initiative. On a writ of 
mandamus, the Oregon Supreme Court upheld the Secretary of State's determination and 
said "Notwithstanding the use of the word "amended," the foregoing language, 
considered in its entirety, can only mean that the existing constitution is to be supplanted 
by a new one. Ld. ut 553. The Court noted that no constitutional analysis was needed for 
the Secretary of State to reject the initiative petition because i1 facially proposed 
substitlltion of the then current constitution with a new constitution, by a method 
specifically and clearly prohibited by the constitution. Id. At 554. 

Appling cannot be read to find that the Secretary of State has the constitutional 
authority to engage in substantive review of initiative petitions. To the contrary, the 
Appling Court cited State ex rel. Car.wm v. Kozer, 126 OR 641, 649 (1928), for the 
proposition that "neither the executive department of the state nor the judicial department 
has authority to say to either of the legislative bnUlches of the state, 'The law you are 
p1:oposing to enact is unconstitutional and because it is unconstitutional yoll cannot 
determine for yourself whether the same shall be enacted into law or not. ' 11 

In this case, the analysis in the Attorney General's Murch 31, 2016 letter is a 
substantive review of the contents of JP 55. Unlike Appling, id., IP 55 does not contain 
facial statements seeking to revise, in whole or in part, or replace the current 
Constitution. Divining the scope and intent oflP 55 is not possible without a substantive 
review and contemplation of its language. It was impermissible for the Secretary of State 
to deny circulation ofIP 55 based upon the substantive analysis of the Attorney General. 

rt is tempting to delve into the language and meaning of IP 55. Substantively IP 
55 raises many questions regarding the structure and function of state and local 
government and the effect IP 55 would have thereon. However, those are subjects for the 
Citizens of Oregon to consider and debate. It is not for a few members of the executive 
or judicial branch to chill public discourse by preemptively determining that the 
substance of IP 55 would be unconstitutional if passed. The Citizens of Oregon, in their 
legislative capacity, bear the burden of debating these issues and determining the course 
of action. Limiting, stopping, or directing discussion on IP 55 through Executive Action 
or Judicial Opinion is contrary to, and chilling of, public political speech. 
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The Secretary asserts that the Court lacks authority to enjoin its conduct and 
provide meaningful redress to the Chief Petitioners. The Secretary's argument on this 
point, as set fo11h on pages 9-12 of the Secretary's Motion for Summary Judgment, is not 
persuasive. Nothing in the cited statutes prohibits the relief sought by the Chief 
Petitioners. The Chief Petitioners met each requirement and timeline set forth in statute 
and regulation. But for the Secretary's unconstitutional denial, IP 55 could have been 
circulated in a timely manner to allow inclusion on the 2016 General Election Ballot. 
While the Court cannot go back in time, allowing the Chief Petitioner's to resume the 
process at the point they were wrongfully stopped and allow pat1icipation in the process 
to qualify for the 2018 General Election is the appropriate remedy. 

ORDER 

It is hereby Declared and Ordered: 

1. The Text of IP 55 complies with all procedural constitutional requirements of the Oregon 
Constitution for statewide initiatives; 

2. The Secretary of State shall assign IP 55 a new state Initiative Petition number IP 2018-
xxx for the November 2018 election; 

3. IP 55 as renumbered IP 2018-xxx complies with all the procedural constitutional 
requirements for circulation; 

4. The Secretary shall issue a certified ballot title for IP 2018-xxx that finalizes the draft 
ballot title ofIP 55; 

5. The Secretary shall approve IP 2018-xxx for inunediate circulation; and 

6. The Secretary shall count all verified signatures submitted for the sponsorship submission 
for IP 55 toward the total number of required signatures to qualify an initiative for the 
November 2018, or next appropriate, ballot. 

Ms. Kneeland shall prepare and submit an appropriate judgment. 

Sincerely, 

JCB:kb 

Exhibit H: Page 5 of 5 
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Measu1·e No. 11 App-22 

COUNTY HOME RULE AMENDMENT 
Proposed by the Forty-ninth Legislative Assembly by House Joint ResoJution 
No. 22, filed in the office of the Secretary of State June 3, 1957, and referred 
to the people as provided by section 1 of Article XVII of the Constitution. 

CONSTITUTIONAL Al\'.IENDMENT 

Be It Resol.ved by the House of Representatives of the State of Oregon, the 
Senate jointly concurring: 

That section 9a, Article VI of the Constitution of the State of Oregon be 
repealed; and that the Constitution of the State of Oregon be amended by 
creating a new section to be added to and made a part of Article VI of the 
Constitution and to read as follows: 

Section 10. Tlie Legislative Assembly shall provide by law a method 
whereby t he legal voters of any r.ounty, by majority vote of such voters voting 
thereon at any legally called eLection, may adopt, amend, revise or repeal 
a county charter. A county charter may provide for the exe1·cise by the 
county of authority over matters of county concern. Local improvements 
or bonds therefor authorized under a county charter shall be financed only 
by taxes, assessments or charges imposed on benefited property. A county 
charter shalt prescribe the organization of the county government and shaU 
provide directly, or by its authority, for .the number, election or appointment, 
quaLifications, tenure, compensation, powers and duties of such officers as the 

;J county deems necessary. Such officers shall among them exercise all the 
powers and perform all the duties, as distributed by the county charter or 
by its authority, now or hereafter, by the Constitution or laws of this state, 
granted to or imposed upon any county officer. Except as expressly provided 
by general law, a county charter shall not affect the selection, tenure, com
pensation, powers or duties prescribed by law for judges in their judicial 
capacity, for justices of the peace or for district attorneys. The initiative and 
referendum powers reserved to the people by this Constitution hereby are 
further reserved to the legal voters of every county rel.ative to the adoption, 
amendment, revision or repeal of a county charter and to legislation passed 
by counties which have adopted such a charter. 

NOTE--Section 9u, Article VI now r eads as follows: "Whenever the legislative 
assembly of the state of Oregon shall provide by law the means and method therefor, 
the legal voters of any county in this state by majority vote of such electors who shall 
vote thereon at any }ega11y called e lection, hereby a re authorized to adopt a county 
manager form of government, and thereupon any and all of the county offices, whether 
the same shall be provided for by the constitution or otherwise provided by law, may 
be aboli shed and their powers and duties vested in an elective commission and a 
county manager e lected or appointed in the manner provided by law." 

BALLOT TITLE 

COUNTY HOME RULE AMENDMENT-Purpose: Authorizes the 
voters in any county to adopt charter to provide for the 

11 exercise of authority over matters of county concern . Initia
tive and referendum powers also are reserved to the legal 
voters of counties adopting a charter. 

YES D 
NO D 
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Measure No. 11 County Home Rule Amendment App-23 

EXPLANATION 

By Co:rrunittee Designated Pursuant to ORS 254.210 

Measure No. 11 would permit any county to adopt a charter by vote of 
the people. A county charter could determine such matters as the si7.e 
and composition of the county governing body, the number and type of 
county departments, the method of selecting county officials, and the extent 
and manner of exercising county l egislative powers. 

It cannot be forseen at this time specifically what changes in organiza
tion, functions, powers or procedures the voters of any county would au
thorize in their county government. Measure No 11 merely makes the 
adoption of a county charter constitutional. Subsequently, the legislature 
must pass enabling legislation, and a charter must be drafted and approved 
by the voters of a county before any county can adopt any changes under 
the amendment. 

A county charter could not supersede any provision of the constitution 
or general state law as to matters of state concern, and a county which 
adopted a charter would have to fulfill all duties and requirements im
posed upon it by the constitution and laws. However, the voters of any 
county could settle questions of county organization, functions, powers and 
procedures which are of concern only within a county by adopting, amending 
or repealing a local charter, instead of by seeking state legislation. 

The proposed amendment repeals the present constitutional provision au
thorizing adoption of the county manager form of government. No county f 
has adopted the manager plan since it was first authorized in 1944. However, 
should the voters of any county wish in the future to adopt the manager 
plan, or any modification of it, they could do so under the provisions of 
Measure No. 11. 

Measure No. 11 requires that no charter affect the selection, tenure, 
compensation, powers or duties of judges in their judicial capacity, justices 
of the peace, or district attorneys. This is to insure uniformity in the 
organization of the judicial branch of government. 

Measure No. 11 is called a "county home rule" amendment because its 
effect would be to permit the voters of individual counties to determine 
certain matters now controlled by the state legislature or state constitution. 
Under this amendment, a county could by charter be authorized to exercise 
legislative power over matters of county concern, whereas currently it 
can only adopt ordinances on a specific subject if the state law expressly 
permits it to do so. 

To the extent t hat counties actually adopt charters, there would be less 
uniformity of county organization, functions, powers and procedures than 
there now is. The amendment would permit one county to change its 
form of organization, render different services, or adopt new procedures, 
while another county might make no change or might make different 
changes. 

In general, the net effect of the amendment would be to permit more 
local determination and flexibility in county government than is now 
possible. 

VERNON BURDA, The Dalles 
HUGH McGILVRA, Forest Grove 
KENNETH C. TOLLENAAR, Portland 
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Measure No. 11 CoWlty Home Rule Amendment App-24 

ARGUMENT IN FAVOR 

Submitted by the Legislative Committee Provided by House Joint Resolution 
No. 22 of the Forty-ninth Legislative Assembly (1957) 

Oregonians have recognized for years that county government operates 
in a straight-jacket of state controls which has prevented many needed 
improvements. This County Home Rule Amendment will make possible 
county self-government. 

County government could be much better if the people of each of the 
36 counties could tailor their courthouse organization to meet their own 
conditions. Oregon's 36 counties range from 2,500 population to more than 
a half- million. Some are huge in area; some are small and compact. Yet 
all are required to operate under substantially the same requirements of 
the present Constitution. 

The County Home Rule Amendment would make it possible for a county 
to consolidate or divide functions of courthouse officials in t he in terest of 
economy or efficiency. Some might like to share costs or facilities or personnel 
with adjoining counties. Counties with major suburban problems have found 
their county government lacking in authority to cope with these problems 
under present restrictions. 

The County Home Rule Amendment, when adopted, will be a long step 
toward bringing county government closer to the people. It is our chance 
this year to do something about over-centralization of control of our localities 
by state government. 

The County Home Rule Amendment does not affect or apply to our 
judicial system. 

After long study, both houses of the 1957 Legislature approved this b i
partisan resolution by h eavy majorities of both Democratic and Republican 
members. It had been recommended by an Interim Committee of the 1955 
Legislature. 

The County Home Rule Amendment will be enacted if a majority of 
Oregon voters cast 'YES' ballots in the November 1958 Election. 

MONROE SWEETLAND, State Senator, Clackamas County 

ROBERT A. BENNETT, State Representative, Multnomah County 

ROY FITZWATER, State Representative, Linn County 
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APPENDIX OF 
CONSTITUTIONAL AND STATUTORY PROVISIONS 

OREGON CONSTITUTION 

Article I, § 8: 

Freedom of speech and press. No law shall be passed restraining the free 
expression of opinion, or restricting the right to speak, write, or print freely 
on any subject whatever; but every person shall be responsible for the 
abuse of this right. 

Article I, § 26: 

Assemblages of people; instruction of representatives; application to 
legislature. No law shall be passed restraining any of the inhabitants of 
the State from assembling together in a peaceable manner to consult for 
their common good; nor from instructing their Representatives; nor from 
applying to the Legislature for re dress of greviances [sic]. 

Article II, § 18(8): 

The words, "the legislative assembly shall provide," or any similar or 
equivalent words in this constitution or any amendment thereto, shall 
not be construed to grant to the legislative assembly any exclusive 
power of lawmaking nor in any way to limit the initiative and 
referendum powers reserved by the people. 

Article III, § 1: 

Separation of powers. The powers of the Government shall be divided 
into three separate branches, the Legislative, the Executive, including the 
administrative, and the Judicial; and no person charged with official duties 
under one of these branches, shall exercise any of the functions of another, 
except as in this Constitution expressly provided. [Constitution of 1859; 
Amendment proposed by H.J.R. 44, 2011, and adopted by the people Nov. 
6, 2012] 
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Article IV, § 1: 

Section 1. Legislative power; initiative and referendum. 

(1) The legislative power of the state, except for the initiative and 
referendum powers reserved to the people, is vested in a Legislative 
Assembly, consisting of a Senate and a House of Representatives. 

(2) (a) The people reserve to themselves the initiative power, which is to 
propose laws and amendments to the Constitution and enact or 
reject them at an election independently of the Legislative 
Assembly. 

(b) An initiative law may be proposed only by a petition signed by a 
number of qualified voters equal to six percent of the total 
number of votes cast for all candidates for Gove1nor at the 
election at which a Governor was elected for a term of four years 
next preceding the filing of the petition. 

(c) An initiative amendment to the Constitution may be proposed 
only by a petition signed by a number of qualified voters equal to 
eight percent of the total number of votes cast for all candidates 
for Governor at the election at which a Governor was elected for 
a term of four years next preceding the filing of the petition. 

(d) An initiative petition shall include the full text of the proposed 
law or amendment to the Constitution. A proposed law or 
amendment to the Constitution shall embrace one subject only 
and matters properly connected therewith. 

(e) An initiative petition shall be filed not less than four months 
before the election at which the proposed law or amendment to 
the Constitution is to be voted upon. 

(3) (a) The people reserve to themselves the referendum power, which is 
to approve or reject at an election any Act, or part thereof, of the 
Legislative Assembly that does not become effective earlier than 
90 days after the end of the session at which the Act is passed. 
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(b) A referendum on an Act or patt thereof may be ordered by a 
petition signed by a number of qualified voters equal to four 
percent of the total number of votes cast for all candidates for 
Governor at the election at which a Governor was elected for a 
term of four years next preceding the filing of the petition. A 
referendum petition shall be filed not more than 90 days after the 
end of the session at which the Act is passed. 

(c) A referendum on an Act may be ordered by the Legislative 
Assembly by law. Notwithstanding section 15b, Article V of this 
Constitution, bills ordering a referendum and bills on which a 
referendum is ordered are not subject to veto by the Governor. 

(4) (a) Petitions or orders for the initiative or referendum shall be filed 
with the Secretary of State. The Legislative Assembly shall 
provide by law for the manner in which the Secretary of State 
shall determine whether a petition contains the required number 
of signatures of qualified voters. The Secretary of State shall 
complete the verification process within the 30-day period after 
the last day on which the petition may be filed as provided in 
paragraph (e) of subsection (2) or paragraph (b) of subsection (3) 
of this section. 

(b) Initiative and referendum measures shall be submitted to the 
people as provided in this section and by law not inconsistent 
therewith. 

(c) All elections on initiative and referendum measures shall be held 
at the regular general elections, unless otherwise ordered by the 
Legislative Assembly. 

(d) Notwithstanding section 1, Article XVII of this Constitution, an 
initiative or referendum measure becomes effective 30 days after 
the day on which it is enacted or approved by a majority of the 
votes cast thereon. A referendum ordered by petition on a part of 
an Act does not delay the remainder of the Act from becoming 
effective. 

(5) The initiative and referendum powers reserved to the people by 
subsections (2) and (3) of this section are further reserved to the 
qualified voters of each municipality and district as to all local, special 
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and municipal legislation of every character in or for their 
municipality or district. The manner of exercising those powers shall 
be provided by general laws, but cities may provide the manner of 
exercising those powers as to their municipal legislation. In a city, not 
more than 15 percent of the qualified voters may be required to 
propose legislation by the initiative, and not more than 10 percent of 
the qualified voters may be required to order a referendum on 
legislation. [Created through H.J.R. 16, 1967, and adopted by the 
people May 28, 1968 (this section adopted in lieu of fmmer sections 1 
and la of this Article); Amendment proposed by S.J.R. 27, 1985, and 
adopted by the people May 20, 1986; Amendment proposed by S.J.R. 
3, 1999, and adopted by the people May 16, 2000] 

Section 1. Legislative authority vested in assembly; initiative and 
referendum; style of bills. [Constitution of 1859; Amendment proposed 
by H.J.R. 1, 1901, and adopted by the people June 2, 1902; 
Amendment proposed by S.J.R. 6, 1953, and adopted by the people 
Nov. 2, 1954; Repeal proposed by H.J.R. 16, 1967, and adopted by 
the people May 28, 1968 (present section 1 of this Article adopted in 
lieu of this section)] 

Section la. Initiative and referendum on parts of laws and on local, 
special and municipal laws. [Created through initiative petition filed 
Feb. 3, 1906, and adopted by the people June 4, 1906; Repeal 
proposed by H.J.R. 16, 1967, and adopted by the people May 28, 
1968 (present section 1 of this Article adopted in lieu of this section)] 

Section lb. Payment for signatures. 

It shall be unlawful to pay or receive money or other thing of value 
based on the number of signatures obtained on an initiative or 
referendum petition. Nothing herein prohibits payment for signature 
gathering which is not based, either directly or indirectly, on the 
number of signatures obtained. [Created through initiative petition 
filed Nov. 7, 2001, and adopted by the people Nov. 5, 2002] 
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Article VI, § 6: 

County Officers. There shall be elected in each county by the qualified 
electors thereof at the time of holding general elections, a county clerk, 
treasurer and sheriff who shall severally hold their offices for the term of 
four years. [Constitution of 1859; Amendment proposed by initiative 
petition filed June 9, 1920, and adopted by the people Nov. 2, 1920; 
Amendment proposed by H.J.R. 7, 1955, and adopted by the people Nov. 
6, 1956] 

Article VI, § 10: 

County home rule under county charter. The Legislative Assembly shall 
provide by law a method whereby the legal voters of any county, by 
majority vote of such voters voting thereon at any legally called election, 
may adopt, amend, revise or repeal a county chatter. A county charter may 
provide for the exercise by the county of authmity over matters of county 
concern. Local improvements shall be financed only by taxes, assessments 
or charges imposed on benefited property, unless otherwise provided by 
law or charter. A county charter shall prescribe the organization of the 
county government and shall provide directly, or by its authority, for the 
number, election or appointment, qualifications, tenure, compensation, 
powers and duties of such officers as the county deems necessary. Such 
officers shall among them exercise all the powers and perform all the 
duties, as distributed by the county charter or by its authority, now or 
hereafter, by the Constitution or laws of this state, granted to or imposed 
upon any county officer. Except as expressly provided by general law, a 
county charter shall not affect the selection, tenure, compensation, powers 
or duties prescribed by law for judges in their judicial capacity, for justices 
of the peace or for district attorneys. The initiative and referendum powers 
reserved to the people by this Constitution hereby are further reserved to 
the legal voters of every county relative to the adoption, amendment, 
revision or repeal of a county charter and to legislation passed by counties 
which have adopted such a charter; and no county shall require that 
referendum petitions be filed less than 90 days after the provisions of the 
charter or the legislation proposed for referral is adopted by the county 
governing body. To be circulated, referendum or initiative petitions shall 
set forth in full the charter or legislative provisions proposed for adoption 
or referral. Referendum petitions shall not be required to include a ballot 
title to be circulated. In a county a number of signatures of qualified voters 
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equal to but not greater than four percent of the total number of all votes 
cast in the county for all candidates for Governor at the election at which a 
Gover nor was elected for a term of four years next preceding the filing of 
the petition shall be required for a petition to order a referendum on county 
legislation or a part thereof. A number of signatures equal to but not 
greater than six percent of the total number of votes cast in the county for 
all candidates for Gove1nor at the election at which a Governor was elected 
for a term of four years next preceding the filing of the petition shall be 
required for a petition to propose an initiative ordinance. A number of 
signatures equal to but not greater than eight percent of the total number of 
votes cast in the county for all candidates for Governor at the election at 
which a Governor was elected for a term of four years next preceding the 
filing of the petition shall be required for a petition to propose a charter 
amendment. [Created through H.J.R. 22, 1957, and adopted by the people 
Nov. 4, 1958; Amendment proposed by S.J.R. 48, 1959, and adopted by 
the people Nov. 8, 1960; Amendment proposed by H.J.R. 21, 1977, and 
adopted by the people May 23, 1978] 

Article XI, § 2, includes: 

The Legislative Assembly shall not enact, amend or repeal any charter 
or act of incorporation for any municipality, city or town. The legal 
voters of every city and town are hereby granted power to enact and 
amend their municipal charter, subject to the Constitution and criminal 
laws of the State of Oregon. 

Article XVII, § 1, includes: 

When two or more amendments shall be submitted in the manner aforesaid 
to the voters of this state at the same election, they shall be so submitted 
that each amendment shall be voted on separately. 
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UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION 

First Amendment: 

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or 
prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or 
of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to 
petition the Government for a redress of grievances. 

Fourteenth Amendment, Section 1: 

All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the 
jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the state 
wherein they reside. No state shall make or enforce any law which shall 
abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States; nor 
shall any state deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due 
process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal 
protection of the laws. 
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OREGON STATUTES 

183.310 Definitions for chapter. As used in this chapter: 

(1) "Agency" means any state board, commission, department, or division 
thereof, or officer authorized by law to make rules or to issue orders, 
except those in the legislative and judicial branches. 

(2) (a) "Contested case" means a proceeding before an agency: 

(A) In which the individual legal rights, duties or ptivileges of 
specific parties are required by statute or Constitution to be 
determined only after an agency hearing at which such 
specific parties are entitled to appear and be heard; 

(B) Where the agency has discretion to suspend or revoke a 
right or privilege of a person; 

(C) For the suspension, revocation or refusal to renew or issue a 
license where the licensee or applicant for a license demands 
such heating; or 

(D) Where the agency by rule or order provides for hearings 
substantially of the character required by ORS 183.415, 
183.417, 183.425, 183.450, 183.460 and 183.470. 

(b) "Contested case" does not include proceedings in which an 
agency decision rests solely on the result of a test. 

203. 720 Electors of county may adopt, amend, revise or repeal county 
charter; certain provisions, deemed matters of county concern, to prevail 
over state law. 

The electors of any county, by majority vote of such electors voting 
thereon at any legally called election, may adopt, amend, revise or repeal a 
county charter. The charter, or legislation passed by the county pursuant 
thereto, shall provide a method whereby the electors of the county, by 
majority vote of such electors voting thereon at any legally called election, 
may amend, revise or repeal the charter. The county chatter and legislative 
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provisions relating to the amendment, revision or repeal of the charter are 
deemed to be matters of county concern and shall prevail over any 
conflicting provisions of ORS 203.710 to 203.770 and other state statutes 
unless otherwise specifically provided by conflicting state statutes first 
effective after January 1, 1961. (1959 c.527 2] 

203.725 County charter amendment; single subject; separate submission to 
electors. 

(1) A proposed amendment to a county charter, whether proposed by the 
county governing body or by the people of the county in the exercise 
of the initiative power, shall embrace but one subject and matters 
properly connected therewith. 

(2) When two or more amendments to a county charter are submitted to 
the electors of the county for their approval or rejection at the same 
election, they shall be so submitted that each amendment shall be 
voted on separately. 

(3) Notwithstanding any county charter or legislation enacted thereunder, 
this section shall apply to every amendment of a county cha1ter and 
shall take precedence and prevail over any conflicting provisions in a 
county charter or in legislation enacted thereunder. [1983 c.240 2] 

246.910 Appeal from Secretary of State, county clerk or other elections 
official to courts; deadline for filing. 

(1) A person adversely affected by any act or failure to act by the 
Secretary of State, a county clerk, a city elections officer or any other 
county, city or disttict official under any election law, or by any order, 
rule, directive or instruction made by the Secretary of State, a county 
clerk, a city elections officer or any other county, city or disttict 
official under any election law, may appeal therefrom to the circuit 
comt for the county in which the act or failure to act occurred or in 
which the order, mle, directive or instruction was made. 

2) An appeal desctibed in subsection (1) of this section of an order of the 
Secretary of State approving or disapproving a state initiative petition 
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for circulation for the purpose of obtaining signatures of electors must 
be filed within 60 days following the date the order is served. 

(3) Any party to the appeal proceedings in the circuit court under 
subsection (1) of this section may appeal from the decision of the 
circuit comt to the Court of Appeals. 

(4) The circuit comts and Court of Appeals, in their discretion, may give 
precedence on their dockets to appeals under this section as the 
circumstances may require. 

(5) The remedy provided in this section is cumulative and does not 
exclude any other remedy against any act or failure to act by the 
Secreta1y of State, a county clerk, a city elections officer or any other 
county, city or district official under any election law or against any 
order, rule, directive or instruction made by the Secretary of State, a 
county clerk, a city elections officer or any other county, city or 
district official under any election law. [1957 c.608 19; 1975 c.227 2; 
1979 c.190 38; 1983 c.514 3; 1995 c.607 10; 2005 c.797 26] 

250.168 Determination of compliance with constitutional provisions; notice; 
appeal. 

(1) Not later than the fifth business day after receiving a prospective 
petition for an initiative measure, the county clerk shall dete1mine 
in writing whether the initiative measure meets the requirements 
of section 1(2)(d), Article IV, and section 10, Atticle VI of the 
Oregon Constitution. 

(2) If the county clerk determines that the initiative measure meets 
the requirements of section 1(2)(d), Article IV, and section 10, 
Article VI of the Oregon Constitution, the clerk shall proceed as 
required in ORS 250.175. The clerk shall include in the 
publication required under ORS 250.175(5) a statement that the 
initiative measure has been determined to meet the requirements 
of section 1(2)(d), Article IV, and section 10, Article VI of the 
Oregon Constitution. 
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250.175 Preparation of ballot titles for certain county measures; correction 
of clerical errors; notice. 

(1) When a prospective petition for a county measure to be refened is 
filed with the county clerk, the clerk shall authorize the circulation of 
the petition containing the title of the measure as enacted by the 
county governing body or, if there is no title, the title supplied by the 
petitioner filing the prospective petition. The county clerk immediately 
shall send one copy of the prospective petition to the district attorney. 

(2) Not later than the sixth business day after a prospective petition for a 
county measure to be initiated is filed with the county clerk, the clerk 
shall send one copy of it to the district attorney if the measure to be 
initiated has been determined to be in compliance with section 1 
(2)(d), Article rv, and section 10, Article VI of the Oregon 
Constitution, as provided in ORS 250.168. 

(3) (a) Not later than the fifth business day after receiving the copy of 
the prospective petition, and notwithstanding ORS 203.145 (3), 
the district attorney shall prepare a ballot title for the county 
measure to be initiated or referred and certify the ballot title to 
the county clerk. 

(b) If the district attorney determines that a ballot title certified under 
this subsection contains a clerical error, the district attorney may 
correct the error and certify to the county clerk a corrected ballot 
title not later than the 10th business day after the date the ballot 
title was certified. 

( c) A copy of the ballot title shall be furnished to the chief 
petitioner. 

(4) Unless the circuit court certifies a different ballot title, the latest ballot 
title certified by the district attorney under subsection (3) of this 
section is the title to be p1inted on the ballot. 

(5) (a) The county clerk, upon receiving a ballot title for a county 
measure to be referred or initiated from the district attorney or 
the county governing body, shall publish in the next available 
edition of a newspaper of general circulation in the county a 
notice of receipt of the ballot title including notice that an elector 
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may file a petition for review of the ballot title not later than the 
date referred to in ORS 250.195. 

(b) In addition to publishing a notice as described in paragraph (a) of 
this subsection, the county clerk may publish a notice on the 
county 's website for a minimum of seven days. 

(6) As used in this section, "clerical error" means a typographical, 
arithmetical or grammatical error or omission that is evident from the 
text of the certified ballot title or by comparison of the text of the 
ballot title with a written explanation that was provided by the district 
attorney and issued concurrently with the certified ballot title. [1979 
c.190 155; 1983 c.567 12; 1985 c.808 26; 1987 c.707 8; 1991 c.719 
21; 2005 c.797 41; 2011 c.607 6; 2013 c.519 3; 2017 c.749 18] 

255.140 Determination of compliance with constitutional provisions; notice; 
appeal. 

[Note: This section is applicable only to elections by a "district."] 

(1) Not later than the fifth business day after receiving a prospective 
petition for an initiative measure, the elections officer shall determine 
in writing whether the initiative measure meets the requirements of 
section 1 (2)(d) and (5), Atticle IV of the Oregon Constitution. 

(2) If the elections officer determines that the initiative measure meets the 
requirements of section 1 (2)(d) and (5), Article IV of the Oregon 
Constitution, the elections officer shall proceed as required in ORS 
255.145. The elections officer shall include in the publication 
required under ORS 255.145 (5) a statement that the initiative measure 
has been determined to meet the requirements of section 1 (2)(d) and 
(5), Article IV of the Oregon Constitution. 

(3) If the elections officer determines that the initiative measure does not 
meet the requirements of section 1 (2)(d) and (5), Article IV of the 
Oregon Constitution, the elections officer shall immediately notify the 
petitioner, in writing by cettified mail, return receipt requested, of the 
determination. 
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(4) Any elector dissatisfied with a determination of the elections officer 
under subsection (1) of this section may petition the circuit comt of 
the judicial disttict in which the administrative office of the distlict is 
located seeking to overturn the determination of the elections officer. 
If the elector is dissatisfied with a determination that the initiative 
measure meets the requirements of section 1 (2)(d) and (5), Article IV 
of the Oregon Constitution, the petition must be filed not later than the 
seventh business day after the ballot title is filed with the elections 
officer. If the elector is dissatisfied with a determination that the 
initiative measure does not meet the requirements of section 1 (2)(d) 
and (5), A1ticle IV of the Oregon Constitution, the petition must be 
filed not later than the seventh business day after the wdtten 
determination is made by the elections officer. 

(5) The review by the circuit comt shall be the first and final review, and 
shall be conducted expeditiously to ensure the orderly and timely 
circulation of the petition. [1991 c.719 38; 2005 c.797 44] 






